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FOREWORD

R. P. DHINGRA
Executive Director

 The demand for ITI craftsmen in the industry has increased manifold with the surging population and massive 
development in the industry in many sectors like production, manufacturing, services, etc. There is a felt need to 
customize the training in the ITIs to match the needs of the industry. The employability Skills content for training 
the ITI trainees has been re-structured into a user-friendly student workbook to enable the trainees’ get trained 
effectively to render themselves employable on completion of the training. 

 The content has been carefully developed with active industry contribution. Hence, on successful completion of 
the training, the trainees shall not only be able to secure employment in India but will be able to get placed in 
foreign countries where young craftsmen are in great demand.

 ITI trainees should make good use of the workbook and master employable skills for a bright career and future.
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 Preface

 

 National Instructional Media Institute, Chennai and Central Staff Training and Research Institute, Kolkata have 
jointly restructured the Employability Skills curriculum in May 2019 to meet the current industry requirements. 
The restructuring has been done with active industry participation and contribution. The stakeholders engaged in 
the restructuring include Tata Strive, Quest Alliance, Medha, British Council, Ashok Leyland, Naandi Foundation’s 
Mahindra Pride Classroom, DETs, academia, Rubicon, ITI employability skills instructors, ITI principals, CSTARI 
and NIMI.

 The Employability Skills curriculum is common to all the trades under the Craftsmen Training Scheme. The 
curriculum has been restructured to meet the demands of the industry. The number of hours of instruction of 
the Employability Skills training has been enhanced from 110 to 160 hours to provide a comprehensive training 
for ITI trainees.

 The Employability Skills content is to be imparted during the first year in all ITIs across the country to all trainees 
enrolled for trades of one-year and two-year duration. ITI trainees hail from socio-economically disadvantaged 
sections of the society. They have had little opportunities to develop language literacy and communication skills 
despite ten years of schooling. 

 The ITI trainees will be equipped with the level appropriate proficiency in Behavioural Skills, English, IT, 
Communication skills by immersion in the learning process during the first year. The training shall help to:

• effectively use basic IT literacy in tune with the current technological advancements 

• create opportunities to build communication repertoire to be able to communicate for professional, social 
and academic purposes 

• build life skills like critical thinking, problem solving and negotiation skills. 
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 Instructional Design

 The content is developed with VARK (Visual Aural (Auditory) Read (Reading/writing) Kinesthetic) learning styles 
with customized strategies to improve communication and learning generally.  Hence, the content has been 
structured in the form of workbooks to build meaningful learning experiences assuming that the ITI trainees 
need to start learning English and communication from scratch. A facilitator guide has also been developed 
to enable the Employability Skills course instructors deliver the lessons in the structured format for effective 
internalization of the content by the ITI trainees.

 The Employability Skills content is designed with lessons in an hourly structure. The lessons are designed to enable 
learning from the simple to complex concepts in an activity-based format. The lessons shall provide adequate 
scope for internalization of concepts through illustrations and meaningful activities structured from guided, 
controlled to free use. Formative assessment shall be built in at appropriate intervals to facilitate consolidation 
of the learning. Cohesion between the lessons shall ensure that concepts are revisited all along the learning 
process thereby making the learning process meaningful, rewarding and enjoyable.

 The lessons are structured using the ICARE model of instructional design. ICARE model is an end-user oriented 
model that facilitates meaningful learning in an activity-based approach. The acronym ICARE stands for:

I  – Introduce – lesson objectives, concepts

C – Connect – through illustrations (visuals and verbal with appropriate examples, wherever needed)

A – Apply – opportunities to practice the concepts in the form of activities 

R – Reflect – through KWL chart (what was Known, Wanted to be known and eventually Learnt), recap

E – Extend – opportunities to explore alternative resources/materials (optional), project

 Module refers to the 4 topics dealt with in workbook 1 and 8 topics to be dealt with in workbook 2 for 80 
hours duration in each workbook. 

 Lesson refers to the content developed for training for specified number of hours for each of the 12 
modules in the workbooks. Each lesson is for one hour duration.

 Objectives shall be outcomes based restricted to three per lesson as the duration of each lesson shall be 
one hour only.

 Concept refers to the specific topics that the lesson is based on. A very basic introduction / description of 
the topic is used. 

 KWL chart is a tool used to enable learning with visible transition from recognition of prior knowledge to 
acquisition of new knowledge. What the trainees want to know serves as an intermediary step between 
what they know and what they eventually learn.

 Illustration provides contextual examples to make the learning meaningful and internalize the concept 
better.

 Activities provide opportunities to put the new concepts into active use in a guided, controlled and free 
manner. The activities are designed for collaborative learning in pairs and groups.

 Let’s Learn introduces additional concepts. It is introduced only when it is required for a particular 
lesson.

 Recap enables the trainees review their learning and proceed to learn the next lesson. 

 Extension provides scope for furthering the learning by application of the concepts in wider contexts 
than those dealt with in the workbook. It fosters learner autonomy and collaborative learning. 
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 The content for the 2 workbooks for year 1 shall include the following modules for 80 training hours each: 

 Year 1 – Workbook 1 – 80 hours

Module Topic Duration in hours

1 Behavioural Skills 10

2 English Literacy 30

3 Communication Skills 20

4 IT Literacy 20

Module Topic Duration in hours

5 Entrepreneurship 20

6 Maintaining Efficiency at Workplace 10

7 Occupational Safety, Health and 
Environment Education

10

8 Essential Skills for Success 10

9 Labour Welfare Legislation 05

10 Quality Management 05

11 Preparation to the World of Work 10

12 Customer Interaction/Service 10

 Recall is a chunking strategy that has been included at regular and meaningful intervals to consolidate 
the learning and help smooth transition between lessons and topics. The recall section is designed with 
multiple choice questions with due emphasis on application of the concepts learned than on the theory 
underlying them. This may be used by the instructors for periodical formative assessments to check 
progress. Alternately, it may be used by the trainees to test their own learning levels.

 Project refers to the extension of the classroom into the world of work like market scan, job search, 
preparation for entrepreneurial ventures. Trainees may put the skill acquired through employability skills 
training to effective use here. (optional)

 Corpus is the vocabulary on which the content is built on refers to the range of words that ITI trainees 
need to internalize to be able to productively use (active vocabulary) and understand using contextual 
clues (passive vocabulary) for social and professional communicative purposes.

 The vocabulary base for the content has been built on corpora (samples) of real world in tune with 
the requirement of ITI trainees in real-life (realia). The words are categorized into high-frequency and              
low-frequency words. Words that the trainees may be familiar with are in normal font and those that they 
need to learn and internalize to use (some words) and recognize (most words) are in bold font.

 Year 1 – Workbook 2 – 80 hours

 Note: Behavioural Skills module is meant to lay the foundation for Employability Skills. The trainees will be 
able to build rapport with the instructor and benefit from the training to find a suitable job on completion of 
the course. Hence, the 6 lessons developed may be used effectively to impart training for 10 hours. 
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 1. My Life Plans

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 reflect	on,	and	share	your	career	plans	after	graduation

•	 compare	and	identify	the	traits	of	successful	people	across	different	jobs

•	 learn	what	it	takes	to	be	successful.

	 We	all	want	 to	do	different	 things	 in	 life.	Some	of	us	 follow	our	dreams,	and	some	of	us	decide	to	do	what	
our	families	would	like	us	to	do.	Irrespective	of	whatever	path	we	take	in	life,	we	all	want	to	be	successful	in	
whatever	we	do.	To	be	able	to	do	that,	there	are	certain	qualities	for	one	to	identify	and	nurture.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Let’s play a small game of life. Look at the image below and trace what you have decided to do in life.

 Think	and	write	here	why	you	chose	the	option.	Share	with	your	friend,	if	you	can.

 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 What	do	you	think	it	will	take	for	you	to	succeed	in	any	option	that	you	pick?	Let	us	look	at	some	examples	of	
people	who	have	been	successful	in	their	careers.	Read	the	stories	and	write	down	what	you	find	common	
in them.

WELL.	YOU
WOULD	NOT	BE
READING	THIS	IF
YOU	WEREN’T.
WOULD	YOU?

LET’S	HELP
YOU	DECIDE!

STUDY	
FURTHER

MANAGE
THE	FAMILY
BUSINESS

GET	A
JOB

START	MY
OWN

BUSINESS

SOMETHING
ELSE

AM	I	IN	AN	ITI?

N O

N O

Y E S

Y E S HAVE	I
DECIDED
WHAT	I

WANT	TO	DO
AFTER	MY
COURSE?
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 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

 There	are	four	qualities	that	these	people,	and	most	people	who	have	been	successful	in	life,	have:

•	 Self-Awareness:	knowing	what	you	are	good	at,	what	you	need	to	improve	on,	what	you	like	and	do	not	
like	doing,	and	knowing	your	goals	in	life

•	 Self-Belief:	believing	that	you	can	achieve	whatever	you	set	your	mind	to.	Believing	and	knowing	that	you	
have	the	capability	and	drive	to	achieve	your	dreams

•	 Independence:	taking	decisions	on	your	own,	after	carefully	thinking	about	them

•	 Grit:	working	hard	to	achieve	your	goals	and	not	giving	up	when	you	face	failure

	 Irrespective	of	the	path	you	take	in	life,	if	you	have	these	four	qualities	in	you	and	are	constantly	improving	on	
it,	then	you	have	set	yourself	on	the	path	to	success!	

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFhHo9JnX0whttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzni3bpN73s

	 Watch	these	two	videos	about	an	auto	rickshaw	driver	in	Mumbai	who	is	doing	his	job	very	differently.	Think	
about	which	of	the	4	qualities	apply	to	him.

	 What	four	qualities	does	a	successful	person	have?

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 Think	 about	 your	 own	 self.	 Of	 these	 four	 qualities,	 what	 is	 your	 biggest	 strength?	 Why	 is	 it	 your	 biggest	
strength?

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	do	you	struggle	with	the	most,	of	these	4	qualities?

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
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	 2.	Introduction	to	Entrepreneurship

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 research	and	describe	the	job	scenario	in	India,	and	in	your	State	

•	 articulate	the	meaning	of	entrepreneurship

•	 analyze	the	need	for	entrepreneurship	in	a	developing	country.

	 India	is	a	developing	country	and	economy.	It	is	a	part	of	BRICS	(Brazil,	Russia,	India,	China	and	South	Africa),	
which	 is	 an	 association	of	 five	major	 emerging	world	 economies.	 Yet,	 statistics	 say	 that	 employment	 in	 the	
country	and	the	world	over,	 is	going	to	be	a	continuing	challenge	 in	the	coming	decade.	A	solution	that	can	
possibly	counter	this	challenge	is	the	rise	of	entrepreneurship	as	a	livelihood	option	in	India.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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Unemployment	Rate	of	India:	8.4% Women	Paid	34%	<	Men	for	the	same	work

1. According to ‘The State of Employment Report in India’ of 2019, you have read some facts about the job 
market	in	the	country.	How	do	you	feel	after	reading?	Do	you	think	it	is	true	about	the	area	you	live	in?	
Discuss	with	a	friend	and	write	down	your	thoughts.

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Find the State you live in, on the map of India. Speak to your facilitator and the people in your class about 
the	employment	statistics	of	your	State.	Note	down	your	findings	in	the	shapes	given.

	 India	is	a	developing	economy.	Because	of	rapid	automation,	more	and	more	people	are	finding	it	hard	to	get	
gainful	and	satisfying	employment.	Historically,	currently	developed	countries	like	the	US	and	Japan,	fast	turned	
their	economies	around	by	embracing	and	promoting	entrepreneurship	as	a	lucrative	career	option.

	 A	wage	employed	person	 is	 someone	who	works	 for	 a	person/organization	and	gets	paid	 for	 that	work.	An	
entrepreneur	is	a	self-employed	person	who	is	always	trying	to	make	his/her	business	better	by	taking	risks	and	
trying	new	ideas.	Entrepreneurship	is	the	act	of	setting	up	and	running	a	business,	taking	on	risks	in	the	hope	of	
profit.

	 You	must	be	thinking	–	why	would	someone	set	up	their	own	enterprise?	Let’s	read	some	reasons	why.

EMPLOYMENT	IN	MY	STATE
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a.	 Do	what	you	want	to	do	Being	an	entrepreneur	offers	you	the	flexibility	and	freedom	to	pursue	your	interests	
and	abilities.	You	are	also	able	to	take	quicker	decisions	because	of	a	smaller	organization	structure.

b.	 Innovations	 You	are	 free	 to	 try	new	and	 creative	 ideas	because	an	entrepreneur’s	 risk	 taking	 capacity	 is	
higher	than	that	of	large	organizations.

c.	 Fulfill	Customer	Needs	Entrepreneurs	identify	problems	that	their	customers	have	and	turn	those	into	new	
business	opportunities	for	themselves.

d.	 More jobs	With	the	growth	of	a	business,	entrepreneurs	look	for	more	people	to	help	them.	They	buy	more	
material,	and	from	more	people.	The	also	hire	more	people	to	work	for	them.	

e.	 Use local materials	Entrepreneurs	use	the	material	and	people	available	around	them,	to	make	products	at	
low	cost.	This	increases	the	income	of	the	individuals	around	them	and	the	local	population	is	also	able	to	
access	products	and	services	at	a	lower	cost.

3.	 Think	of	4	entrepreneurs	you	know.	In	the	picture	below,	mention	the	businesses	they	run	and	what	is	the	
advantage of that business to society.

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 Apart	 from	 the	 ones	mentioned	 in	 the	 lesson,	 why	 else	 do	 you	 think	 a	 person	would	want	 to	 become	 an	
entrepreneur?

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	are	your	personal	thoughts	on	entrepreneurship?

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

 Keeping	these	employment	statistics	in	mind,	how	important	are	the	4	qualities	for	success	now?

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 Read	more	about	the	status	of	employment	in	the	country,	and	your	home	State.	To	find	the	state	of	employment	
in	your	region,	go	to	Google	and	type	the	template	“<State><region>	employment	rate”.	Record	what	you	find.
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 3. Being Entrepreneurial

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	the	skills	needed	to	be	an	entrepreneur	

•	 list	the	qualities	of	an	entrepreneur

•	 assess	your	abilities	as	an	entrepreneur.

	 What	does	it	take	to	be	an	entrepreneur?	What	do	Ratan	Tata,	DhirubhaiAmbani,	Bill	Gates,	Mark	Zuckerberg	
and	Dr.	Karsanbhai	Patel	have	in	common?	They	are	all	successful	entrepreneurs	who	started	small	and	now	are	
owners	of	successful	and	big	enterprises!	

	 How	did	they	become	successful?	What	skills	or	abilities	do	they	and	other	successful	entrepreneurs	have?	In	
this	lesson,	we	will	learn	about	a	few	such	skills	and	qualities	that	entrepreneurs	have	and	understand	how	much	
of	that	we	already	have!

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

	 In	lesson	1,	you	learnt	about	the	4	qualities	that	successful	people	have.	You	also	learnt	who	an	entrepreneur	is	
in	Lesson	2.	Here	is	a	recap	of	the	mindsets:

Self	Awareness:	Know	your	strengths
and	areas	of	development

Self	belief:	believe	in	your	
capabilities!

Take	risks

Try	new	things

Work	towards	a	goal

Independence:	Make	decisions	
on	your	own,	after	thinking	

through	them

Grit:	Not	give	up	in	the	face	
of	failure

Do	whatever	it	takes	to	get	
something	done
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	 Along	with	mindsets,	an	entrepreneur	also	has	the	following	skills:

a.	 Leader	An	entrepreneur	is	a	good	leader.	They	guide	and	support	their	employees	to	grow	the	business	and	
be	a	role	model	for	others.

b.	 Creative	An	entrepreneur	is	creative	and	innovative.	They	come	up	with	different	and	unique	ideas	for	their	
business	to	work	and	grow.	

c.	 Ambitious	An	entrepreneur	is	ambitious	and	keeps	thinking	of	new	ways	to	make	the	business	bigger	and	
better!	

d.	 Goal-Focused	An	entrepreneur	is	goal-focused.	They	know	the	targets	that	they	are	working	towards.	

e.	 Hardworking	An	entrepreneur	works	hard	to	achieve	his/her	goals.	

f.	 Risk Taker	An	entrepreneur	isn’t	afraid	of	taking	calculated	and	informed	risks	to	make	their	business	better.		

1. Read the following story in groups of 3 or 4.  

	 Nirma	was	 founded	 in	1969	by	Dr.	Karsanbhai	Patel.	His	efforts	have	made	Nirma	a	household	name	 for	
detergents.	When	he	began	his	business,	there	were	only	one	or	two	other	brands	in	the	market.	Karsanbhai’s	
beginnings	were	very	simple.	He	started	by	making	detergent	powder	in	his	Ahmedabad	home	and	selling	it	
door-to-door.	He	gave	a	money	back	guarantee	with	every	pack	he	sold.	It	meant	that	if	the	product	was	not	
good,	customers	would	get	their	money	back.	Karsanbhai	sold	his	product	at	nearly	10	rupees	lesser	than	the	
market	rate!	Thus,	he	was	able	to	create	a	demand	in	the	middle	class	and	lower	class	customer	group.	Nirma	
became	a	huge	success	and	all	this	was	a	result	of	Karsanbhai	Patel’s	entrepreneurial	skills.	The	company	that	
was	started	in	1969	with	just	one	man	who	used	to	deliver	his	product	from	house	to	house,	today	employs	
around	14	thousand	people	with	a	turnover	of	more	than	$500	million.

	 With	a	partner,	identify	examples	from	the	story	where	Karsanbhai	Patel	showed	the	mindsets	and	skills	of	
an	entrepreneur.	Some	examples	are	written	for	you.
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Mindsets Examples

Self-Awareness He	 knew	 that	 the	 detergent	 market	 did	 not	 have	 cheaper	
options	 for	 Indian	households.	He	knew	he	wanted	 to	 solve	
for	that.

Self-Belief

Independence

Grit

Skills Examples	

Creative

Leader

Ambitious

Goal-Focused

Goal-Focused

Risk	Taker	 He	offered	a	money	back	guarantee	to	his	customers.

2. SWOT Analysis 

	 Now,	you	have	the	chance	to	find	out	where	you	stand	on	the	skills	and	qualities	to	be	an	entrepreneur!	
Read	the	skills	and	qualities	of	an	entrepreneur	and	fill	out	the	SWOT	for	yourself	below.	SWOT	stands	
for: 

 Strengths What	are	you	good	at?	Your	skills,	talents	and	abilities

 Weaknesses What	are	some	things	you	can	get	better	at?

	 Opportunities	If	you	were	to	become	an	entrepreneur,	what	are	ideas	you	can	try	that	will	be	different	from	
other	people’s?

 Threats What	could	be	the	problems	you	could	face	when	you	become	an	entrepreneur?

Strengths Weaknesses

ThreatsOpportunities
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3.	 You	have	50	rupees	with	you	now	and	have	to	come	back	with	a	profit	in	the	next	class.	In	order	to	earn	
this	profit,	you	can	plan	to	do	something	together	as	a	group.	For	example,	selling	biscuit	packets	in	ITI,	
showcase any talent and collect money from the audience, etc.  Note down what you did, how you did it, 
and	what	was	it	that	you	loved	the	most	in	this	activity.	You	may	consider	making	a	SWOT	analysis,	if	you	
wish to.

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 Needs	are	items	we	must	have	to	survive	(food,	shelter,	clothing).	Wants	are	things	that	are	nice	to	have,	but	not	
really	necessary.	For	example,	students	need	clothing,	but	do	they	need	an	expensive	brand	like	Louis	Vuitton	
bag	or	Diesel	jeans.		Whenever	we	make	a	spending	decision,	choosing	one	option	affects	whether	or	not	we	can	
make	the	other	choice.		This	is	called	opportunity	cost.

	 SWOT	 analysis	 is	 a	 tool	 that	 helps	 in	making	 calculated	 decisions.	 As	 decisions	 are	 based	 on	 strengths	 and	
opportunities	with	an	awareness	about	how	to	manage	threats	and	convert	weaknesses	into	strengths,	it	will	be	
ideal	for	decision-making.

4.	 Choose	a	partner.	Read	the	following	case	studies	and	answer	the	questions	that	follow.

a.	 Kanchan	is	preparing	to	leave	for	college	in	July.	She	lives	in	New	Delhi.	But	she	will	be	going	to	school	in	
Mumbai.	So,	she	is	planning	on	buying	a	car	to	get	her	there.	She	wants	to	buy	something	reliable.	So,	she	is	
deciding	between	a	new	car	that	will	cost	Rs	3,00,000	with	zero	miles	and	a	navigation	system	and	a	three-
year-old	car	with	7,000	miles	and	no	navigation	system	for	Rs	1,50,000.	She	has	Rs	1,00,000	in	savings	that	
she	will	use	for	the	purchase	and	will	take	a	loan	for	the	remaining	amount.

	 If	 you	 were	 Kanchan,	 what	 decision	 would	 you	 make	 and	 why?	 Identify	 some	 strengths,	 higlight	 how	
weaknesses	can	be	overcome,	what	the	threats	may	be?	

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

b.	 Megha	received	Rs	5000	from	her	grandparents	for	her	high	school	graduation.	She	has	been	longing	to	buy	
a	new	watch	and	update	her	wardrobe	because	she	is	starting	a	new	job	in	two	weeks.	But	next	month	she	is	
moving	out	on	her	own	and	will	need	to	pay	three-month	rent	in	advance,	which	totals	Rs	15,000.	If	she	uses	
the	money	to	buy	the	watch	and	clothes,	she	thinks	she	can	save	enough	money	from	her	new	job	to	pay	for	
rent,	but	she	is	not	sure.

	 If	 you	 were	 Meghan,	 what	 decision	 would	 you	 make	 and	 why?	 Identify	 some	 strengths,	 higlight	 how	
weaknesses	can	be	overcome,	what	the	threats	may	be?	

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

c.	 Heera	has	been	invited	to	go	to	a	three-day	concert	with	her	friends.	The	only	catch	is	that	it	is	a	9-hour	drive.	
Traveling	for	an	entire	weekend	means	she	will	need	lots	of	cash.	She	estimates	that	gas,	food,	tickets	and	
camping	will	cost	around	Rs	4,000.	She	has	a	pending	payment	of	Rs	2,500	coming	up	and	her	Rs	200	cell	
phone	bill	is	due	at	the	end	of	the	month.	She	also	needs	to	buy	her	mom	a	birthday	gift,	which	she	thinks	
will	cost	Rs	500.	She	has	Rs	7,000	in	savings.

	 	If	you	were	Heera,	what	decision	would	you	make	and	why?	Identify	some	strengths,	higlight	how	weaknesses	
can	be	overcome,	what	the	threats	may	be?	

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 Find	a	local	entrepreneur	in	your	locality	or	family	and	talk	to	them	about	their	journey.	Find	out	what	skills	and	
qualities	they	have	and	how	they	utilize	it	in	running	their	venture.

	 What	are	some	skills	that	are	essential	for	an	entrepreneur?

	 SWOT	stands	for:

	 S	___________________

	 W	___________________

	 O	___________________

	 T	____________________

	 List	the	skills	that	you	put	in	the	SWOT	analysis	as	your	strengths	

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 List	the	opportunities	you	identified	for	yourself	as	an	entrepreneur

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

ENTREPRENEURIAL
STORY

NAME:

LIFE	STORY SELF	QUALITIES
THEY	APPLY	AT

WORK

SKILLS	THEY
APPLY

BUSINESS
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 4. My Values as an Entrepreneur

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 recall/identify	the	values	you	stand	for	

•	 observe	how	entrepreneurs	make	Value-based	decisions

•	 identify	Value-based	decisions	and	apply	it	to	your	venture	ideas.

	 We	take	many	decisions	in	our	lives	everyday.	Most	of	them,	either	personal	or	professional,	have	something	
in	common.	They	are	based	on	how	we	feel	when	we	make	that	decision	and	take	action.	These	feelings	are	
connected	to	what	we	believe	in	and	the	values	we	hold	as	individuals.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Read the following story in pairs.

	 Bharti	 is	a	young	woman	 from	Kishanganj,	Bihar.	She	 is	a	socially	aware	person	and	she	realizes	 that	 the	
climate	 is	 fast	deteriorating	and	resources	are	going	 to	decrease	day	by	day.	Hence,	 she	wants	 to	start	a	
business	that	uses	sustainable	material.	Sustainable	products	are	those	products	that	use	already	existing	
resources	without	harming	the	environment.	

	 Bharti	realizes	that	many	girls	in	her	area	like	to	wear	earrings.	The	area	she	lives	in	has	a	lot	of	jute	fields.	So,	
she	buys	jute	from	a	farmer	and	starts	making	jute	earrings.	No	one	in	her	area	has	seen	earrings	made	from	
jute.	So	Bharti’s	products	look	unique.	Also,	they	are	priced	lower	than	the	general	metal	earrings	because	
the	production	cost	is	lower.	Thus,	more	and	more	people	start	buying	from	her.

	 She	calls	her	business	 ‘Manavi	Natural	Handicrafts’.	She	also	sees	 that	most	women	 in	her	village	do	not	
work.	So,	she	hires	two	women	to	help	her.	As	her	orders	increase,	she	buys	more	jute.	She	hires	three	more	
women	to	work	for	her.	The	farmer,	and	the	women	working	for	her	now	earn	more	money.	They	are	able	
to	save	money	for	their	future.	Bharti	is	very	clear	that	continuing	to	employ	women	and	helping	families	
increase	their	income	is	very	important	to	her	as	an	entrepreneur.	

2.	 What	is	important	to	Bharti	as	an	entrepreneur?	Write	them	in	the	shapes	below.

	 As	you	would	have	read	in	the	‘Behavioural	Skills’	Unit	of	Book	1,	values	are	the	fundamental	beliefs	that	guide	
attitudes	or	actions.	 It	 reflects	how	a	person	thinks,	 feels	and	behaves	at	home,	at	work	and	 in	society.	Our	
values	form	the	pillars	of	our	character.

	 The	values	that	you	have	learnt	about	are:

	 Some	of	Bharti’s	values	are:

a.	 Fairness	Bharti	realizes	that	women	do	not	get	as	many	opportunities	or	avenues	as	men,	to	get	work.	Thus,	
she	is	respecting	the	fact	that	women	can	contribute	as	much	to	the	workforce	and	employing	them,	for	the	
betterment	of	the	family.

b.	 Citizenship	Bharti	is	aware	of	the	implications	of	her	actions	on	the	environment.	Thus,	another	core	strategy	
of	her	business	is	using	sustainable	material,	which	does	not	harm	the	environment.

Honesty,	sincerity,
forthrightness;	keeping

promises;	being
dependable	and	loyal	

Giving	dignity	to	
everyone,	irrespective	
of	age,	gender	colour,	

class	or	caste

Being	accountable;
exercising	control;
being	self-reliant;

reflecting	on	actions

Understanding	the	results	
of	decision	making	

through	gathering	facts,	
and	thinking	from	the	

other	person’s	viewpoint

Being	compassionate	and	
kind;	showing	empathy	to	
those	who	are	in	difficulty;	
helping	others	in	need.

Obeying	the	law;	
protecting	the	

environment;	thinking	
about	the	welfare	of	the	
country	and	the	world
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	 Value-based	decision	making	 is	 the	act	of	 identifying	 the	 fundamental	 things	 that	are	 important	 to	you,	 the	
decisions	you	make	coming	from	those	values	and	the	final	actions	you	take	be	a	reflection	of	those	values.

3.	 What	values	are	important	to	you?	Write	them	down,	along	with	why	they	are	important,	 in	the	given	
labels.

4.  Now that you know what values are important to you, how will you use these values to make decisions in 
your	business?	Jot	down	some	ideas.

(Hint:	Use	Bharti’s	example	to	think	of	what	you	can	do.)

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 What	values	have	you	been	able	to	identify	for	yourself?

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 Do	you	believe	values	dictate	the	decisions	we	make	in	life	–	personal	or	professional?	Write	your	thoughts.	

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 Give	an	example	of	how	values	will	play	out	while	making	business	decisions.	

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 Watch	the	following	video	-	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhtj5iPlFcA

	 What	are	the	values	that	are	important	to	him	while	he	is	making	decisions	for	his	business?	Write	them	in	the	
given	table.
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5. Recall

1.	 What	does	a	person	need	to	succeed	in	life?

	 a.	Money		 	 b.	Qualities		 	 c.	Power	 	 d.	Intelligence

2.	 The	quality	of	taking	decisions	on	your	own,	after	thinking	carefully	is:

	 a.	Self-Awareness		 b.	Self-Belief	 	 c.	Independence	 d.	Grit	

3.	 The	quality	of	knowing	who	you	are	and	what	you	want	to	do	is:

	 a.	Self-Awareness		 b.	Self-Belief	 	 c.	Independence	 d.	Grit	

4.	 The	quality	of	working	hard	to	achieve	your	goals	without	giving	up	is	called:

	 a.	Self-Awareness		 b.	Self-Belief	 	 c.	Independence	 d.	Grit	

5.	 The	quality	of	believing	that	you	can	achieve	whatever	you	set	your	mind	to	is:

	 •	Self-Awareness	 	 •	Self-Belief	 	 •	Independence	 •	Grit

6.	 Sama	takes	orders	going	door	to	door	and	does	tailoring	work	for	women’s	daily	work	wear.	Sama	is	a:	

	 a.	Wage	employee	 b.	Entrepreneur		

7.	 S	in	SWOT	stands	for	

	 a.	Smile	 	 	 b.	Strength	 	 c.	Success	 	 d.	Smart

8.	 W	in	SWOT	stands	for

	 a.	Wealth		 	 b.	War	 	 	 c.	Weakness	 	 d.	Willingness

9.	 O	in	SWOT	stands	for

	 a.	Opportunity	 	 b.	Organized	 	 c.	Order	 	 d.	Ownership

10.	T	in	SWOT	stands	for

	 a.	Talent	 	 	 b.	Terror	 	 c.	Trust	 	 	 d.	Threat

11.	Entrepreneurs	come	up	with	different	and	unique	ideas	for	their	business	to	work	and	grow.	This	skill	of	the	
entrepreneur	is	being:

	 a.	Ambitious	 	 b.	Creative	 	 c.	A	Leader	 	 d.	Hardworking	

12.	An	entrepreneur	who	isn’t	afraid	of	taking	calculated	and	informed	risks	to	make	their	business	better	is:	

	 a.	A	Leader	 	 b.	Ambitious	 	 c.	A	risk	taker	 	 d.	Goal	focussed

13.	An	entrepreneur	who	works	hard	to	achieve	his/her	goals:

	 a.	Hardworking		 	 b.	A	leader	 	 c.	Ambitious		 	 d.	Goal	focussed

14.	Entrepreneurs	who	guide	and	support	their	employees	to	grow	the	business	and	be	a	role	model	for	others	
are:

	 a.	A	leader	 	 b.	A	risk	taker	 	 c.	Creative	 	 d.	Ambitious	

15.		An	entrepreneur	who	keeps	thinking	of	new	ways	to	make	the	business	bigger	and	better	is:

	 a.	Goal	focussed	 	 b.	Creative		 	 c.	Ambitious	 	 d.	Hardworking	

16.		An	entrepreneur	who	knows	the	targets	that	they	are	working	towards.	

	 a.	Hardworking		 	 b.	Creative		 	 c.	Goal	focussed	 d.	Ambitious

17.	The	Value-based	decision	making	cycle	is	“values	-	decisions	-	________________”,	which	is:

	 a.	Mission	 	 b.	Vision	 	 c.	Actions	 	 d.	Goal	
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 6. My Business Idea

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	your	strengths	in	a	particular	sector

•	 recognize	your	interest	to	start	your	venture	

•	 create	and	list	multiple	business	ideas	for	the	sector.

	 The	best	business	ideas	come	when	they	are	rooted	in	people’s	needs	and	problems.	When	you	know	someone	
who	is	experiencing	a	problem,	your	immediate	instinct	is	that	you	want	to	solve	it.	What	you	will	learn	in	this	
lesson	is	to	interact	with	people	and	identify	their	problems.	Thereafter,	identify	how	these	conversations	can	
be	catalysts	for	innovative	business	ideas	that	could	be	generated.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Sector	Selection

	 We	all	do	different	kinds	of	 jobs	across	different	kind	of	 sectors.	A	 sector	 is	an	 industry	 that	produces	
products	and	services	under	a	particular	head.	The	example	of	a	sector	is	the	automobile	sector.	

	 Look	at	the	list	of	different	sectors	that	people	work	in.	Select	and	tick	the	sector	that	you	want	to	work	in	
and	speak	with	your	partner	about	why	you	are	selecting	that	sector.	Add	the	name	of	the	sector	you	want	
to work in, if it hasn’t been listed.

 

Food	Production Construction FMCG Refrigeration	and	AC

Cosmetology	 Education Secretarial	
practice

Machine	Related

Automobiles	 Agriculture Tool	Making Programming

Electrical Stenography Tailoring Plumbing

Architectural	
(Draughtsmen)

IT Carpentry Manufacturing

2. Now, think of someone you know who is related to this sector or works in it. It could be a friend, neighbour, 
classmate	or	yourself.	Think	of	the	problems	this	person	faces	relating	to	that	sector.	If	you	could	come	
up	with	business	 ideas	 to	 solve	 those	problems,	what	would	 those	 ideas	be?	An	example	 is	 given	 for	
reference.

Sector Cosmetology

Person Best	friend	Rama

Problem The	products	used	in	the	local	beauty	parlour	are	harsh	on	her	skin.	They	
give	her	rashes.

Business Ideas to solve it 1.	Make	ayurvedic	products	at	home	and	sell	them	to	her.

2.	Make	ayurvedic	products	at	home	and	sell	them	to	the	parlour.

3.	Work	at	the	parlour	and	start	an	ayurvedic	wing	there.

4.	Source	homemade	remedies	for	skincare	from	a	person	I	know	that	
already	makes	it	and	sells	it.

5.	Help	people	find	the	right	beauty	parlours,	depending	on	their	skin	 	 	
type.

Sector

Person

Problem

Business Ideas to solve it
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Sector

Person

Problem

Business Ideas to solve it

3.	 Now,	if	you	were	solving	general	problems	of	the	sector	that	you	chose,	what	would	those	problems	be?	
This	need	not	be	specific	to	a	person.	One	example	has	been	done	for	you.

Sector Education

Problem The	children	in	my	area	are	not	learning	spoken	English	in	school.

Business Ideas 1.	Start	a	small	tuition	centre.

2.	 Collate	material	 from	 the	 internet	 and	 sell	 the	package	 to	 schools,	
parents	or	tuition	teachers.

3.	 Get	 an	 expert	 every	 weekend	 to	 conduct	 classes	 and	 charge	 a	
commission	from	the	parents.

4.	Start	the	branch	of	an	English	teaching	organization	in	my	area.

	 Hint!	Something	to	remember:

 You don’t have to reinvent the wheel. Look at the products and services that might already be in use, and 
see	how	you	can	look	at	it	differently.

 Now, do the same for your sector.

Sector

Problem

Business Ideas

Sector

Problem

Business Ideas
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	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 Fill	up	the	following	image	to	summarize	your	learning	from	the	last	3	chapters:

	 As	an	entrepreneur,	to	mobilize	resources	one	has	to	empathize	with	different	stakeholders	in	the	business.	For	
example,	customers,	funders,	family,	friends,	banks	and	others.	The	most	important	types	of	start-up	funding	are	
owner’s	equity,	loans	(personal	or	from	a	lending	programme)	and	grants.

	 Try	to	explore	the	various	funding	opportunities	available	for	start-ups	by	browsing	the	internet,	interviewing	
some	small	business	enterprises	in	your	locality,	visiting	banks	to	get	information,	etc.	You	may	use	the	information	
in	the	table	to	know	more	about	the	advantages	and	disadvantages.

	SWOT VALUES

BUSINESS	
IDEAS
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Sources Advantages Disadvantages

Own	resources •	Own	decision

•	Own	planning	&	timing

•	Full	control	and	benefits

•	No	extra	costs	(interest)

Self-reliance	motivating

•	Capacity	of	individuals	limited

•	 Danger	 of	 relaxation	 in	 business							
management

•	No	sharing	of	risks

Gifts,	offers

•	Free

•	No	extra	costs	involved

•	Not	reliable

•	Not	timely

•	May	be	tied	to	other	person’s	agenda,	
wishes

Loans •	Extra	resources

•	Enforces	discipline

•	Induces	external	control

•	Interest	charges

•	Not	timely

•	Tight	repayment	regime

•	External	control	of	one’s	business

•	Risk	of	loss	of	one’s	other	assets	in	case	
of	failure

Credit	(esp.	from	supplier) •	Sure	way	of	obtaining	supplies

•	No	interest	charges

•	Reduction	in	operating	expenses

•	High	prices

•	Inferior	supplies

•	Inflexibility	in	planning	supplies

•	Dependency	on	supplier

Grants	(public	or	private) •	Free

•	Higher	amount

•	 Consider	specific	levels	(local,	regional,	
national,	 international),	 sectors	 (e.g.	
health,	agriculture,	politics)	and	target	
groups	(e.g.	youth,	orphans,	women)

•	 Strict	 rules	 for	 application	 and	
accountability

•	 High	competition

	 Look	at	this	video	of	a	man	making	innovations	across	

	 sectors.	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCtCvs1Jtzk

	 Now,	read	up	about	the	innovations	happening	in	your	sector!

	 Find	an	innovative	business	idea	in	the	Machines	and	Tools	sector	

	 here.	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SclN-2CteXM

	 Read	about	a	business	idea	in	the	Food	and	beverages	sector.	

	 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hICEGYuCns0

	 Read	up	about	another	innovation	here.	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hICEGYuCns0
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 7. Map the Market – Part I 

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 list	the	factors	that	form	a	marketplace	for	an	entrepreneurial	venture

•	 articulate	the	need	to	focus	on	understanding	the	customer

•	 compare	customer	survey	templates	to	design	and	conduct	customer	surveys.	

	 Every	business	exists	in	a	space	called	the	market.	There	are	many	forces	that	exist	in	this	marketplace	that	affect	
how	a	business	shall	fare	in	different	market	conditions.	One	of	the	most	crucial	of	these	forces	to	understand	
about	the	marketplace	 is	 the	customer.	 In	this	 lesson,	we	shall	 learn	how	to	understand	this	very	 important	
player	for	any	business.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 In	groups	of	3	or	4,	read	the	following	case	study	and	reflect	on	it.

	 Ravi	has	always	been	a	good	chef.	He	started	a	chaat	shop	in	Bhopal	city	20	years	ago.	It	is	a	very	successful	
shop.	He	owns	5	chaat	outlets	in	the	city.	

	 After	sometime,	he	decides	to	move	back	home	to	his	village.	He	manages	to	sell	his	chaat	shop	for	a	healthy	
profit	to	open	a	chaat	shop	in	his	village.

	 Sure	of	his	success,	because	of	his	previous	experience	and	the	fact	that	there	was	only	one	other	chaat	shop	
in	the	village,	he	sets	up	shop,	and	prepares	for	opening.	He	has	a	batch	of	menus	left	over	from	his	old	shop.	
So	to	save	on	the	cost	of	printing	new	menus,	he	simply	places	a	sticker	with	the	new	address	over	the	old	
address	and	displays	the	menus	on	the	counter.

	 On	the	opening	night,	one	or	two	local	people	pop	in.	They	taste	the	free	samples	and	comment	that	the	
chaat	 is	too	bland.	Another	visitor	 looks	at	the	pre-cut	onions	and	pre-boiled	potatoes	and	questions	the	
freshness	of	the	chaat.	The	only	person	that	buys	a	plate	of	chaat	is	surprised	when	she	is	not	given	a	helping	
of	dry	chaat	to	finish	the	meal.	The	annoyed	customer	says	that	she	would	be	able	to	get	a	full	thali	meal	in	
the	shop	next	door,	for	less	than	the	price	of	that	chaat	plate.	Ravi	is	not	very	worried	about	the	comments	
of	a	few	people.	After	all,	it	is	impossible	to	please	everyone	and	he	has	been	in	the	chaat	business	for	a	long	
time.	

	 A	few	weeks	later,	sales	have	not	improved	and	Ravi	is	facing	the	possibility	of	closing	down	his	shop,	having	
lost	all	the	money	invested	in	it.

What	is	Ravi	doing	wrong?	

_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

Why	is	he	facing	this	problem?	

_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

What	would	you	suggest	for	Ravi	to	do	now	to	improve	his	sales?	

_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________________________

2. One of the largest mistakes Ravi made was to assume that he knew what people wanted. Thoroughly 
understanding the customers that you are going to be selling to, becomes the most important element in 
understanding your market. Otherwise, like Ravi, you might be selling them something that does not suit 
their	tastes.	Do	you	agree?

Note	down	your	views.	

_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________
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	 If	knowing	and	understanding	customers	is	the	most	crucial	step	before	starting	a	business,	what	do	we	need	to	
know	about	them,	so	that	it	is	helpful	for	our	business?

	 To	be	able	to	find	these	out,	there	are	multiple	ways	one	can	go	about	it.	One	of	the	best	ways	to	understand	the	
needs,	interests	and	concerns	of	your	customers	is	by	conducting	surveys.	A	survey	is	the	process	of	gathering	
information	from	people	about	certain	topics	by	interacting	with	them.

	 Some	template	questions	can	be	in	this	format:	

a.	 Your	introduction	and	why	you	are	doing	a	survey

b.	 Their	introduction	and	generally	what	they	do	in	life	

	 (Example:	what	work	do	you	do,	who	is	in	your	family,	where	do	you	stay)

c.	 What	is	their	experience	of	the	products	and	services	they	consume	of	the	sector	that	you’ve	chosen?	
What	do	they	currently	like?	What	do	they	lack?

d.	 What	is	a	problem	that	they	would	like	to	get	solved?

Here	are	some	examples	of	customer	surveys:

Example	#1

a.	 Tell	us	a	little	about	yourself.

b.	 Who	did	you	purchase	the	product	for?

c.	 What	was	most	important	to	you	about	the	product?

d.	 Why	did	you	choose	to	purchase	this	product	over	another	one?

e.	 Why	did	you	choose	to	purchase	from	this	provider	over	other	providers?

f.	 How	did	you	think	the	product	you	chose	was	different	from	the	other	products?

g.	 Before	making	 the	purchase,	 did	 you	have	 any	hesitations	or	 unanswered	questions?	Please	describe	
them.

h.	 What’s	the	one	thing	that	NEARLY	stopped	you	from	making	the	purchase?

i.	 Is	there	anything	else	you	would	like	to	add?
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Example	#2

a.	 What	do	you	think	of	this	product?

b.	 What	is	the	one	thing	I	should	do	to	make	things	better	for	you?

c.	 What	should	we	stop	doing?

d.	 Can	you	give	me	an	example?

e.	 Why	and	Why	Not?	(always	helpful	for	elaboration)

f.	 What	annoys	you	about	this	product	the	most?

g.	 How	does	or	doesn’t	this	product	solve	problem	X	for	you?

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 What	are	the	forces	that	make	up	a	market?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Why	is	it	important	to	understand	customers?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	information	about	customers	have	to	be	understood?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	challenges	do	you	foresee	when	you	go	to	take	customer	surveys?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

		 The	best	way	to	understand	this	concept	is	by	trying	this	out.	Take	surveys!

	 Tips	to	remember!	

1.	 One	of	the	most	important	things	to	learn	is	how	to	talk	to	people,	so	that	one	is	able	to	speak	politely	to	
people,	so	that	you	get	the	data	that	you	want	and	that	will	be	helpful	to	use	for	your	idea.	Some	practise	
before	you	go	would	be	helpful.	

2.	 Go	prepared	with	the	questions	that	you	want	to	ask.

3.	 Speak	to	at	least	20	people	to	get	reliable	data.

4.	 Go	in-depth	into	responses.	The	deeper,	the	better	as	the	data	you	get	will	be	richer.	

5.	 Have	practice	conversations	with	your	friends	before	you	go	for	the	actual	survey.	Remember	to	get	feedback	
from	each	other	on	the	conversation!

	 Record	the	data	and	good	luck!
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 8. Map the Market – Part II

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	the	sector	you	wish	to	work	in

•	 identify,	compare	and	analyze	your	market	competition

•	 explore	the	government	schemes	and	policies	available	for	different	kinds	of	entrepreneurs.

	 The	 implementation	of	 the	Goods	and	Service	Taxes	 (GST)	Bill	 implementation	 in	2017	had	a	huge	effect	on	
business	ventures	in	India.	The	reason	for	the	Indian	government	behind	implementing	the	bill	was	to	foster	
lesser	tax	evasion	by	business.	No	business	venture	exists	in	a	vacuum.	It	is	affected	by	the	market	forces	that	
exist.	The	four	market	forces	addressed	in	this	lesson	are	competitors,	government,	industry	and	technology.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

Product

Quality

Image

Advertising

Reputation

Reliability

Service

Price

Sales

Make	In	India

Startup	India

Standup	India
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1.	 After	finding	someone	in	the	room	who	is	researching	the	same	sector	as	you,	identify	3	competitors	in	the	
market	for	the	sector	or	the	business	idea	that	you	have	selected.	Analyze	their	businesses	on	the	factors	
that	are	mentioned	in	the	first	column	of	the	table.	On	a	scale	of	1	-	5,	rate	each	competitor’s	business	on	
each factor.

	 	 	 	 ________________________________________________________

	 	 	 	 1																																																									3																																																											5

	 	 	 Not	Great																																																			Okay																																													Amazing!

Write	the	observations	and	notes	from	each	factor	analysis	in	the	last	‘notes’	column.

Factor Competitor	A Competitor	B Competitor	C Notes

Products

Price

Quality

Service

Reliability

Reputation

Sales

Advertising

Image

2.	 Here	is	a	download	of	the	government	departments	and	initiatives	that	are	helping	foster	entrepreneurial	
innovation	across	different	sectors	of	India:

MSME (Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium 
Enterprises)
•	 The	 promotion	 and	 development	 of	 MSMEs		

encourage	 entrepreneurship,	 employment	 and	
livelihood	opportunities	

•	 For	 general	 guidelines	 about	 entrepreneurs,	
find	 them	 at	 http://www.dcmsme.gov.in/
howtosetup/guidenewssi.htm

•	 Website:	 https://msme.gov.in/know-about-
msme

Make in India
•	 Job	creation	and	skill	enhancement,	to	make	

India	into	a	place	for	‘ease	of	doing	business’
•	 The	 sectors	 covered	 under	 the	 scheme	 are	

mentioned	 here	 http://www.makeinindia.
com/sectors

•	 Individual	 States	 have	 launched	 their	 own	
local	 initiatives,	 such	 as	 “Make	 in	 Odisha”,	
“Tamil	Nadu	Global	Investors	Meet”,	“Vibrant	
Gujarat”,	“Happening	Haryana”	and	“Magnetic	
Maharashtra”

•	 Website:https://www.pmindia.gov.in/en/
major_initiatives/make-in-india/

Startup India
•	 Supporting	entrepreneurs	by	building	a	strong	

startup	ecosystem
•	 The	3	key	pillars	of	support	are:	Simplification	

and	 handholding	 of	 entrepreneurs,	 Funding	
and	Incentives,	and	Incubation.

•	 Website:	 https://www.startupindia.gov.in/
content/sih/en/home-page.html

Standup India
•	 Support	 entrepreneurship	 among	 women	

and	SC	&	ST	communities.
•	 The	scheme	offers	bank	loans	between	10	lakh	

and	 	 1	 crore	 for	 setting	 up	 new	 enterprises	
outside	of	the	farming	sector

•	 Website:	https://www.standupmitra.in/
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	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 Mention	5	important	factors	on	which	competitor	organizations	can	be	assessed	on.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Research	the	3	schemes	–	Make	in	India,	Startup	India	and	Standup	India	mentioned	in	the	lesson.	Which	scheme	
would	fit	best	for	your	entrepreneurial	venture?	Give	reasons.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Read	about	the	government’s	schemes	for	loans	to	startup	entrepreneurs	here:

	 MUDRA	-	https://www.mudra.org.in/

	 SIDBI	-	https://www.sidbi.in/en

	 NCGTC	-	https://www.ncgtc.in/en

	 MSME	-	https://msme.gov.in/all-schemes

	 If	you	wish	to	compare	loan	schemes	provided	by	MSME,	read	about	them	here.https://www.lendingkart.com/
blog/government-loan-schemes-for-small-businesses/
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 9. Overall Market Analysis

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 list	the	information	gathered	about	the	different	market	forces	from	previous	lessons

•	 identify	and	present	information	about	the	selected	sector

•	 edit	business	ideas	on	the	basis	of	the	information	gathered	with	customer	value	lens.

	 Sometimes	 as	 entrepreneurs,	 our	main	 focus	 starts	 on	 ideas	we	want	 to	 try.	 There	 could	 be	 a	 chance	 that	
we	forget	to	validate	our	ideas	against	market	reality,	and	hence	sometimes	businesses	fail.	Having	gathered	
information	on	all	market	forces	in	the	previous	lessons,	it	becomes	crucial	for	an	entrepreneur	to	assess	their	
ideas	against	what	they	learn	about	the	market,	and	also	assess	the	viability	of	their	ideas.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

CUSTOMER

My	Improved
Business	Idea

GOVERNMENT
SCHEMES

FUNDING	
SCHEMES

TECHNOLOGY

COMPETITOR
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1.	 Fill	up	the	image.	List	the	information	you	have	collected	on	each	market	force.	Think	about	what	you	are	
learning	about	the	sector	you	are	working	in,	by	comparing	the	data	you	are	getting	from	these	different	
factors	that	affect	industry.

2.	How	will	you	now	edit	your	business	ideas,	after	looking	at	the	information	you	are	getting	from	different	
sources?	Look	at	all	the	information	listed	in	the	image	above	and	suggest	changes	you	would	make	to	your	
initial	business	ideas	in	the	image	below.

	 Remember!	If	you	are	learning	that	you	aren’t	liking	this	industry,	feel	free	to	start	the	research	and	decision	
making process with another one.

3.	 Read	the	following	coffee	case	study	in	pairs	and	discuss.
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What	are	these	two	products?	Which	company	are	they	from?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

How	are	the	two	different?	

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

Would	you	pay	more	for	one	over	another?	Why?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 The	price	of	a	product	is	directly	proportional	to	the	value	we	think	we	derive	from	it.	People,	including	you,	
would	be	more	willing	to	pay	more	for	a	coffee	in	a	fancy	coffee	shop	because	of	the	AC,	the	good	seating	and	
the	pride	you	feel	when	you	sit	in	a	coffee	shop.

	 For	whatever	industry	you	pick	up	and	whatever	product	you	come	up	with,	it	shall	sell	and	be	successful	only	if	
customers	see	value	in	it.	Think	about	the	value	that	customers	will	derive	out	of	your	business	idea,	that	they	
aren’t	getting	right	now.	Write	your	ideas	in	the	space	given.

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 What	is	the	value	in	looking	at	the	data	collected	from	all	market	forces?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 How	will	this	affect	your	business	ideas?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 How	does	a	business	idea	create	value	for	customers?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________
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10. Recall

1.	 The	business	idea	should:

	 a.	Satisfy	only	my	needs	 b.	Solve	someone’s	problem	 c.	Save	the	world	 d.	None	of	the	above

2.	 Complete	the	loop:	people	-	_____________	-	business	idea

	 a.	Thoughts		 	 b.	Problems		 	 	 c.	Experiences		 	 d.	Laws

3.	 I	have	to	come	up	with	a	completely	new	product	idea,	for	it	to	be	successful.

	 a.	True	 	 	 b.	False

4.	 A	business	idea	for	a	problem	that	I	have,	cannot	solve	anyone	else’s	problems.

	 a.	True	 	 	 b.	False

5.	 When	I	am	selecting	my	final	idea,	I	should	map	them	to	my:

	 a.	SWOT	and	values	 b.	Thoughts	and	feelings	 c.	Needs	and	wants	 d.	Personality

6.	 The	full	form	of	NIC	is

	 a.	Need,	Interest,	Concern	 	 b.	National	Institute	of	Corruption

	 c.	Need,	Impact,	Connect	 	 	 d.	News,	Interest,	Communication

7.	 What	is	the	most	important	element	in	understanding	a	customer?

	 a.	Making	a	connection	 	 	 b.	Talking	to	people	I	know	 	 	 	 	 	
c.	Asking	a	lot	of	questions	 	 d.	Talking	to	as	many	people	as	possible

8.	 What	is	a	good	quality	method	to	figure	out	what	customers	want?

	 a.	Advertise	in	the	newspaper	 	 b.	WhatsApp	messages

	 c.	Talking	to	them	and	taking	a	survey	 d.	Contest	form
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 11. My Final Business Idea

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	the	sector

•	 finalize	a	business	idea,	keeping	various	factors	in	mind

•	 decide	on	a	Unique	Value	Proposition	for	your	business	idea.

	 With	so	many	new	startups	and	businesses	starting	everyday	how	does	one	come	up	with	a	product	or	service	
that	no	one	has	ever	seen	before?	How	is	Maggi	everyone’s	favourite	instant	noodles,	even	when	there	are	so	
many	other	brands	in	the	market?	It	has	a	Unique	Value	Proposition	(UVP),	something	that	makes	it	different	
from	the	other	competitors	and	is	unique	to	that	business.	 In	this	 lesson,	we	shall	 focus	on	finding	out	your	
business’	UVP.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

A	unique	business	idea	is	a	combination	of	the	following	4	things:	

My	Interest

Resources
Available

Customer	
Demand

Your	unique
business	idea

My
Abilities
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a.	 My Interest:	Do	I	have	interest	in	this	business	idea?	Does	this	business	idea	excite	me?

b.	 Resources Available:	Do	I	have	the	material	and	money	available	to	run	this	business	idea?	

c.	 Customer	Demand:	Is	there	a	demand	in	the	market	for	this	business	idea?	Do	customers	want	to	buy	it?	

d.	 My	Abilities:	Do	I	have	the	ability	and	skill	to	successfully	run	this	business	idea?	

1.	Idea	Finalization	

 Let’s apply this formula to the ideas you have already thought of for your business.

 Go back to the previous lesson and list down in the table below, your top 10 business ideas. For each 
business	idea	tick	the	criteria	box	as	applicable.	For	example,	if	your	business	idea	involves	painting	and	
if	you	are	interested	and	excited	to	do	it,	tick	the	‘My	interest”	box.	However,	if	you	think	that	you	cannot	
access	the	material	required	for	starting	the	business,	put	a	cross	on	the	‘resources	available’	column	for	
that idea.

	Idea My	skills My	interest Customer	
demand	

Resources	
available	

	 If	you	have	an	idea	that	ticks	all	the	boxes,	congratulations!	You	have	a	business	idea	that	you	can	work	with.

2. Let’s check if the formula works on this idea. 

	 Fill	out	the	boxes	and	test	out	the	formula!	Write	down	the	skills	you	would	use,	what	your	interest	is,	what	
resources	you	will	use,	and	what	is	the	demand	for		the	product.	

My	Skills My	Interest Resources	
Available

Customer	
Demand

My	Business
Idea
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3.	 Unique	Value	Proposition
	 Now	that	you	have	your	final	business	idea,	think	of	the	Unique	Value	Proposition	(UVP)	for	your	business	

idea. A UVP is anything that sets your idea apart from other ideas in the market. It relates to a certain value 
your product or service is giving to customers, that other products aren’t. 

	 Listed	below	are	five	successful	businesses.	Discuss	with	your	partner,	and	write	down	what	you	believe	is	
their	Unique	Value	Proposition.

Product/Service Unique	Value	Proposition

Maggi	Noodles

Reliance	Jio

TikTok

Micromax

Colgate	Max	Fresh

4.	 Now	that	you	know	what	a	UVP	is,	think	of	something	for	your	business!	Ask	your	partner,	friends	and	
facilitator for ideas. Make it into a slogan or tagline for your business idea. Write the slogan in the space 
provided.	Present	your	slogan	to	your	class	and	get	their	feedback!

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 What	is	the	formula	to	find	out	your	unique	business	idea?
	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	do	you	mean	by	‘Customer	Demand’	as	criteria	for	a	unique	business	idea?
	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	does	UVP	stand	for?
	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Why	is	UVP	important?
	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Watch	this	video	of	an	inspiring	and	successful	entrepreneur	who	took	a	household	object	and	converted	it	into	
something	unique,	innovative	and	original!	

	 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yP7RKOKIFwM
	 Talk	to	your	classmates	about	what	you	learned	from	this	inspiring	story.
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 12. Business Test Run

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 present	your	business	idea	to	a	group	of	people

•	 discuss	your	idea	with	a	group	of	people

•	 gather	feedback	on	your	business	idea.

	 Whenever	someone	in	the	family	is	trying	a	new	recipe,	do	they	ask	you	to	taste	it	before	the	dish	is	served?	Do	
they	ask	you	how	you	like	it	and	other	feedback?	Similar	to	the	testing	of	food	that	is	prepared	to	ensure	that	it	
tastes	good,	testing	and	feedback	are	essential	for	business	ventures	too.	In	this	lesson,	you	will	get	a	chance	to	
get	feedback	on	your	business	idea	from	your	classmates	to	make	it	better.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Create	a	Business	idea	poster	

a.	 We	have	all	seen	movie	posters.	In	this	activity,	you	shall	create	a	poster	for	your	product	or	service.	Draw,	
write,	colour	as	you	wish.	

b.	 Add	your	UVP	slogan,	made	in	the	previous	lesson,	to	the	illustration.	

c.	 Make	the	poster	simple	and	easy	to	understand	(Hint:	It	should	be	easily	understood	by	anyone,	without	
the	need	for	you	to	explain	it.)

2. Selling and Gathering feedback

	 Now	that	you	have	your	business	poster,	the	next	step	is	to	make	a	business	pitch	to	your	classmates!	Use	
your	communication	and	convincing	skills	to	make	a	successful	sale	(You	shall	learn	more	about	making	
your	pitch	to	your	customers	in	the	forthcoming	lessons.)	Remember	to	collect	feedback	from	everyone,	
especially, those classmates who weren’t convinced with your idea. It shall help you make your business 
stronger. Fill in the feedback your classmates gave in the table given:

Name Things they liked about 
the idea

Things they didn’t 
like

Suggestions	they	have
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3.	 What	will	you	change	about	your	business	idea	or	pitch	after	getting	feedback	from	your	classmates?	Write	
the changes in the lines below.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 Recall	few	techniques	you	used	to	sell	your	business	idea	poster	to	your	classmates.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Why	is	feedback	important?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 You	have	received	a	lot	of	feedback	for	your	idea.	Take	some	time	to	go	through	the	feedback	and	make	changes	
to	your	idea	after	incorporating	the	feedback.	

	 Sell	the	actual,	updated	product	to	5	people	in	your	locality.	Record	your	experience	in	the	image	below.
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 13. Business Planning

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	elements	of	a	good	business	plan	

•	 create	a	business	plan	for	your	business	

•	 give	and	receive	feedback	on	business	plan	in	your	class.

	 What	will	happen	if	you	decide	to	study	for	your	exams	without	a	plan	in	mind?	What	if	you	randomly	select	a	
page	and	study	that,	and	then	skip	to	another	random	page	without	reading	the	pages	in	between?	

	 Will	it	not	be	very	confusing	and	hinder	your	effort	to	study	well	for	your	exam.	In	the	same	way,	planning	and	
goal	setting	are	very	important	for	your	business	as	well.	It	shall	show	you	the	direction	you	want	to	take	your	
business	in	and	what	you	would	need	to	do	for	that.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

SPECIFIC

MEASURABLE

ACHIEVABLE

REALISTIC

TIMELY
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A	good	goal	is	a	SMART	goal.	A	SMART	goal	has	the	following	5	elements:

a.	 Specific:	A	good	goal	tells	you	exactly	what	you	want	to	achieve.	It	is	not	vague.

b. Measurable:	A	good	goal	can	be	objectively	measured	against	a	number,	to	check	if	it	has	been	achieved.	

c.	 Achievable:	 A	 good	goal	must	be	 able	 to	be	 fulfilled.	 It	 should	not	be	 something	 that	 you	 cannot	do	or	
achieve.

d.	 Realistic:	A	good	goal	is	doable	and	rooted	in	reality.

e.	 Timely:	A	good	goal	has	a	deadline	to	it	and	is	time-bound.	It	tells	the	time	period	within	which	the	goal	shall	
be	achieved.	

3.	 Use	the	SMART	goal	format	to	check	if	your	goals	can	be	achieved	in	six	months.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

1. Business Planning

	 Create	 a	 checklist	 of	 the	 top	 5	 things	 that	 must	 be	 decided	 and	 be	 in	 place	 before	 you	 begin	 your	
business.

  _________________________________________________________________________________

	 	 _________________________________________________________________________________

	 	 _________________________________________________________________________________

	 	 _________________________________________________________________________________

	 	 _________________________________________________________________________________

	 	 _________________________________________________________________________________

Great!	Now	let’s	check	how	many	of	the	things	in	your	checklist	match	this	business	planning	template.	

2. Imagine that you have to make a plan for your business for 6 months. Fill in the following template for your 
six-month	business	plan.	Refer	to	previous	lessons	for	information	such	as	Unique	Value	Proposition	(UVP),	
your customer group, etc.
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	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 Why	is	it	important	to	plan	for	your	business?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	is	a	SMART	goal?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	are	a	few	goals	you	have	set	in	your	life	before?	

	 1.	_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 2.	_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 3.	_______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Check,	if	they	your	life	goals	fit	into	the	SMART	goals	frame!	

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

a.	 Present	the	business	plan	to	5	people	(family,	friends,	local	entrepreneurs)	and	seek	feedback	from	them.	

b.	 Fill	out	the	feedback	in	the	table	below:

What	do	I	like	in	this	
plan?

What	can	improve	in	
this	plan?

As	a	customer,	would	I	buy	this	product/use	this	
service?	Why/why	not?
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 14. Pitching for My Business

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	different	elements	of	a	good	sales	pitch

•	 create	a	sales	pitch	for	your	product/service	and	receive	feedback	for	it	

•	 prepare	a	pitch	for	yourself	as	a	business	owner.	

	 What	is	the	first	thing	you	do	when	you	meet	someone	new?

	 You	introduce	yourself	and	talk	about	your	life.	It	is,	generally,	either	about	your	family	or	your	work.	We	talk	
about	ourselves	because	we	want	the	other	person	to	know	us	better.	

	 Meeting	customers	for	the	first	time	is	somewhat	the	same	experience.	Not	only	are	you	selling	your	product	or	
service,	but	also	your	own	personality.	This	concept	of	talking	about	yourself	and	your	work	in	a	short	period	of	
time	is	called	a	pitch.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

PROMISE

PROOF

PICTURE

PITCH/CLOSURE
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1.	 Create	a	1-minute	pitch!

	 The	attention	span	of	people	is	usually	very	short.	You	have	to	do	something	very	eye-catching	and	in	a	
very	short	period	of	time	to	be	able	to	get	someone	to	listen	to	you.	Think	of	what	your	pitch	will	look	like,	
if	you	had	just	1	minute	to	convince	someone	to	buy	your	product/service.	What	will	you	say?	What	will	
you	do?	What	will	you	show?	

The	4Ps	of	a	good	sales	pitch	are	as	follows:

a.	 Promise	What	 is	 your	 promise	 to	 your	 customer?	 For	 example,	 “I	 promise	 you	 that	 this	 product	will	 do	
___________”

b.	 Picture	What	does	your	product	look	like?	Show	your	customer	the	actual	product.

c.	 Proof	What	 is	 the	 proof	 that	 your	 product	 actually	works	 and	 does	what	 it	 promises	 to	 do?	 Show	 your	
customer	the	proof.

d.	 Pitch	How	will	you	end	your	pitch	and	what	will	be	your	final	selling	statement	–		one	that	will	ensure	the	
sale?

Now	that	you	know	how	to	write	a	pitch,	fill	in	your	pitch	details	in	the	image	given	in	the	illustration.	

2.	 Let’s	pitch!	

	 Get	into	groups	of	5	or	6	and	take	turns	presenting	your	pitch	to	your	group.	Ask	someone	to	keep	a	timer	
for	1	minute.	After	a	pitch	is	done,	give	feedback	to	each	other	about	the	pitch	and	write	it	below.

What	they	liked What	I	can	improve

3.	 Read	 the	 Edison	 Story	 with	 a	 partner.	 Discuss	 your	 views	 on	 why	 one	 should	 follow	 one’s	 dream	 in	
innovation.	You	may	make	notes	in	the	space	provided.

	 When	he	was	young,	Thomas	Edison’s	parents	took	him	out	of	school	after	his	teachers	declared	that	he	was	
“stupid”	and	“unteachable.”	Edison	spent	his	early	years	working	and	being	fired	from	various	jobs,	which	finally	
led	 to	 his	 firing	 from	a	 telegraph	 company	 at	 the	 age	 of	 21.	Despite	 these	 numerous	 setbacks,	 Edison	was	
never	discouraged	from	his	true	calling	in	life:	inventing!	Throughout	his	career,	Edison	obtained	more	than	one	
thousand	patents.	And	although	several	of	these	inventions	such	as	the	light	bulb,	stock	printer,	phonograph	
and	alkaline	battery	--	were	groundbreaking	innovations,	the	vast	majority	of	them	could	be	fairly	described	as	
failures.	Edison	is	now	famous	for	saying	that	genius	is	“1%	inspiration	and	99%	perspiration.”

	 One	of	Edison’s	best	examples	of	perseverance	occurred	after	he	was	already	a	successful	man.	After	inventing	
the	light	bulb,	he	began	seeking	an	inexpensive	light	bulb	filament.	At	the	time,	ore	was	mined	in	the	Midwest	of	
the	United	States,	and	shipping	costs	were	very	high.	In	order	to	minimize	his	costs	with	ore,	Edison	established	
his	own	ore-mining	plant	in	Ogdensburg,	New	Jersey.	For	nearly	ten	years,	he	devoted	his	time	and	money	to	the	
enterprise.	Edison	also	obtained	47	patents	for	innovations	that	helped	make	the	plant	run	more	smoothly.	And	
even	despite	those	inventions,	Edison’s	core	project	failed	because	of	the	low	quality	of	ore	on	the	East	Coast.

	 However,	despite	that	failing,	one	of	those	47	inventions	(a	crushing	machine)	revolutionized	the	cement	industry,	
and	actually	earned	Edison	back	almost	all	of	the	money	he	had	lost.	Later,	Henry	Ford	would	credit	Edison’s	
Ogdensburg	project	as	the	main	inspiration	for	his	Model	T	Ford	assembly	line.	And	in	fact,	many	believe	that	
Edison	paved	the	way	for	modern-day	industrial	laboratories.	Edison’s	foray	into	ore-mining	demonstrates	that	
dedication	can	pay	off	even	in	a	losing	venture.
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	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 What	are	the	4Ps	of	a	good	sales	pitch?

	 P	____________________________

	 P	____________________________

	 P	____________________________

	 P	____________________________

	 What	are	other	occasions	in	your	life	that	you	may	be	required	to	make	a	pitch?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	are	some	strengths	you	have	that	will	help	you	make	a	good	pitch?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________
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15. Recall

1.	 What	are	the	4	elements	that	make	up	a	unique	business	idea?

2.	 The	full	form	of	UVP	is:

	 •	Unique	Variety	Proposition					•	Unique	Value	Price					•	Unique	Value	Proposition					•	Ultra	Value	Price

3.	 What	does	a	UVP	do	for	a	business?

	 ______________________________________________________________________________

4.	 What	is	feedback?

	 ______________________________________________________________________________

5.	 S	in	SMART	Goals	stands	for

	 	•	Science	 	 •	Smart		 	 •	Specific	 	 •	Some

6.	 M	in	SMART	Goals	stands	for

	 •	Measurable	 	 •	Mark	 	 	 •	Monthly	 	 •	More

7.	 A	in	SMART	Goals	stands	for

	 •	Accurate	 	 •	Achievable	 	 •	Around	 	 •	Amazing

8.	 R	in	SMART	Goals	stands	for

	 •	Realistic	 	 •	Right			 	 •	Round	 	 •	Responsible	

9.	 T	in	SMART	Goals	stands	for

	 •	Timely	 	 	 •	Tactful	 	 •	Tangible	 	 •	Tentative

10.	What	is	a	pitch?

______________________________________________________________________________

11.	The	4	Ps	of	a	good	sales	pitch	are	_______________________________________.

12.	The	order	of	the	4	Ps	of	a	good	sales	pitch	are	_______________________________
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	 16.	Accounting

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	the	need	to	learn	to	maintain	accounts

•	 familiarize	yourself	with	a	money	tracking	template	

•	 apply	the	template	to	your	business.

	 Keeping	track	of	money	is	very	important	in	a	business,	so	that	you	know	how	much	money	you	are	putting	into	
the	business,	and	how	much	you	are	getting	from	it.	It	also	helps	us	determine	our	profits	and	losses.	

	 It	may	seem	difficult	to	keep	track	of	money	but	your	parents	do	it	everyday	when	they	run	the	house	and	you	
too	keep	mental	notes	of	where	your	pocket	money	is	being	spent	during	the	whole	month!	

	 In	this	lesson,	we	will	 learn	methods	and	ways	of	tracking	our	money	that	will	help	us	manage	our	business’	
finances.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

Money	Available Expenditure	Incurred Income	Generated
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1. 3M – Manage My Money

	 Let’s	see	what	we	do	with	the	money	we	get	to	go	to	the	ITI!	Make	a	list	of	all	the	things	that	you	spend	
money	on	in	the	day.	Use	the	template	below	to	keep	track	of	your	daily	expenses.

Header Day1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Food

Travel

Shopping

Try	this	for	a	month.	You	shall	know	exactly	how	much	money	you	are	spending	on	which	head.	

How	do	you	think	doing	this	everyday	shall	be	beneficial	for	you?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 In	the	same	way,	there	is	a	simple	template	you	can	use	to	keep	track	of	the	expenses	and	earnings	in	
your	business	everyday.	An	example	has	been	illustrated	for	you	here.

Date:	07/10/2019

Particulars Amount

Opening	Balance	(Amount	at	the	start	of	the	day) 100

Purchases	(Amount	spent	on	purchasing	material) 10	products	*	Rs.5	=	Rs.50

Other	 Expenses	 (Amount	 spent	on	paying	 rent,	 paying	
for	equipment	and	labour	charges)

0

Money	Remaining	(Opening	balance	–	Expenses) 50

Sales	(Amount	collected	by	selling	the	product/service) 10*3=30

Cash	In	Hand	(Money	remaining	+	Sales) 80

Inventory	 Value	 (Monetary	 value	 of	 the	 products	 that	
have	not	been	sold)

20	

Cost	of	Goods	Sold	<COGS>	(Total	purchases	–	inventory	
at	the	end	of	the	month)

30

Profit/	Loss	(Total	sales	–	COGS) 0
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3.	 Jeet	has	a	samosa	selling	business.	Fill	out	the	accounting	template	for	each	of	his	day	of	business.	

	 Day	1	:	He	buys	20	samosas	and	20	plates	for	a	total	of	Rs.320.	He	sells	15	samosas	for	Rs.300.

	 Day	2:	The	team	buys	20	Samosas	and	20	plates	for	a	total	of	Rs.320.	It	again	manages	to	sell	only	15	Samosas	
(5	from	previous	day	and	10	from	Day	2)	for	Rs.300.

Day	1
Date:

Day	1
Date:

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount

Opening	Balance	 Opening	Balance	

Purchases Purchases

Other	Expenses Other	Expenses

Money	Remaining	 Money	Remaining	

Sales Sales

Cash	In	Hand Cash	In	Hand

Inventory	Value	 Inventory	Value	

Cost	of	Goods	Sold	–	COGS	 Cost	of	Goods	Sold	–	COGS	

Profit/	Loss	 Profit/	Loss	

 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 Why	is	it	important	to	keep	track	of	your	money?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	is	the	full	form	of	COGS?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	does	‘cash	in	hand’	mean	in	the	accounting	template?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 How	do	you	calculate	Profit/Loss?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Go	to	a	local	business	and	request	to	study	their	accounting	books	(It	might	be	preferable	to	go	to	the	business	
place	 of	 a	 family	member,	 friend	 or	 neighbour–	 someone	 you	 know	 very	well).	 Ask	 them	what	 accounting	
template	they	use.	Also	ask	them	where	they	face	their	largest	difficulty	while	keeping	accounts.	Record	your	
conversations	and	observations	in	the	box	below.
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	 17.	Marketing

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	the	need	to	market	your	business

•	 identify	different	types	of	marketing	methods

•	 apply	a	few	marketing	methods	to	develop	your	own	marketing	strategy.

	 Why	do	we	all	love	certain	brands	of	food	more	than	others?	What	is	it	about	these	brands	that	makes	them	
so	attractive?	Many	times	it	is	how	they	are	marketed	and	promoted.	Apple	promotes	its	iphones	and	laptops	
through	very	innovative	ads	and	Flipkart	promotes	its	website	through	attractive	sales.

	 In	this	lesson,	you	will	get	to	explore	and	learn	about	different	marketing	techniques	and	apply	it	to	your	own	
business.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Sell	me	a	pen!

	 Come	up	with	a	creative	way	to	sell	a	pen	to	someone	in	the	class	(someone	who	is	not	a	friend).	Let	the	
class	vote	for	the	best	sales	idea.	What	are	the	different	things	you	have	to	do	to	convince	people	to	buy	
from	you?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Marketing	 is	 the	 action	 of	 promoting	 and	 selling	 products	 or	 services,	 including	market	 research	 and	
advertising.

	 Do	you	remember	a	product	that	has	been	marketed	well	to	you?	Write	down	the	name	of	the	product	and	
what you liked about how it was marketed.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

3. Read the story in pairs.

	 Coke:	Share	a	Coke

	 Coca-Cola	wanted	to	do	something	different.	So,	they	appealed	to	people	by	putting	their	names	on	each	
bottle.	The	“Share	a	Coke”	campaign	began	in	Australia	in	2011,	when	Coca-Cola	personalized	each	bottle	
with	the	150	most	popular	names	in	the	country.	You	can	even	order	custom	bottles	on	Coke’s	website	to	
request	things	like	nicknames	and	college	logos.	It	was	a	breaking	story	across	the	marketing	and	advertising	
industry.	Coke	fans	are	regular	buyers,	and	the	company	leaned	into	that	sense	of	individual	ownership	with	
full	force.	Wondering	what	name	you’ll	get	out	of	the	vending	machine	was	fun	and	thrilling.	Even	if	it	wasn’t	
yours,	it	encouraged	you	to	“share	a	Coke”	with	whosoever’s	name	was	on	the	front.

	 What	did	Coke	do	here	that	not	many	other	companies	have	done	before?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 There	are	multiple	ways	in	which	one	can	market	ideas,	products	and	services.	Some	simple	methods	of	doing	
so	are:	

1.	 Word	of	mouth.

2.	 Sponsoring	local	events	in	the	area	you	live	in,	like	cricket	matches	or	Diwali	celebrations.

3.	 Innovative	packaging	of	the	product	(Coke	used	this	strategy	for	their	marketing.	They	personalized	their	
packaging	for	each	individual.)

4.	 Promotional	schemes	like	announcing	discounts,	giving	out	coupons	and	rebates.

5.	 Social	media	platforms	like	Facebook,	Instagram,	TikTok	or	Twitter.
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4.	 For	your	business,	build	a	marketing	strategy	by	picking	and	detailing	out	1	or	2	methods	of	marketing	
from the list given. Note it down in the space provided.

	 (Hint:	Think	of	the	What,	Why,	How,	When,	Who	and	Where	of	the	strategy)

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 What	is	marketing?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	are	the	different	ways	of	marketing	your	products	and	ideas?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	are	two	marketing	methods	you	will	use	for	your	business?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Make	a	1-minute	ad	for	your	business.	You	can	do	it	on	your	phone	–	think	of	the	story,	the	point	you	are	trying	
to	put	across	and	the	characters.
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	 18.	Ethical	Business	Practices

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 reflect	on	different	scenarios	that	can	pop	up	in	a	business

•	 define	and	list	the	principles	of	ethical	business

•	 gain	knowledge	on	consumer	laws.

	 Consider	the	following	situations:

	 A.	You	are	at	McDonald’s	and	your	friend	is	working	at	the	cash	register.	You	order	a	small	fry	and	a	medium	
drink.	He	puts	a	large	fry	in	your	bag	and	gives	you	a	large	strawberry	milkshake,	winks	at	you,	and	tells	you	don’t	
worry	about	it,	it’s	ok.	Do	you	take	the	food?	Why	or	why	not?

	 B.	Seller:	Hello	sir/ma’am,	I	am	selling	bhelpuri	for	Rs.35.

					 Customer:	I	cannot	buy	this	for	Rs.35.	I	can	buy	it	for	Rs.25.

	 You	are	the	seller.	You	know	that	the	customers	could	get	the	bhelpuri	for	a	cheaper	price	from	another	store.	
Should	you	tell	the	customer	about	the	store,	or	let	them	go	without	giving	them	the	information	they	need?

	 There	are	many	responses	to	what	can	happen	in	each	situation.	What	should	be	considered	is	what	would	be	
the	right	thing	to	do	in	each	scenario.	This	is	what	we	call	business	ethics.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

Honesty
Be	honest	and	truthful Respecting	their	decisions	

and	their	ideas.

Have	a	consistent	
and	targeted	way	of	

working

Be	responsible	
for	your	actions

Respect

Discipline Accountability
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1. Read the following in groups of 3 or 4.

	 In	2013,	Bangladesh	witnessed	one	of	 the	deadliest	disasters	 in	 their	 country.	 	A	garment	building	with	 top	
brands	like	GAP	collapsed.	It	led	to	the	death	of	1134	people	and	2500	others	were	injured.	Upon	investigation,	
it	was	found	that	there	were	many	mistakes	in	the	making	of	the	building.	The	reasons	for	this	were:

a.	 The	building	was	built	on	a	pond,	which	was	filled	in.	

b.	 3	extra	floors	were	built.

c.	 Sub-standard	materials	were	used	for	construction.

The	structural	engineers	of	the	building	were	blamed	for	the	disaster.

Should	the	company	that	owned	the	factory	also	be	held	responsible?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	is	the	right	time	to	intervene	in	a	matter,	if	we	find	that	there	is	a	problem?	What	if	a	disaster	had	not	
happened?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________	

2. Ethics are the beliefs about what we feel as human beings and entrepreneurs is right and wrong in our 
business	actions.	These	are	not	limited	to	customers	but	include	the	team	you	work	with,	yourself	and	your	
competitors	as	well.What	does	it	mean	for	you	to	be	ethical	in	your	business?	List	your	views	here.	You	may	
use	the	information	given	here.	

a.	 When	you	are	selling,	how	can	you	sell?	What	responsibilities	does	it	entail?For	example,	when	selling	
food	items,	what	health	impact	does	it	have?	It	should	not	harm	the	customer.	Realize	that	your	actions	
have	implications.

b.	 Laws	around	MRP	cannot	be	violated.	For	example,	while	having	a	cola	drink	for	50%	over	MRP	in	a	hotel,	
I	pay	for	the	service	for	the	luxury	of	sitting	in	a	hotel.	However,	if	it	is	being	sold	from	a	retail	store,	you	
cannot	charge	extra.

c.	 Sellers	cannot	take	bribes.

d.	 Treating	everyone	fairly,	from	customers	to	co-workers	to	employees.

e.	 Respecting	Consumer	Rights.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 Are	there	any	other	ethical	principles	that	are	important	to	you?	Write	them	below.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________
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Top	Ten	Questions	You	Should	Ask	Yourself	When	Making	an	Ethical	Decision:

10.	Could	the	decision	become	habit	forming?	If	so,	don’t	do	it.

9.	Is	it	legal?	If	it	isn’t,	don’t	do	it.

8.	Is	it	safe?	If	it	isn’t,	don’t	do	it.

7.	Is	it	the	right	thing	to	do?	If	it	isn’t,	don’t	do	it.

6.	Will	this	stand	the	test	of	public	scrutiny?	If	it	won’t,	don’t	do	it.

5.	If	something	terrible	happens,	could	I	defend	my	actions?	If	you	can’t,	don’t	do	it.

4.	Is	it	just,	balanced	and	fair?	If	it	isn’t,	don’t	do	it.

3.	How	will	it	make	me	feel	about	myself?	If	it’s	lousy,	don’t	do	it.

2.	Does	this	choice	 lead	to	 the	greatest	good	 for	 the	greatest	number?	 If	 it	doesn’t,	don’t	do	 it.	And	the	#1	
question	you	should	ask	yourself	when	making	an	ethical	decision:

1.	Would	I	do	this	to	my	beloved	ones?	If	you	wouldn’t,	don’t	do	it.

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 What	values	do	you	keep	in	mind	when	you	sell?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Having	read	about	ethics,	how	shall	you	apply	them,	in	this	case?

	 Imagine	you	are	selling	milk	based	products.	You	are	not	able	to	make	a	lot	of	profits	on	your	products.	Your	
friend	who	also	 sells	 similar	 products,	 says	 that,	 he	mixes	water	 in	 the	milk	 and	 cold	 drinks	 so	 that	 he	 can	
increase	profits.	Will	you	take	his	advice?	If	yes,	why?	If	no,	why	not?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 Knowing	the	basic	law	is	important.	Our	laws	are	complex.	What	is	legal	and	illegal	is	hard	to	find	out.

	 Some	basic	rights	of	consumers	include:

	 Right	to	be	protected	against	the	marketing	of	goods	and	services	that	are	hazardous	to	life	and	property	(For	
example:	selling	drugs	or	alcohol)

	 Right	to	be	informed	about	the	quality,	quantity,	standard,	and	the	price	of	goods	or	services	so	as	to	protect	the	
consumer	against	unfair	trade	practices

	 Right	to	receive	assured	access,	wherever	possible,	to	a	variety	of	goods	and	services	at	competitive	prices

	 To	 read	 further	 about	 consumer	 rights,	 please	 read	 up	 here.	 https://consumeraffairs.nic.in/acts-and-rules/
consumer-protection.
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 19. Vision Boarding

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	elements	of	a	good	business	success	story

•	 write	your	own	business	success	story	

•	 visualize	the	vision	for	your	business	and	create	a	vision	statement.	

	 After	running	your	own	business	and	going	through	the	journey	of	being	an	entrepreneur,	here	is	a	chance	to	
imagine	the	future	and	think	about	your	dreams	and	vision	for	your	business	and	its	success.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Imagine	 that	 a	 journalist	 from	 the	 Times	 of	 India	 has	 heard	 about	 your	 successful	 and	 inspirational	
entrepreneurial	journey.	They	wish	to	write	an	article	about	your	journey.	Imagine	what	that	article	would	
look	like.	What	would	it	say?	

	 Like	every	good	story,	your	story	could	also	have	a	few	elements.	Use	the	following	prompts	to	imagine	and	write	
about	your	successful	business.	Let	your	imagination	run	wild!

	 A	good	introduction	about	how	you	began	the	business	and	your	motivation	behind	it,	will	
set	the	scene	of	your	business	story.	____________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 Now,	 write	 about	 the	 first	 days	 and	 months	 of	 the	 business	 journey,	 your	 feelings	 and	
thoughts	at	that	time.	________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________
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	 Having	characters	in	your	business	story	makes	it	more	real.	Write	next	about	the	people	
who	have	supported	you	along	the	way	and	helped	you	make	your	business	successful.	

	 ________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________

	

		 One	 of	 the	most	 critical	 parts	 of	 any	 story	 is	 challenges.	 Talk	 about	 the	 struggles	 and	
challenges	you	have	faced	and	overcome	successfully!

	 ________________________________________________________________________

	 ________________________________________________________________________

2.	 All	great	organizations	have	inspirational	vision	statements	that	motivate	and	inspire	the	owner	and	the	
employees to work hard towards success. A vision statement describes what a company desires to achieve 
in	the	long-run.

	 Try	matching	the	following	organizations	to	their	vision	statements.

Organization Vision Statement

Flipkart Italian	Excellence	that	makes	the	world	dream.

Ferrari To	give	people	the	power	to	build	community	and	bring	the	world	closer	together.

Nike Providing	a	delightful	and	memorable	customer	experience.

Facebook To	provide	access	to	the	world’s	information	in	one	click.

Google To	bring	inspiration	and	innovation	to	every	athlete	in	the	world.

3.	 Now	is	the	time	to	make	a	vision	statement	for	your	business	as	well!	One	that	not	only	inspires	you	to	
work towards your dream, but inspires others as well. 

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

	 How	does	a	vision	statement	help	an	entrepreneur?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	is	one	element	of	a	good	business	story?	What	was	that	element	in	your	business	story?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	are	two	things	that	you	can	start	doing	today,	to	be	one	step	closer	to	achieving	the	vision	statement	for	
your	business?

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________
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20. Recall

1.	 Accounting	means

	 a.	Opening	accounts	 b.	Keeping	track	of	money	 c.	Recalling	something	 d.	Spending	money

2.	 Purchases	are

	 a.	Amount	spent	on	paying	for	labour	 b.	Amount	collected	by	selling

	 c.	Amount	spent	on	purchasing	material	 d.	Money	remaining

3.	 Sales	is

	 a.	Amount	collected	by	selling	the	product/service	 b.	Monetary	value	of	unsold	products

	 c.	Money	remaining	 	 	 	 	 d.	Total	purchases

4.	 Inventory	Value	is	

	 a.	Total	sales	 	 	 	 b.	Money	remaining		 	 	 	 	 	
c.	Monetary	value	of	unsold	products	 d.	Amount	spent	on	paying	rent

5.	 The	full	form	of	COGS	is

	 a.	Cost	of	gas	sales	 b.	Cost	of	goods	sold	 c.	Cost	of	goods	saved	 d.	Cost	of	goods	spoiled

6.	 The	formula	for	COGS	is

	 a.	Total	sales	–	COGS	 	 	 	 	 b.	Money	remaining	+	sales	 	 	 	
c.	Total	purchases	–	inventory	at	the	end	of	the	month	 d.	Opening	balance	–	expenses

7.	 What	are	the	missing	elements	of	a	good	story?	(__________,	Initial	days,	Characters	and	________)

	 a.	Introduction,	challenge		 b.	Family,	Challenge	 c.	Introduction,	Ending	 d.	Friends,	Money	Made
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	 1.	Efficiency	in	the	Workplace

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• recognize the importance of transforming resource into goods

• analyze the benefits of increasing work efficiency

• identify the factors affecting work efficiency.

 Everyone works to raise their standards of living. At the workplace, the aim is to contribute towards larger 
benefits for the organization. The efficiency of a person to covert the available resource into maximum outputs 
by effective use of skills and labour is productivity. It is not just beneficial for the producer, but for the consumer, 
the Government and society.

 Being efficient	at	the	workplace means being punctual, following the rules and regulations, adhering to safe 
work practices that are specific to the industry, using appropriate PPE, working in teams, proper housekeeping, 
handling and storage of tools and equipment, not polluting the environment, etc.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Look	at	 the	 following	 images.	Analyse	 them	 to	 identify	 the	 factors	 that	 lead	 to	productivity.	 Choose	a	
partner,	discuss	how	as	an	employee	in	an	organization	can	contribute	to	productivity.	Note	down	your	
views	in	the	space	provided.	Some	clues:	punctual,	PPE,	not	using	mobile	phone,	etc.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Look	at	the	given	image.	Five	possible	ways	in	which	efficiency	can	be	affected	are	given.	Choose	a	partner	
and	discuss	possible	solutions	to	rectify	the	problem.	Make	a	list	to	things	to	follow	to	maintain	efficiency	
at	the	workplace.
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 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 Increasing	productivity	 is	beneficial	not	 just	 for	 the	participants	of	 the	system;	 it	 is	also	beneficial	 to	a	
larger	system.

BENEFITS	OF	PRODUCTIVITY

Who What How

Consumer/Worker

Improvement in standard of living 
for consumers and workers 

Lower labour-land-capital required 
to generate goods leads to reduced 
price.

Minimized working hours and high 
level of consumption.

Better compensation, more capital, 
improved competitive capacity

More outputs with fewer inputs

Governments

Invest more towards infrastructure 
and social services

Higher economic growth will 
generate larger tax payments for 
governments.

List	how	productivity	is	beneficial	to	various	sections	of	the	society.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How can a worker improve his/her standard of living?

 https://youtu.be/4h04mCYvj3Q

 Read more about the status of Economic growth in India. Study how labour of different types are available in 
improving the productivity in India. Make a note of the information.
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	 2.	Growth	

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• learn what growth is

• compare and identify growth at various levels

• identify the factors that enable one to grow.

 We all want to make it big in our life. We strive towards a better and comfortable life. In doing so, we constantly 
work towards the growth of the company thereby, towards the growth of the economy. The economic growth 
of the country is the result of the increase in the production of goods by various production companies, services 
and organizations. Countries and companies grow, when the people who form an integral part of the country or 
company grow.

 Team work and collaboration in the workplace bring in more work efficiency. It creates opportunities to learn 
from each other and improve skills on the job.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

Economic growth is increase in 
the production of goods and 
services of a country/state/ 
region over a specific period.

A process through which 
the structure of organization 
increases the number of its 
roles and links.

Organizational growth is 
essentially a quantitative 
process.

More profit for businesses.

Stock prices rise.

Companies get capital to invest and hire more employees

More jobs are created

Incomes rise

Consumers have more money to buy additional products and services

Enterprise
(brand recognition and can become an acquisition target)

Build out
(expand your banded product into other markets)

Build up
(Beaten the odds and achieved a positive cash flow, 

must identify and sell a few large customers)

Start-up
(Raise enough capital, design, build, test. Business  Concept launched)
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A process that produces 
personal change and progress.

It must start from within an 
individual triggered by the need 
to improve, empower and open 
oneself for opportunities.

1.	 Look	at	the	table	to	know	the	factors	that	affect	the	economic	growth	of	a	nation.	Identify	how	each	factor	
leads	to	the	growth	of	economy	in	India.	Try	to	find	out	suitable	examples	by	discussing	with	a	partner.	You	
may	use	the	internet,	if	you	want	to.	Remember	to	include	how	team	work	plays	a	crucial	role	to	gain	from	
diversity.

Human	Resource	 The quality and quantity of available human resource.

Natural	Resources Resources that are produced by nature either on the land or beneath 
the land. The resources on land include plants, water resources and 
landscape.

Capital	Formation Land, building, machinery, power, transportation and medium of 
communication.

Technological	Development Application of scientific methods and production techniques.

Social	and	Political	Factors Customs, traditions, values and beliefs.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Sort	 the	challenges	encountered	 in	 the	process	of	organizational	growth	 into	 those	 that	are	 related	 to	
mind-set	and	those	that	are	practical	challenges.	Write	them	in	the	table.	

 managing cash, ego, fear and doubt, adjusting expectations, making large investments, managing workload, 
personal identity, self-growth, adding new products and services, developing systems, reputation, energy, 
lack of creativity, moving into new market.
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3.	 Personal	growth	provides	us	the	best	incentive	and	means	to	become	the	best	possible	version	of	ourselves.	
List	out	how	you	can	improve	yourself	to	achieve	growth	and	development	in	the	first	factors	given	below.	
Add	three	more	factors	of	your	own	and	list	out	how	they	can	be	achieved.

Mind-set Challenges  Practical Challenges

	 Tip:	Working	in	teams	creates	an	environment	to	learn	mutually	from	one	another.

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How is the country’s economic growth measured?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Explain how an individual’s growth is important for the growth of an economy?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Economic growth is measured by the increase in a country’s total output or real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
or Gross National Product (GNP). The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of a country is the total value of all final 
goods and services produced within the country over a period of time.

 Read about the events in India or your State that have significantly affected the growth prospects in recent 
times.
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	 3.	Personal	Growth	

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• learn about what growth means for an individual and the need to grow 

• identify the stages of growth in an individual

• list the ways in which personal growth can be attained.

 Life is its own education. We are constantly learning lessons and growing. We continue to strive towards achieving 
to our fullest potential. In doing so, we often understand and develop ourselves. This process in which we 
transform ourselves for a better physical, emotional, intellectual, social and financial states is personal	growth.

 Personal growth is linked with the willingness to learn and upgrade knowledge and skills. The effort taken to 
learn new skills and technologies to grow in the profession helps to scale heights professionally. Team work plays 
a crucial role in personal growth as it helps learn from peers and makes us efficient at work.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Self-awareness	is	the	first	step	towards	personal	growth.	Fill	the	following	table	to	know	about	yourself.

2.	 Having	answered	the	above	questions,	let	us	see	whether	you	are	prepared	to	f	transform	yourself.

VISION

What are my roles as a student?

Do I have a long-term vision?

By what methods do I prefer to fulfil these visions?

MOTIVATION

Do I have motivational methods/materials?

What are they?

GOALS Do I have goals set for one week/month/year?

Do I have SMART Goals?

 

PLANS

Have I put a plan in place for each of my goals? If yes, 
how?

What is my weekly/monthly/ yearly plan? 
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LEARNING

Do I have plan in place to increase my ability to learn 
faster and easier?

Do I follow a good process in learning?

How can I improve the learning process? 

 Personal growth provides us the means to become the best possible version of ourselves. However, 
it doesn’t mean one becomes self-centred. It rather broadens our mind to include the people around 
us and improve our social skills. As our world expands, so does our awareness of the possibilities and 
opportunities around us. This further enriches our attitude of eager anticipation as we start each new 
day. Personal Growth involves 5 stages:

.
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3.	 There	are	several	ways	to	follow	to	reach	the	fifth	stage	of	personal	growth.	Identify	the	ones	that	you	
already	possess.	

4.	 From	the	table	given	in	the	earlier	activity,	list	out	the	ways	you	haven’t	been	following.	Think	about	how	
you	can	start	following	them	to	bring	about	a	positive	change	in	your	own	self.	

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

5.	 Achieving	good	performance	requires	being	a	good	time	manager.	This	means	doing	your	work	efficiently	
and	effectively.	Time	management	is	important	in	order	to	be	perform	a	task	well.	One	must	learn	to	set	
goals,	organize,	prioritize	and	fight	postponing	as	part	of	time	management.	Look	at	the	following	time	
management	tool	–	Pomodoro	Technique.

Ways	to	Personal	Growth Tick	the	ones	that	you	have	been	already	following	

Embrace empathy

Confidence

Listen actively

Make fear your friend

Improve your Body Language

Get along with others

Appreciate and accept your skills

Stop postponing

Develop the ability to rationally resolve conflicts 

Be in the present; let go of the past

Read More; acquire new knowledge

Face your problems confidently and bravely

Manage stress effectively

Identify your limitations and conquer them

Increase your will power

Make better decisions
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6.	 Choose	 a	 subject/topic	 of	 your	 choice.	 Imagine	 you	 have	 your	 final	 examination	 tomorrow.	 Prepare	
promodoros	for	the	complete	syllabus	of	the	subject.	

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What are the five stages to personal growth?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 S.M.A.R.T Goals stand for 

 S ________

 M ________

 A_________

 R_________

 T_________

 What is Pomodoro and how can it help you?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/aN0S_0Dq52Y

 Read about personal growth and development. Write down how self-management and self-awareness 
can lead to the development of social skills and social awareness.

1. Decide on the task you need to do.

2. Set the pomodoro timer (or any other 
timer) to 25 minutes.

3. Get to work on the task.

4. Stop working when the timer rings and put 
a checkmark on a piece of paper.

5. Take a 5-minute break, during which get 
up and do something different, and then 
repeat the process starting at step 2.

6. After four pomodoros, take a longer 
 15-30-minute break, and then either 

start another round of four pomodoros 
or move on to the next task if that one is 
completed.
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	 4.	Best	Practices	–	Relevant	for	Industries

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify efficient ways of executing tasks 

• identify methods to achieve consistently better performance 

• learn how employees can be efficient at work.

 The success of any work depends upon how efficient and organized the system is. We must, therefore, adopt the 
best possible methods that can deliver both benefits and savings. As organizations grow, they need to change to 
keep pace with the latest in the field and face new challenges. Every organization must be able to identify and 
introduce elements that can bring significant benefits. These new elements can bring big difference in the growth 
of the organization and its productivity. Examples of some changes would be procuring high-end machinery, 
training employees in the latest technologies, etc.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 The	following	images	represent	the	best	practices	taken	up	by	various	industrial	sectors.	

	 Imagine	you	are	 the	principal	of	your	 ITI.	What	best	practices	would	you	 follow	to	 increase	 the	academic	
outcome	of	the	college?	Remember	it	must	lead	to	employability	of	the	ITI	trainees	with	good	pay	package.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 What	according	to	you	are	the	benefits	of	following	best	practices?	Look	at	the	following	image	and	describe	
each	outcome	with	an	example	of	best	practice.	You	may	use	your	trade	background.
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 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 List	out	the	various	Information	Technology	methods	that	can	be	used	in	today’s	modern	world	to	achieve	
the	target	of	Best	Practice	to	stay	in	touch	with	people	around	the	world.	Some	of	those	include:	to	get	
updated	in	one’s	own	field	of	specialization,	to	pursue	studies	while	working,	etc.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

4.	 Creativity	and	innovation	can	help	one	step	ahead	of	his/her	competitor.	Imagine	you	own	a	restaurant.	
What	creativity	and	innovative	methods	would	you	follow	to	increase	the	growth	of	your	restaurant	to	
attract	customers	of	all	age	groups?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What do you understand by best practice?

________________________________________________________________________________

Why should an industrialist follow best practices?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

List any two best practices to be followed in people management.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name three best practices that can be applied to every industrial sector.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

 Several tools can be used to achieve best practice, including: benchmarking, forecasting, financial planning, 
strategic planning and performance monitoring. Read about them and write down how these tools can be used 
effectively.
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	 5.	Factors	Affecting	Productivity	–	Identification	of	Problems	–	Case	
Study	1

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify key factors that affect productivity

• read and recognise a case study

• use a case study to identify productivity improvement methods.

 There are many factors that affect productivity. A case study is a model of using a sample organisation in which 
the focus of the study is analysed and understood. In the present case study, a construction company ABC is 
analysed. The case study identifies the productivity related problems that the company currently faces. 

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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 The case study of ABC company has involved systematic observation of its operational procedures and a 
questionnaire survey (asking workers to answer a few questions in a form) of its employees. Analysis of the 
questionaire results helped to determine organizational and managerial weaknesses and facilitate comparison 
of the findings with previous productivity studies. The main findings indicate that the critical areas affecting 
construction productivity were related to materials, tools, rework, equipment, truck availability and the workers’ 
motivational dynamics. The top five problems identified as having a significant impact on productivity are: 

• timely non-availability of materials at the worksite
• delayed material delivery by the supplier
• strikes called by political parties or labour unions
• frequent revisions of drawings/design, resulting in additional work/rework
• timely non-availability of drawings at the worksite.

 Think and write here. Share with your friend, if you can.

___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

1.	 Look	at	the	picture	about	factors	affecting	productivity	 in	a	company.	 In	the	above	case	study,	5	major	
problems	 related	 to	productivity	were	 identified.	Can	you	match	 the	problems	 listed	under	any	of	 the	
factors?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Look	at	the	following	visual	that	explains	various	factors	that	can	influence	productivity.	Relate	
it	with	the	construction	company’s	case	study.	What	are	the	possibilities	of	the	company	being	
influenced	by	the	factors	presented	here?	Discuss.

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 Whatis a case study? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the problems identified in ABC company?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.nber.org/chapters/c1159.pdf

External Environment

External Environment

Technological

Global

Competitive

Social

Economic

Political/legal

Demographic
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6.	Factors	Affecting	Productivity	–	Solutions	–	Case	Study	1

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• analyse the problems in productivity 

• identify solutions to the problems

• map solutions to the problems.

 Formulating problems in a case study is the first step towards solving them. Once the problems have been 
identified, it becomes important to break them down into simpler elements to analyse them and identify 
solutions. Five problems had been identified in the case study. Now, let us see the solutions that the company has 
proposed to improve productivity or work efficiency. The main findings of the analysis indicate that the critical 
areas affecting construction productivity are related to materials, tools, rework, equipment, truck availability 
and the workers’ motivational dynamics. The following solutions were arrived at to address the problems in a 
systematic manner:

• bring technology on board

• improve planning with more data

• improve construction productivity training and require more jobsite experience

• increase use of prefabrication

• move toward shorter, team-friendly contracts

• improve safety training and provide more of it

• communicate better.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 The	chart	below	is	called	a	wordle.	It	contains	many	words	related	to	problems	and	solutions	with	respect	
to	productivity.	Pick	5	words	that	you	think	are	important	and	share	with	your	friends.	Compare	to	check	
if	there	are	any	similar	words.
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 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 The	graph	represents	an	analysis	of	problems	expected	by	a	construction	group.	Choose	any	five	problems	
and	propose	some	solutions.	Choose	a	partner	to	work	with,	if	you	wish.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What are the solutions proposed for the problems identified?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Discuss a few key concepts related to solving productivity issues in any company.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

https://www.e-arc.com/blog/6-productivity-issues-new-and-old-the-construction-industry-faces/

https://www.accelawork.com/productivity-problem-construction/
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7.	Factors	Affecting	Productivity	–	Identification	of	Problems	–	
Case	Study	2

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify key factors that affect productivity

• read and recognise a case study

• use a case study to identify productivity improvement techniques.

 India is witnessing a huge movement of migrant labour within the country, especially, from Northern and Eastern 
parts of India to the Western and Southern States. While this is triggering economic prosperity for these workers 
and help host States meet their demand for labour, this phenomenon also brings with it unique challenges. Let 
us examine a case study of the International Labour Organisation’s “Sustaining Competitive and Responsive 
Enterprises” initiative. This initiative helps Enterprises handle some of these challenges boldly and systematically. 
It helps to adopt methods that help absorb migrant workers as part of their productive resource base more 
compassionately. 

 The real challenges faced by migrant workers are the same as any other worker. Added to that the challenges 
grow with no means of organized support made available to address their unique concerns. One key issue is 
literacy. Many migrants come from an economic background where long shifts to earn overtime allowances 
are the norm. The proportion of migrant labour in total head count in these small and medium engineering 
enterprises will remain the same, if not increase in the years to come. Attention needs to be given to manage 
this important part of the workforce differently, to help them realise their full potential. The following activities 
explain how training became a solution to handle these issues and increase productivity.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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 The factory floor at Sakthi Engineering Works in Chennai, Tamil Nadu.

 “I am satisfied with my work. I feel the change, I am proud that I can also contribute 
positively to my enterprise.”Mr Rajendrakumar, Machine Operator, Sakhti Engineering 
Works, Chennai, Tamil Nadu.

1.	 Look	at	the	given	visual.	This	Productivity	Enhancement	Pyramid	shows	various	levels	of	perspectives	that	
can	influence	the	overall	efficiency	of	a	company.	In	the	context	of	the	above	problem,	can	you	identify	the	
level	in	which	the	problem	can	be	solved?

Think and write your thoughts here. Share with your friend, if you can.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 This	table	presents	further	data	based	on	the	pyramid	given	in	activity	1.	In	the	previous	activity,	you	have	
identified	the	level	in	which	the	problem	needs	to	be	approached.	Use	the	pointers	to	analyse	the	problem	
and	arrive	at	solutions.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What challenges do migrant workers face in the host area? Interview at least one migrant worker and write 
down two challenges they face. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Do you believe training can be an effective remedy to handle the challenges and improve productivity in a 
company? Whatother solutions can you think of? Write at least two. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.ilo.org/empent/Projects/score/case-studies/WCMS_542403/lang--en/index.htm

workforce
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8.	Factors	Affecting	Productivity	–	Solutions	–	Case	Study	2

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• analyse the problems in productivity 

• identify solutions to the problems

• map solutions to the problems.

The training offered to the company focussed on aspects that will help to:

• introduce migrant workers from North India to the company and culture – a formal induction programme, 
not just on skills, but also on getting to “belong” quickly

• encourage employees to consider language training to a level necessary to handle assigned tasks effectively. 
The flip-side is to provide Hindi language training to local staff, especially middle management supervisors 
and managers to communicate better with migrant workers.

• provide proper safety gear at work, especially, to migrant contract labour as the labour contractor might not 
ensure this.

• give special attention to notices and verbal communication translated in migrant worker languages, especially 
critical announcements that impact their actions and results.

• conduct employee surveys focusing on migrant workers to periodically assess needs and address them at the 
earliest opportunity. This shall have a positive effect on their morale and productivity.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

The daily 10 minute “shop floor meeting”.
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 “I find team work has improved and sense of responsibility has 
increased amongst employees after the Training on Workplace 
Cooperation.”

 Ramesh Kumar, Proprietor, Sakhti Engineering Works, Chennai.

Information sharing sessions - essential for understanding and worker integration.

1.	 Examine	the	information	given.	Have	you	ever	considered	the	families	of	migrant	workers?	What	solutions	
can	be	offered	to	the	problem	discussed	in	the	following	picture?
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 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Migrant	workers	need	to	be	well-informed	about	their	duties	and	rights	before	they	start	working	for	a	
company.	Here	are	some	key	aspects	they	should	know	about.	Why	do	you	think	these	are	important?	Can	
you	talk	to	a	migrant	worker	and	ask	if	they	had	discussed	these	aspects	with	their	employer?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What is the context of the case study discussed in this module? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you agree that systematic training can be an effective solution to improve productivity? Why?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What changes have resulted because of the training program conducted in the company? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

https://www.ilo.org/empent/Projects/score/case-studies/WCMS_542403/lang--en/index.htm
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9.	Impact	of	Lack	of	Productivity

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• recognize the impact of lack of productivity on the environment

• explain the impact of lack of productivity on Health

• identify impact of lack of productivity on Safety.

 Lack of productivity is a serious threat to any society as it refers to a criminal waste of time, resource sand 
investments. When an industry fails to meet its potential in terms of productivity, its workers cause a major 
impact on the society as a whole. The impact is quite negative. It is a chain reaction and it impacts the health of 
the workers, causes pollution and unsustainable work practices emerge. Employees of such companies, create 
a wider ripple effect in the society. In order to improve the productivity levels of a company, several effective 
measures can be adopted.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 This	pie-chart	represents	the	various	causes	of	 low	productivity.	Discuss	 it	by	describing,	analysing	and	
interpreting	it.	You	may	choose	a	partner	to	work	with.

Think and write here. Share with your friend, if you can.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Look	at	 the	picture.	What	does	 it	 signify?	Can	you	 see	how	 low	productivity	 is	 an	 integral	part	of	 the	
larger	cycle	that	affects	the	society	at	large.	Drawing	your	perspectives	from	the	circle,	discuss	the	negative	
impacts	of	low	productivity.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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3.	 Look	at	the	visuals	given.	Identify	the	types	of	pollutions	that	may	be	caused	to	people,	natural	resources,	
society,	etc.	List	ways	to	prevent	the	pollution.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

4.	Discuss	the	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	following	safety	rules	with	the	given	visuals	as	clues.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How is lack of productivity a social problem?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Describe the relationship between low productivity and poverty. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3128441/

 https://hbr.org/2015/12/proof-that-positive-work-cultures-are-more-productive
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10.	Tips	for	Maintaining	and	Improving	Efficiency	at	the	Workplace

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the importance for improving productivity

• recognize the key factors that are important for maintaining and improving productivity

• brainstorm and generate techniques for increasing productivity.

 Efficiency in the workplace can be improved by doing the right things and making it a continuous process. 
Therefore, it is important to adopt effective techniques to ensure both the growth of individuals and organizations. 
Productivity or work efficiency is an attitude. It is the certainty of being able to do better than yesterday and 
thereafter. It is consistent effort to always apply new techniques and methods. It is the balance between all 
factors of production that will give the maximum output with the smallest effort.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 The	picture	explains	how	a	case	study	can	be	carried	out	using	the	aspects	discussed.	Are	there	any	other	
parameters	you	think	are	important?	Brain	storm	with	your	friend	and	add	more	details,	if	necessary.

Think and write here. Share with another friend, if you can.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Maintaining	and	improving	productivity	is	a	continuous	process.	The	visual	represents	the	key	aspects	of	
the	process.	Which,	according	to	you,	are	the	top	three	factors?	When	you	become	an	employee,	which	
ones	will	you	emphasise	more	on?	Brainstorm	with	your	friends	and	write	your	ideas	here.
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 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	The	bargraph	discusses	key	factors	that	influence	productivity.	Discuss	your	views	with	your	partner.

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What isproductivity?  

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How can productivity be improved?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/dw4sd/themes/productivity/lang--en/index.htmhttps://www.mmsonline.
com/blog/post/8-ways-to-increase-productivity-on-the-manufacturing-floor

 Maintaining efficiency videos

https://youtu.be/uAhWVnsSlGY

https://youtu.be/GuymEhE8dLM
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	 1.	Occupational	Safety	and	Hygiene

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the importance of occupational safety and hygiene

• recognize the need to be safe from occupational and fire hazards

• learn to follow safe work practices to prevent hazards. 

 Occupational	safety means the protection from harm, danger, hazard, risk, accident, injury or damage in the 
workplace. Workplace safety includes protection of the workers against weather, chemicals, dust, machines, 
etc. Machines with moving parts, sharp edges and hot surfaces can cause severe injuries like crushed fingers or 
hands, amputations, burns or blindness. Safety includes man safety, machine safety and workplace safety.

 Occupational	 hygiene is the science of protecting the health and safety of workers through anticipation, 
recognition, evaluation. It also includes control of workplace conditions that may cause injury or illness to 
workers. For example, hands and legs have to be thoroughly washed in worksites like those in construction, 
chemical industries, hydrocarbon sector, while working with paints, abrasives, solvents and chemicals.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Safety of the employees is important as it:

i. ensures company’s smooth and successful functioning

ii. improves employee morale

iii. reduces absenteeism

iv. enhances productivity

v. minimizes potential of work-related injuries and illnesses

vi. increases the quality of manufactured products and/or rendered services. 

b. Types of Hazards

i. Chemical ii. Physical

iii. Biological iv. Ergonomic

1.	 Look	at	the	image	and	identify	the	hazards	with	the	causes.	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	the	safe	work	
practices	that	can	prevent	their	occurrence	in	the	workplace.	Note	down	your	responses	for	each	hazard	in	
the	space	provided.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Do	you	think	the	safety	signs	would	provide	accident-free	industrial	work	environment?	Look	at	the	visual	
and	discuss	with	a	partner.	Try	to	find	out	why	colour	coding	and	signs	are	used.

a. Fire Safety 

 When a fire emergency occurs, and people have to be evacuated from the 
workplace. There must be more than one escape route available. The escape 
route must be clearly marked with appropriate visible signs. Emergency lighting 
should be provided as appropriate. Fire drills must be conducted during induction 
training for newer employees and others in the organization. This will help them 
identify assembly points located at a safe distance from the building in case of 
an emergency. In order to prevent fire, ensure to keep the three elements part 
– oxygen, fuel and heat. The following steps need to be followed in case a fire 
breaks out: 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

i. Activate the nearest fire alarm and call for emergency assistance.

Ii. Inform the fire department.

Iii. Escape from the place where fire has burst out to a safer place (assembly point).

Iv. Ensure that all employees are in the assembly point.

b. Extinguish the fire.

 Isolating or removing any of the three elements which cause fire, will extinguish it. The following three basic 
ways will help to achieve this:

i. removing the fuel from the place of fire

ii. cooling by using water to lower the temperature

iii. blanketing the fire with foam or sand.
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3.	 The	visual	given	shows	the	various	sources	that	cause	fire.	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	the	causes	to	find	
solutions	to	prevent	fire.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

4.	 Imagine	that	you	have	been	recruited	as	a	pipe	fitting	or	welding	technical	assistant	in	Indian	Oil.	List	the	
safety	precautions	that	you	will	follow	for	your	occupational	safety.	Also,	mention	the	safety	hygiene	you	
will	follow.	What	kind	of	awareness	training	should	Indian	Oil	provide	to	ensure	your	occupational	and	fire	
safety?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

5.	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	the	steps	to	use	fire	extinguishers.	Also,	identify	the	different	types	of	fire	
extinguishers.	You	may	use	the	visuals	for	reference.	
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Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What are the common hazards you experience in the workplace?

__________________________________________________________________________________

Have you ever come across any of the safety signs? If so, share your experience.

__________________________________________________________________________________

What would happen if safety measures are not followed?

__________________________________________________________________________________

What is fire safety?

__________________________________________________________________________________

How should a fire extinguisher be used?

_________________________________________________________________________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bkr5lpKGUM

Watch the video about workplace safety. Note the common causes that lead to accidents in the workplace.
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	 2.	Personal	Protective	Equipment	(PPE)

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the personal protective equipment 

• recognize safety signs at workplace and interpret their meaning 

• recognize the purpose and importance of wearing PPE.

 Personal	Protective	Equipment	(PPE) is the equipment that is used by the workers to protect themselves from 
possible injury or infection in the workplace. PPE includes safety helmets, gloves, safety glasses, ear plugs, 
high-visibility clothing, nose protection, safety footwear, vests, overalls, safety harnesses, etc. It is worn for 
occupational safety and health purposes. The type of PPE to be worn depends on the occupation of the worker. 
For example, construction workers like fabricators and masons need to wear safety harnesses while working at 
heights.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Types of PPE

i. Eye and Face Protectors: Safety glasses and masks protect the eyes and the face from exposure to 
chemicals, radiation or debris.

ii. Ear Protectors: Ear plugs protect ears from high decibel sounds or exposure to noise.

iii. Hand Protectors: Gloves protect hands from cuts, burns or harmful liquids.

iv. Foot Protectors: Safety shoes protect feet from hot and cold environments, chemicals, heavy objects, 
rough surfaces or debris.

v. Body Protectors: Vests, jackets, overalls and harnesses protect body from chemical, biological, physical 
hazards and falls from heights.

vi. Respiratory Protectors: Nose guards protect from dusty environments, chemical vapours or transmissible 
diseases. 

1.	 Look	at	the	image	of	PPE	signs.	Discuss	with	your	friend	and	write	down	what	each	sign	stands	for.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Choose	 a	 partner	 to	work	with.	 Identify	 PPE	 from	 the	 image	 and	 discuss	 the	 purpose	 of	wearing	 the	
equipment.

Equipment Purpose

Helmet To protect head from falling or flying objects and from overhead objects.
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3.	 Data	shows	that	many	workers	suffering	injury	were	not	wearing	PPE.	Some	of	the	reasons	for	not	wearing	
PPE	are	given.	Think	of	any	other	reasons,	note	it	down	and	share	it	in	the	class.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What are some of the protective equipment a worker must wear in a dangerous work environment?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
What are the different types of PPE? 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
Why is PPE important? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgkvxUtczLA

 Watch the video to understand why workers must wear PPE while at dangerous work. Find out what would 
happen if they don’t wear.
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	 3.	Occupational	Hazards

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• classify different types of occupational hazards 

• know the reasons that cause injury and accidents in the workplace

• identify the risk factors involved in the work environment.

 An	occupational	hazard is an accident or injury that has happened in the workplace. It may happen at a particular 
point in time causing injury (or death). It may also happen over a period of time under constant exposure to 
unfavourable conditions in the workplace which may cause diseases.  Occupational hazards may be either long-
term or short-term injury or accidents that occur in the workplace environment. Short-term risks may include 
physical injury which may be cured without causing any permanent damage. Long-term risks may include 
amputation, developing cancer or may even be fatal in case the worker dies.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Occupational hazards or dangers – Types 

i. Hygiene-related hazards: They are caused by the contamination of hands, face and other exposed parts of 
the body with solids, liquids and gases from waste, leading to diseases.

ii. Tools and Machinery: Cutting and welding machines, sharp knives, blades, heavy machines, hot surfaces, 
etc., may cause injury.

iii. Flammable or explosive substances: Gas cylinders, chemicals, flammable gases, etc., used in factories and 
industries may result in fire and accidents.

iv. Working at heights: Some hazards may be caused due to falling from ladder or buildings. 

v. Noise: Some industries emit high level of constant noise, which can be harmful. 

vi. Electrical: Poorly maintained electrical equipment or exposed electrical wires can be extremely harmful. 

vii. Confined Spaces: Untrained persons entering restricted areas such as septic tanks, mines, manholes, 
storage towers, vessels, tunnels, etc., may lead to danger.

1.	 Look	at	the	visual.	Choose	a	partner	and	identify	the	sources	that	cause	hazards	and	the	methods	to	prevent	
them.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Choose	a	partner.	Interpret	the	given	visual.	Why	are	some	professions	affected	more	(those	on	the	left	
side	in	the	visual)	by	occupational	stress	while	others	(those	on	the	right	side	of	the	visual)	are	not?	Discuss	
with	your	partner	and	note	down	your	views.
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3.	 According	to	a	study,	around	48,000	people	die	in	the	country	yearly	due	to	work	related	hazards.	What	do	
you	think	would	be	the	reason?	Talk	to	your	friend	and	write	down	your	thoughts.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

4.	 Get	into	groups	of	5	or	6	trainees.	Role	play	giving	first-aid	for	different	victims	(fracture,	cardiac	arrest,	
electric	chock,	burns,	etc.).	Ensure	that	two	trainees	observe	the	role	play	in	turns	to	assess	the	performance	
and	offer	feedback.	You	may	make	notes	here.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

a. First-aid

 Common accidents and emergencies in the workplace include bleeding, burns, choking, electric shock, fracture 
from falls, poisoning, etc. First-aid is the help given to a sick or injured person until medical help is available. 

i. Bleeding: It may be superficial abrasion or wounds or severe bleeding due to injured veins or arteries. First-
aid for bleeding is to prevent further blood loss and minimise the effect of shock.

ii. Burns: It is important to get the person away from the source of heat, cool the burns with cool or lukewarm 
running water for 10-15 minutes, remove any clothing or jewellery near the burnt area of the skin. Use of 
ice, iced water, ointment and cream is to be avoided.

iii. Choking: When the choking is mild, the person may be asked to cough to clear the blockage to spit the 
object out. Avoid putting fingers in the person’s mouth. 

iv. Fracture: Stop any bleeding and try to immobilize the injured area. For example, if the person has injured 
their neck or back, help them stay as still as possible, until an ambulance and first-aid team arrive.

v. Poisoning: In case of poisoning, if the victim has collapsed, inform the safety officer and call an ambulance. 
For skin poisoning, remove the contaminated clothing and wash the exposed areas with water. For eyes 
injury, rinse the eyes with a slow and gentle stream of water for 10-15 minutes. For insect bites and stings, 
wash the area of the bite with soap and water. Place cold compressed ice pack on the area for 10 minutes 
and seek medical attention, if necessary.

vi. Cardiac arrest: In cases where the heart has stopped beating, act immediately. Check if the carotid pulse 
on the neck can be felt. Lay the victim on their back on a firm surface. Kneel alongside, facing the chest 
and locate the lower part of the breast-bone. Place the palm of one hand on the centre of the lower part 
of the breast-bone, keeping your fingers off the ribs. Cover the palm with your other hand and lock your 
fingers together. Keeping your arms straight, press sharply down on the lower part of the breast-bone. Then 
release the pressure. Repeat this 15 times at a rate of at least once per second. Move back to the victim’s 
mouth to give two breaths (mouth to mouth breathing). Check the pulse at frequent intervals repeating the 
procedure for another 15 compressions.
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5.	Do	you	think	training	and	awareness	would	prevent	occupational	hazards?	Discuss	with	your	friend	and	
present	your	ideas	in	the	class.	

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

6.	Think	of	the	various	safety	measures	that	can	be	adopted	to	protect	the	health	of	workers	exposed	to	toxic	
chemicals	in	mines	and	factories.	

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What is an occupational hazard?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How can factors and conditions that are hazardous to health and safety in the workplace be eliminated?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What is the role of an organization in creating safe workplaces for the workers?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What is occupational hygiene?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What is first-aid?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Mention some situations when first-aid has to be given. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmO4Rii6pdE

 Watch the video to know about the consultation groups that work closely with industries and factories to make 
sure the employees are working in a safe manner.
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	 4.	Classification	of	Hazards

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify hazard symbols and know what they represent 

• recognize the possible hazards in the workplace

• learn the causes of hazards and how to prevent them.

 Hazard is a type of danger or risk in the workplace that can cause harm or damage to humans, property, or the 
environment. Hazards are caused by people, equipment, environment, material, process, etc. Hazards can be 
classified into different types. Hazards are classified on the basis of their origin, source or effects. Some types of 
hazards that can happen in the workplace include physical, chemical, biological, safety-related and ergonomic 
hazards. 

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Classification of Hazards

i. Physical Hazards: Hazards that cause injury to workers when an object, piece of equipment or material 
comes in contact with the worker. For example, fire, uneven surfaces, working at heights, unprotected 
electrical equipment, etc. 

ii. Chemical Hazards: Hazards that arise due to the toxic properties of chemicals. For example, chemicals, 
inflammable substances, corrosive substances, oxidizing substances, carcinogenic substances, etc.

iii. Biological Hazards: Hazards that arise due to organisms or substances produced by other harmful organisms. 
For example, bacteria and viruses, fungi, insect or animal bites, poisonous plants, animal waste, human 
waste, etc. 

iv. Psychological Hazards: Hazards that result in mental distress and distraction. For example, violence, 
extreme pressure at workplace, conflicts at workplace, fatigue, harassment, etc.

1.	 Get	to	know	the	symbols.	Try	to	recollect	the	places	where	you	have	seen	similar	symbols.	Choose	a	partner	
and	share	your	views.

Sl.	No. Physical	Hazards Chemical	Hazards Biological	Hazards Psychological	
Hazards

1 Explosives

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Every	symbol	above	represents	a	specific	hazard.	Group	them	under	appropriate	categories	in	the	table.	
The	first	one	is	done	for	you.
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3.	 With	a	partner,	identify	the	most	common	cause	of	injury	in	the	workplace.	Find	out	what	type	of	hazard	
it	is.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How are hazards classified?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Give a few examples of physical and chemical hazards. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How can we save ourselves from hazards in the workplace?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Watch the video to see the different types of hazards you may see in the workplace. List them down.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUNv6B7Rms0
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	 5.	Ergonomics

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• define ‘ergonomics’ and learn its importance 

• identify ergonomic hazards in the workplace

• explore solutions to prevent ergonomic hazards.

 Ergonomics is the scientific study of the relationship between people and their work environment. Good 
ergonomics creates an environment suitable for the worker’s physical needs. It reduces risk of injury, improves 
performance and increases productivity. Ergonomics also includes tools, materials, method of work and the way 
work is organized by the workers.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Ergonomic work environment is created by:

i. keeping frequently used objects within easy reach

ii. maintaining erect position of back and neck with shoulders relaxed

iii. minimizing fatigue as overloading human capabilities can lead to injuries, accidents, poor quality and less 
productivity

iv. providing adequate space for head, arms, torso, knees, feet to have easy access to everything needed

v. providing mobility and change of posture

vi. maintaining a comfortable environment with good lighting, right temperature, less noise and vibration.

1.	 We	spend	most	of	our	work	time	in	sitting	or	standing	positions.	Maintaining	a	good	posture	is	vital	to	our	
overall	health.	Look	at	the	images	and	identify	the	right	postures.	Speak	with	your	partner	about	why	you	
have	to	maintain	proper	postures.

3.	 In	groups,	read	the	article	and	discuss.

	 The	Problem: A poultry processing plant had problems with employees developing carpal tunnel syndrome. 
The reported incidence rate, plant-wise was 9 cases per 200,000 hours. An ergonomic evaluation of trouble 
spots was conducted to determine the nature of the stresses that could be leading to the problem. A series 
of controls were implemented to reduce these stresses. 

	 The	Solution: The conveyor height was adjusted and platforms provided for short individuals.  It was allowed 
for the work to be performed 2 inches below elbow height without stooping or hunching the shoulders 
and back. Forward reaches were limited to 18 inches and the work was not closer than 6 inches from the 
workers’ body to promote sound body mechanics. One-inch thick rubber pads and foot rests were provided 
at standing and sitting workplaces. This was done to reduce pressure on sensitive areas of the body. Three 
control measures were added related to knife use and that included sharpening schedules, a means of 
removing grease from knife handles. A training program on cutting techniques was also organised. 

2.	 Now,	think	of	a	few	physical	discomforts	you	have	while	at	work.	It	could	be	due	to	poor	ergonomics	in	the	
workplace.	Discuss	with	your	friend	what	you	can	do	to	solve	those	problems.	Write	your	ideas.
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	 The	Benefit: Due to these engineering and administrative controls, the company was able to reduce the incidence 
of carpal tunnel syndrome in a five-year period from 9.0 to 3.0 cases per 200,000 work hours, a 70% reduction.

 What problem did the workers develop?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 What ergonomic solutions were implemented?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What changes were seen among the workers after implementing the controls?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 Why is ergonomics important in the workplace?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 List some of the common ergonomic hazards.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Have you experienced any ergonomic hazard in your workplace? If so, think of a solution for it.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Watch this video of a man explaining ergonomic risk factors in the workplace.  

 https://ergo-plus.com/mastering-ergonomics/assessing-risk/levels/

 Watch this video for solutions to ergonomic hazards

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNJCe5A-p6w
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6.	Occupational	Diseases

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify occupational diseases/illnesses that affect people 

• identify the causes for different occupational diseases/illnesses 

• identify how to prevent the diseases/illnesses.

 Occupational	diseases refer to any chronic ailment that happens as a result of work or occupational activity. It 
is an illness that affects people working in a certain environment more than it affects the general population. 
Hence, it must be understood that it is the work atmosphere that causes these diseases. A range of diseases 
affect people. Some of them are manifest immediately while some others show up at an advanced stage. Some 
diseases affect the skin, while some affect the lungs or cause cancer.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

a. Common diseases that affect people and the causes

 Names	of	diseases	 	 	 Common	Causes

 Occupational Cancer (Lung Cancer) Pollution, Chemicals, smoke

 Pneumoconiosis    Dust

 Occupational Dermatitis   oil, chemicals, paints

 Hearing Loss    Loud, constant noise

 Silicosis (lung disease)   inhalation of silica particles

 Anthrax     contact with animal hides or hair, bone products, 

       and wool or with infected animals

 Asbestosis (lung disease)   asbestos Industries

 Carbon monoxide poisoning  exposure to Industrial smoke

 Toxic Jaundice    poisonous substances

 Lead Poisoning    Lead is found in lead-based paints, 

       including paint on the walls of old 

       houses and toys.
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b. Major factors and organs affected

1.	 Complete	this	activity	in	two	steps.	

 Step	1:	Sort	common	and	occupational	diseases.	

	 Step	2:	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	the	safety	measures	that	can	be	taken	to	prevent	some	of	the	common	
and	occupational	diseases.	For	example,	wearing	nose	protection	can	help	in	preventing	inhaling	smoke.	

 Fever, anthrax, cough, pimples, toxic jaundice, cold, asbestosis, lung cancer, insect bite, prickly heat, sore 
throat, ulcer, Pneumoconiosis

Common diseases Occupational diseases

2.	 Match	the	following	identifying	the	cause	and	the	disease	related	to	it.

a. Psychological stress  – solvents, pesticides   

b. Asbestos Industries  – inhalation of silica particles 

c. Dermatitis   – improper design, tools

d. Ergonomic   – skin disorders

e. Hearing Loss   – lack of control over work

f. Silicosis    – Asbestosis 

g. Chemical factors  – loud, constant noise

improperly body, back, neck
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3.	 Given	below	are	certain	statements.	Identify	the	disease	/organ	that	will	be	affected.		

a. A person who has been working in paint Industry for several years may be affected by _____________.

b. If the tool you use does not fit into your hands properly, you suffer from body pain, the illness will be 
caused by ______________ factors. 

c. Constantly working in houses or buildings with very old paint on the walls will lead to this kind of illness. 
_________________.

d. Infections due to biological factors are caused by ____________________.

e. Inhaling Industrial Smoke can affect ___________________.

4.	 Pick	the	odd	one	out	in	the	following	identifying	the	reason	for	it	being	the	odd	one.	Write	the	reason	in	
the	space	provided.	You	may	work	with	a	partner,	if	you	wish.

a. Cancer, ergonomic, asbestosis, anthrax

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

b. Cancer, biological, physical, chemical

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

c. Tuberculosis, poisoning, dermatitis, loud noise

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

d. Inhalation of silica particles, Industrial smoke, Infection from animals, Mechanical

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

e. Skin, blood, accident, lever, lung

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart. 

 Name a few occupational diseases that affect people working in certain environments.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Mention some factors that cause occupational diseases.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 List some organs and the diseases that affect them. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Each profession has its own set of occupational diseases. A person sitting in front of the computer for several 
hours, can have a stiff back, stiff neck, dry eyes or knee pain. Find out the different occupational disease specific 
to different professions.

 https://youtu.be/ZFFsMMsOj3Q

 https://youtu.be/uQqDEKfMjqQ

 https://youtu.be/5vVjUmAPnXU
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7.	Machine	Guards	–	Types

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the purpose of using machine guards  

• state the basic requirements of a good machine guard

• identify the different types of machine guards.

 Machine	guards are used to protect both the user and the machines. The particles flying off from machines 
can get stuck in them, thereby affecting its function. Sometimes, the operator’s hand/ fingers can get stuck in 
a moving machine, leading to even loss of the hand or fingers. Machine guards help prevent such problems. 
Accidents can be prevented by putting in place an effective machine guard, that protects the machine and the 
operator. It will also allow smooth functioning and maintenance of the machine. There are different types of 
guards that are commonly used in the industries – fixed, automatic and interlocked. 

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Machine guard: basic requirements 

 In order to have an effective machine guard, the following characteristics are essential:

i. The part to be guarded must be a permanent part of the machine.

ii. It should allow complete and effective protection.

iii. The guard must enable smooth functioning of the machine without interfering with this 
operation.

iv. The design must be specific to the machine/machine part.

v. It must allow easy maintenance of the machine.

vi. It must last long to withstand corrosion, be fire resistant and easy to repair.

b. Types of machine guards

Type	of	Guard	 Application Advantage

Fixed: made of  sheet metal, 
screen, bars

To hold out predictable impact Simple and durable.

Independent of any other part to function

Interlock guard To cut off power, automatically Machine does not set in motion until the 
guard moves in position.

Safe for the operator

Automatic guard When fixed or interlocking is not 
used

Prevents operator from coming into contact 
with the machine while in operation.

Trip guard Power is cut off when the guard‘s 
usual position is disturbed.

Operator should maintain distance  so as to 
prevent any disturbance to the position of 
the guard.

Fencing Fenced with warning signs about 
potential danger like fire or 
electrocution.

Can save lives by not allowing people to 
enter the fenced area. 

1.	 State	whether	the	following	statements	are	true	or	false.	If	false,	write	the	correct	statement	in	the	space	
provided.

a. Only a permanent part of the machine needs to be guarded.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

b. The guard must interfere with the smooth functioning of the machine.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

c. The design must be specific to the machine/machine part.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

d. The automatic guard is, generally, used along with the fixed and the interlocking guards.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

e. The trip guard cuts off power, when its position is disturbed.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	the	right	option	given	in	the	brackets.	

a. The machine guard, generally, allows complete and effective _____________ (protection/ operation).

b. The ____________ (guard/design) must be specific to the machine/machine part.

c. The guard must make ____________ (protection/maintenance) of the machine easy.

d. The type of guard made with sheet metal is ____________ guard (trip/ fixed).

3.	 Identify	whether	 the	 following	 statements	 indicate	 general	 or	 specific	 characteristic	 feature	of	 guards.	
Identify	the	characteristics	specific	to	a	type	of	guard	and	fill	 it	in	the	correct	column.	State	the	type	of	
guard	that	has	the	feature.

i. Enables smooth functioning of the machine

ii. Protects the machine and the operator

iii. Simple and durable 

iv. Cuts off power when the guard ‘s usual position is disturbed.

v. Fenced with warning signs about potential danger

General	or	specific	characteristics Type	of	guard

4.	 Match	 the	 following	 pictures	with	 their	 characteristic	 features	 given.	 You	may	 refer	 the	 illustration,	 if	
necessary.

i. Saves lives by not allowing people to enter the machine area.

ii. Machine does not set in motion until the guard moves in 
position.

iii. Prevents operator from coming into contact with the machine 
while in operation.

iv. Cuts off power automatically, if there is disturbance.

v. Holds out predictable impact.
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 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What are machine guards?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What do the machine guards help in? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Mention some features that machine guards have in common with respect to smooth functioning of machines. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 List the different types of machine guards used.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/GnDE4QuWyLU

 https://youtu.be/1ol6de7-YjA
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8.	Environmental	Education

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• explain the relationship between human beings and Nature

• identify the need to address environmental challenges

• engage in activities that help resolve environmental problems.

 Environmental Education is a process by which an awareness about, concern for and knowledge of the environment 
is created. From the awareness and knowledge, people get motivated to learn to preserve, conserve and utilize 
the environment in a sustainable manner. This kind of responsible usage benefits not only the present population 
but also the future generations. People willingly take personal initiatives to preserve the environment. 

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Environment Education includes the following components.

i. Knowledge of and sensitivity to environment and environmental issues.

ii. Understanding and awareness about environmental challenges and their causes. 

iii. Need for care and concern to maintain a healthy environment.

iv. Skill sets to address the issues and challenges.

v. Engagement in activities to improve environment and resolve environmental problems.

b. Activities to resolve environmental problems

i. Trainees can be made aware of the problems in their immediate environment. 

ii. Regular cleaning drives, cleaning in and around their educational institutions, homes, commonly used 
public places can be done to help create awareness. 

iii. Minimising the use of plastics both at home and public places. 

iv. Conserving electricity by switching off lights/fans, and conserving water by ensuring that the taps are 
closed properly/do not leak. 

1.	 Complete	this	activity	with	a	partner.		Identify	the	harm	done	to	the	environment	from	the	list	of	topics	
given.	Discuss	how	the	environment	can	be	saved	from	such	activities.	Note	down	your	views	in	the	space	
provided.

 industrial waste, plastic bottles and bags, deforestation, garbage heap, acid rain, smoke form heavy industries, 
e- waste, discharge of polluted water from leather industries into water bodies, burning of plastic, oil spill in 
the ocean, letting out cancer causing waste in lakes and ponds

Activity	harming	the	environment Prevention	method	

2.	 Match	the	following	identifying	the	cause	and	the	effect	on	the	environment.

a. Smoke from industries   – cattle may eat them   

b. Used plastic water bottles  – contaminated air 

c. Plastic covers in the garbage heap – non-bio degradable

d. Papers littered around in a classroom – waste of water

e. Leaking taps    – untidy classroom
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3.	 Look	 at	 the	 pictures	 below	 and	match	 the	 problems	mentioned	with	 them.	Write	 them	 in	 the	 space	
provided.

Plastic waste, forest fires, climate change, drought, deforestation, garbage heaps, water pollution, air pollution

A.  ________________     B. __________________ C. ________________ D. _______________

E. _________________   F. __________________   G. _________________ H. _______________

4.	 Look	at	the	statements	highlighting	a	few	common	environmental	problems	in	your	neighbourhood.	What	
will	you	do	to	solve	them?	You	may	work	with	a	partner,	if	you	wish.

a. The bathroom tap is leaking.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

b. There is no one in the classroom. The fans and lights are switched on. You walk past that room.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

c. Many paper cups and paper plates are scattered around near an eating outlet inside your Institute.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

d. You see your friends dropping the pencil shavings near their table.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

e. Your mother throws vegetable and fruit peals on the road.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart. 

 What is Environment Education?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Name a few environmental problems.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/WUTKZhTF_Ik

 https://youtu.be/lILjVHw25Ug

 https://youtu.be/GnYHFRq7-5s

 Each place in our country has its own set of environmental problems. Delhi, for example, has contaminated air, 
causing severe health problems. The beaches in Chennai and Mumbai are littered with plastic waste. Find out 
the different environmental problems specific to your neighbourhood and ways to save the environment.
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9.	Pollution,	Ozone	Depletion	and	Global	Warming

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify pollution, sources of pollution and ways of reducing it

• identify the causes for depletion of ozone layer 

• explain global warming.

 Pollution is the disturbance caused to the environment by certain physical, chemical or biological changes. 
Substances that cause these changes are called pollutants. Some pollutants are natural while a few others are 
caused by human activity. The different types of pollution are air pollution, water pollution, soil pollution, noise 
pollution, marine pollution, thermal pollution and nuclear pollution. These pollutions affect the lives of all living 
beings on this planet. 

 Ozone	depletion is the disturbance caused in the outer layers of the earth’s atmosphere. It is the gradual thinning 
of the upper atmospheric layer caused by the release of polluting gases from industries. Ozone is a special type 
of Oxygen with three molecules (O3). Very dense concentration of O3 gives a blanket cover in the stratosphere 
nearly 15-30 kilometres above the  earth. It helps reduce the strong ultra violet radiation from the sun. However, 
due to industrial smoke and other human activities, many harmful gasses like CFC (Chlorofluorocarbons) several 
holes are punctured into the Ozone layer allowing powerful radiation to fall on certain parts of the earth. This 
is called Ozone layer depletion. Due to the hole in the ozone layer, living beings are in the danger of getting skin 
diseases like cancer, etc.

 Global	warming is the immediate result of the release of excessive greenhouse gases like Carbon dioxide into 
the earth’s surface from industries, automobiles, burning of fossil fuels etc.  Some of the problems caused by 
global warming include increasing daytime temperatures, rising sea levels, climatic changes etc. Humans are 
mainly responsible for global warming because of deforestation, overuse of fossil fuels, emission from vehicles 
and use of refrigerators and air conditioners.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Identify	the	type	of	pollution	that	the	given	statements	refer	to.	Discuss	how	it	will	affect	life	on	earth	with	
a	partner.

a. Greenhouse gases from industrial smoke are released into the atmosphere.

b. Ozone Layer becomes thin.

c. Radioactive heat is emitted from industries.

d. Excessive use of fertilizers for crops.

e. Honking loudly by car/ bus/ lorry drivers.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Pick	the	odd	one	out	in	the	following.		Identifying	why	it	is	the	odd	one	and	write	it	in	the	space	provided.	
You	may	work	with	a	partner,	if	you	wish.

a. smoke from industries, dust, smoke from automobile, spraying pesticides

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

b. loud speakers, honking by automobiles, bright lights, public speeches 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

c. heat released in water, heat released in the air, industrial waste in water, planting of trees

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

d. cell and mobile towers, internet connection through wireless modem, satellite signals, dust particles

_________________________________________________________________________________________

e. greenhouse gasses, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone, chlorofluorocarbons

__________________________________________________________________________________

a. Pollution refers to the uncontrolled contamination of natural resources necessary for all living beings to 
survive on earth. It causes great harm to all living things. There are different types of pollution.

i. Air	pollution is the contamination of natural air with dangerous gases. Many harmful gases like carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, methane and others emitted from automobiles, industries 
and sometimes by natural calamities like volcanoes cause this pollution. Planting many trees and plants 
can reduce this pollution.

ii. Water	pollution is among the most dangerous types of pollution.  Rivers, lakes, ponds and waters of the 
sea are contaminated by the large amounts of human, industrial wastes discharged into them. This makes 
the water harmful to drink and also endangers the lives of the animals that live in lakes, ponds and rivers, 
and marine animals. We can reduce water pollution by preventing the discharge of industrial and human 
waste into the water bodies. 

iii. Land	pollution is caused when huge amounts of toxic waste is not disposed of safely, but dumped on 
vacant pieces of land. Common pollutants are irresponsible disposal of chemicals, plastic waste, e-waste, 
hospital wastes etc. They cause great danger not only to humans but to the cattle which eat from garbage 
bins, where these wastes are thrown. We need to identify safe methods of disposing solid wastes.

iv. Sound/Noise	pollution is the disturbance caused to a silent environment by loud noise. The main causes 
are automobile sounds, loud speakers, etc. It greatly affects children, students, sick and old people. 

v. Dust	pollution is caused by the dust particles in the air. Particles from soil, roads, farming, mining etc., that 
are blown away by the wind causes dust pollution. It can cause severe respiratory problems like Asthma.

vi. Radiation pollution Cell and mobile towers, which use wireless Internet access modems cause this 
pollution. This pollution is invisible and, therefore, more dangerous. It is believed that the population of 
birds like sparrows and insects like honeybees have largely been reduced due to these radiations. Radiation 
from radioactive emissions from nuclear reactors also causes this pollution. Cautious use of technology is 
necessary to prevent this pollution.

vii. Thermal	pollution is caused by the release of excess heat from thermal power plants, industries involved 
in metals moulding, etc. The heat is sometimes released into the surrounding water bodies. This results 
in harmful effects for the water and marine animals as the heat reduces oxygen content in water. It also 
changes the environment around the water bodies.

viii. Soil	Pollution is caused by excessive use of pesticides and fertilizers. These affect the natural fertility of   
the soil. 

ix. Marine	pollution is the result of oil spills that leak from large vessels that carry crude oil around the 
world. Besides throwing of plastic bottles and polythene bags and other non-bio-degradable materials 
in the ocean and beaches causes marine pollution. The sharp edges of pet bottles sometimes injure sea 
creatures, crippling their movement. They are even killed by the oil spills.
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3.	 Complete	this	activity	in	two	steps:	Identify	the	pollution	in	the	picture	given.	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	
the	safety	measures	that	can	be	taken	to	prevent	some	of	the	these	pollutions.

Name	of	the	pollution Common	causes

4.	 Look	at	the	cause	and	effect	of	the	pollutants	given.	Match	them	and	identify	the	resultant	pollution.	The	
first	one	is	done	for	you.

a. Moulding of metals  – kills marine life

b. Mobile towers   – affects soil health

c. Oil spills   – heat released into water bodies

d. pesticides   – contaminates drinking water

e. particles from automobiles – disappearance of sparrows and honeybees

f. industrial waste in rivers – respiratory problems

Moulding of metals – heat released into water bodies – Thermal Pollution.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart. 

 What is pollution?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Name a few pollutants that cause pollution.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Mention some types of pollution.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 What is global warming?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 State what happens if the holes in the Ozone layer widens. 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/tmhiglxga-4

 https://youtu.be/JaSe85Mcwp0

 https://youtu.be/sW7fxGG9cEM

 https://youtu.be/u5YCXIzskyI

 https://youtu.be/Om42Lppkd9w?list=TLPQMDYxMTIwMTnPHIPsa3upng

 https://youtu.be/1P9syq3f6hQ?list=TLPQMDYxMTIwMTnPHIPsa3upng

 https://youtu.be/sAKyhfxxr7s?list=TLPQMDYxMTIwMTnPHIPsa3upng

 Each geographical region has different types of pollution affecting them. What pollution is most prevalent in 
your region? What measures have been taken by the government/ public/ you as an individual to address the 
problem?
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10.	Preventing	Environmental	Pollution	–	3Rs

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify bio-degradable and non-bio-degradable things

• identify ways of preventing pollution

• name the 3 Rs and apply them in everyday situations.

 It is important to understand that all things in this planet are either bio-degradable or non-bio-degradable. 
This means, some items can be decomposed or destroyed (bio-degradable) while some others can never be 
decomposed (non-bio-degradable). Disposing of the bio-degradable things is easy while disposing things that 
are non-bio-degradable take thousands of years. Hence, we need to find ways of disposing of these things. 
Though there are many ways of accomplishing this, the most effective ones will be to follow the 3 Rs – Reduce, 
Reuse and Recycle. 

 If we choose to buy only items that we will surely use, we can reduce our use of resources like food, water, 
clothes, etc. If we practise to reuse the products we buy until they are no longer usable or give them to others 
who can use them, we can save the environment. For example, we can use one side paper for photocopying, 
clothes and other items for making handicraft items, etc. If we learn to use products that are made from waste 
materials like eco-friendly jute items, jewellery, etc., we will be using recycled items. When we follow 3Rs method 
in our day-to-day personal and professional life, we can control the use of naturally available resources. By doing 
this, we contribute towards conserving the environment as we help to conserve natural resources, landfill space 
and energy.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Complete	this	activity	with	a	partner.	Sort	bio-degradable	and	non-bio-degradable	items	from	the	list.

 water bottles, wooden spoon, paper cups, tin cans, polythene bags, ball pens, pencil, coconut fibre, tyres, 
mobile phones, battery, vegetables, banana peel, computers

Bio-degradable	 Non-bio-degradable

2.	 Read	the	following	visuals	and	say	whether	the	statements	that	follow	are	true	or	false.	If	false,	give	the	
correct	statement.	You	may	refer	the	illustration	section,	if	necessary.
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Reduce Reuse Recycle

1. Banana peel is bio-degradable because, it decomposes in about a month.

2. Orange peels take longer to decompose than milk cartons.

3. Foamed plastic cups are bio-degradable things.

4. Plastic bags take the longest time to decompose.

5. Disposable diapers take more time to decompose. 

3.	 Identify	the	objects	given.	Identify	the	item	and	its	name	to	sort	them	into	reduce,	reuse	or	recycle.

A.

G. H. I. J. K. L.

B. C. D. E. F.

4.	 Look	at	the	visual.	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	what	3Rs	is,	why	is	it	important	to	follow	implementing	it.	
Make	a	list	of	things	you	will	follow	to	implement	it.
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 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

5.	 Choose	a	partner	and	ask	him/her	the	following	questions.	Note	down	the	responses.	Use	the	
information	to	discuss	on	ways	of	implementing	3Rs	in	your	everyday	life	both	at	home	and	in	the	
ITI/workplace.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart. 

 What do you know about 3Rs?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Name a few bio-degradable things and non-bio-degradable things.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Mention some reusable materials.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/TjnNOCbuoCA?list=TLPQMDYxMTIwMTnPHIPsa3upng

 https://youtu.be/OasbYWF4_S8?list=TLPQMDYxMTIwMTnPHIPsa3upng

 https://youtu.be/SKvGgb3YcDQ?list=TLPQMDYxMTIwMTnPHIPsa3upng

 https://youtu.be/GJr2z8g1dOI

 Look around you and see how many resources can be reduced, re-used and recycled. How will you 
spread awareness about them in your neighbourhood?
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 1. Self-Awareness –  1

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify the importance of being aware of yourself

• reflect on different aspects of your identity and background 

• define your own self-image.

 Self-Awareness is having a clear perception of your personality which includes strengths, weaknesses, thoughts, 
beliefs, motivation, values and aspirations. This will help in the process of exploring personal strengths that 
can shape your personal and professional life ahead. We can build on our strengths and also identify areas to 
improve.

 It is important to understand self in order to make the right career choices. When you make career decisions 
based on a strong understanding of self, there is higher satisfaction. This leads to better chances of growth at the 
workplace. Self-awareness is a lifelong process and one needs to spend time reflecting regularly. 

 Identity is the set of behavioural or personal characteristics that are unique to a person. Identity may emerge 
from citizenship, religion, profession, etc. Your identity is the sum total of your opinions, beliefs, values, likes, 
dislikes, etc. 

 Background refers to a person’s experiences, training and education. Background may emerge from type of 
childhood, region, education or type or family, etc.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Read	the	paragraph	below	and	answer	the	questions:

 Sameer and Anwar are good friends. They are students. Sameer is from a rich family, whereas Anwar is from 
a poor background. Sameer is good in studies, and has always been appreciated by all the teachers in the 
school. Anwar feels that he is poor and no one likes him. One evening, Anwar was busy painting. Sameer, on 
his way home, saw Anwar and approached him. He saw the painting and appreciated it. Anwar was unable 
to accept that he had done good work. Anwar thinks that only the rich are talented. What can I do to show 
Anwar that he is talented?

a. What is Sameer’s background?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What is Anwar’s background?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

c. What are Anwar’s beliefs?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

d. If you were Sameer what would you do?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

e. How should Anwar get to know about his own talents?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 My	Identity

 Think about your life and answer the questions. You can choose to write about it, draw it out, create a poem 
about it, etc. Be as creative as possible. 

a. My name is:  _______________________________

This is how I look: (Stick a photo or make a drawing of yourself)

 It is important to take the time to reflect to understand ourselves better.
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b. Gender ________________________________________________ c. Age __________________ 

d. What is the best quality about me? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
e. What do I like to do in my free time?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
f. Where do I live? Draw an image of your home including your family members. Also, include any pets that you 

have and anything that you think is special in your home.

g. Who are the people I trust the most? Draw more circles, if required.
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h. What are the roles that I play in my life? For example, Daughter, Mother, Sister, Friend, Student, Colleague. 
Use the bigger circles to indicate the more important roles that you play. Use the smaller circles for the 
ordinary roles you play.

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

How was the experience of thinking about self? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
What did you like best? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
What was the hardest part? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
Did you get to know anything new about yourself today?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
How will this knowledge help you make better decisions with respect to your career?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/HIhEMk7CZ-A

My Identity Activity/Game https://youtu.be/qYU4OgMDSjM

Video in Hindi https://youtu.be/AtmYkNT8lts
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 2. Self-Awareness – 2

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify personal strength & weakness

• recognize the importance of building personal goals

• build a personal goal.

 Knowing your own strengths and weaknesses will help you improve yourself in many ways. Every person, young 
or old, educated or uneducated, rich or poor has his/her own strength and weakness. Knowing our strengths and 
weakness will help when we attend job interviews. 80% of employers ask this question to candidates: ‘Tell me 
about your strength and weakness’. Having a clear understanding of your strengths and weakness will also help 
you create a life-goal.   

 Personal strengths are the abilities and qualities you have as a person. It helps you grow well in life and career. You 
could have got it naturally, or you could have cultivated and built it over the years, through your experiences. For 
example, good memory, good communication, good mathematical calculation, kindness, politeness, friendliness 
are all personal strengths. 

 Personal weakness are the abilities and qualities that do not help you in your life or career growth. They stop 
you from performing well and realizing your dreams. All people, no matter how rich or famous they are, have 
weaknesses. For example, not communicating well, extreme nervousness, not being friendly, being lazy. If we 
observe ourselves well, we can identify our weakness. We can also find ways to minimise them or overcome 
them.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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 It is important to take the time to observe and understand our strengths and weaknesses

 1. My Personal Strengths and Weaknesses

 Observe yourself well and identify your personal strengths and weaknesses using the chart below. Write 
them in the box given.

 

MY STRENGTHS MY WEAKNESS 
  

 find it hard to identify your strengths or weakness, you can ask your friends or family to tell you. When others 
identify your weaknesses, do not get angry or argue with them. Accept the feedback as a gift.   

a. Personal goal

 A goal is a realistic and practical dream that you set for yourself. People who wish to succeed in life and career 
set clear goals based on their strength and weakness. For example, I will be the king of India is not a realistic 
goal. I will start a company and employ 50 people is a strong and realistic goal for someone who loves to take 
risks and work hard. It is said that people with goals succeed because they know where they are going. Goals 
should always have plans attached to them. Without a plan, a goal is just a dream that may not come true. 

b. Kinds of goals 

 Long-term goals: Goals you set for 10 years or more; Short-term goals: You can set short term goals on a 
weekly, monthly and yearly basis.

c. Tips for successful goals setting

a. Many smart short-term goals can help achieve your long-term goal. For example, if your goal is to start an 
automobile service center, you should have short-term goals such as: 

i. Work in a service center and gain experience.

ii. Get promoted as a manager in the service center and get experience as a manager.

iii. Save 30,000 rupees.

b. Constantly making 5-year plans also help a lot. When you make a 5-year plan, you can have many categories: 
Amount I will save, What I will buy, What I will learn, Where I will live, etc.  

2. My Personal Goal

 Think of yourself 5 years from now and fill the following categories. Remember your strengths and weakness 
when you set your goals. Be practical and smart. All the best!
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Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What is meant by personal strength?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
What are some examples for personal weakness? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
Why is important to have a personal goal?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
How can you make effective short-term goals?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Fill the following worksheet with your long term and short term goals. Ask your trainers or friends for help to fill 
this. All the best! 
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 3. Stress Management 

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify where does stress come from

• recognize the types of stress

• identify the causes of stress in your life.

 There are times when no matter how hard we try, we cannot bring ourselves to ‘cheer up’. Sometimes, it is 
because we are sad or angry or just ‘feeling tired’ (but not due to physical exertion). All of these emotions 
can be described as stress. We all have different ways of dealing with it – sometimes we stay alone and at 
other times, we try to distract ourselves. In this lesson, we will explore what stress is and its various forms.  
Understanding stress will help us deal with it properly.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

 

Stress is not something that is 
inside us! Stress is caused by 
the world outside. The good 
stress is like the stress before 
exams, which makes us study 
harder. And, there are also bad 
types of stress like fear of 
speaking on stage, which stops 
us following our dreams. 
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Stress the comes to us in ‘manageable 
dose’ can drive us to perform better. 
However, too much stress prevents us 
from functioning. Usually, stress that 
come from a limited period (job search / 
exam prep) is manageable, stress that is 
chronic (disease, conflict-ridden 
relationships) is not manageable, and 
it’s cause must be eliminated. 

1. Figuring out what stress feels like! Time: 20mins

Step 1

Pair up with any 
one trainee from 
your class.

Step 2

Individually, take 5 mins to 
think of the past one month 
– did you experience stress? 
Was there a time when you 
felt scared or felt like you 
were losing control? How 
did you cope with it?

Step 3

Share your experiences with each 
other. What did your stories have 
in common? Is there something 
you can learn from each other? 
Is there a way you can support 
each other in coping with this 
kind of stress?

2.	 Identifying	kinds	of	stress!	Think	of	the	various	of	stress	you	or	your	friends	have	experienced	–	and	place	
them in the right category.         Time: 20mins

Signs of Good Stress:

a. Motivates you to perform better.

b. Does not make you question your self-worth.

c. Does not lead to long-term loss in sleep or appetite.

Signs of Bad Stress:

a. Prevents you from pursuing your goals.

b. Makes you feel physically ill or in pain.

c. Makes you doubt your ability to perform at a given task.

List	the	kinds	of	stress	you	and	your	friends	have	experienced.

Good Stress Bad Stress
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Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

How was today’s session?

Assess your stress level today! 

Visit https://www.psycom.net/stress-test and take this online test.

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

Think, and share:

What is stress?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
What are the types of stress?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
What are some of the common strategies you / your friend currently use to overcome stress?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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 4. Stress Management – Tools

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• learn how to manage stress in life

• make a ‘mental health’ plan for yourself

• practice quick stress-busters.

 Why should we learn how to manage stress?

 Did you ever wonder why call dealing with stress – ‘stress management’? We can manage stress. We can try 
to reduce it or use it to fulfil our goals, but it is difficult for us to ‘control’ stress altogether. Like we saw in the 
previous lesson, stress just happens to all of us in life. There is no escaping it! However, in this lesson, we will 
learn that there are certain mindsets, behaviors and habits that we can adopt to minimize or remove any harm 
caused by stress.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Read	this	strategy	to	identify	and	manage	stress	carefully.	Based	on	it,	create	a	stress	management	plan.		
            Time: 30 mins

The	four	steps	strategy	of	evaluating	stress		 	 	 	 	

a.	 Identify	the	stressor

 Recognize what it is that is causing the stress. Remember even good events cause stress. For example,  Exams, 
Family problems, breakup, fights, having an argument with someone, receiving an award, results, etc.

b.	 Identify	your	control	over	the	stressor

 This may take some thinking and some honesty. Sometimes, the stressor comes from an outside force and 
you don’t have control over it. Sometimes, it is also the result of choices we make on which we have control. 
For example, there is nothing you can do about your parents fighting. These are stressors that you have no 
control over. You have control over how you prepare for your exams, how you treat your friends and family, 
how organized you are. Even simple things like being careful about your phone allows you to control the 
stress of not being in panic when you are not able to locate it.

c.	 Identify	whether	you	can	eliminate	the	stressor

 Stressors on which you have control, you can remove them. But stressors on which you don’t have control, 
you cannot eliminate them. Hence, you should learn how to deal with them effectively. For example, don’t 
delay your preparation for exams, be more careful while spending money, etc.

d. Map out stress management plan

Stressor Can I control it? (yes/ no) Steps I will take to manage stress caused 
by this stressor

2.	 Identifying	stress	busters!	

	 Divide	 into	pairs	 and	fill	 in	 the	 following	 table	with	 a	big	 list	 of	 ‘stress	 busters’.	Hint:	 You	 can	 see	 the	
illustration	in	the	previous	page	for	a	few	ideas!	 	 																																																														 Time: 20 mins

Senses Stress busting activities / habits
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3.	 Practising	Mindfulness

 Being Mindful is the basic human ability to be fully present, aware of where we are and what we are doing, 
and not to be overly reactive or overwhelmed by what’s going on around us. While mindfulness is something 
we all naturally possess, it is more readily available to us when we practice it regularly. Find 3 simple steps to 
practice mindfulness given here.                                                                                  Time: 15 mins

a. Set aside 10 or 15 mins.

b. Sit with a straight back in a quiet place and close your eyes.

c. Observe your breathing as you inhale and exhale. Try to focus your mind only on your natural breathing, 
and try to not think about anything else during this period.

Note how you feel. Note your thoughts.

a. Dealing with stress with Mindfulness 

i. You are able to focus better: Slowly, but surely your ability to control your mind and keep it focussed only 
on your breathing will increase. This means you are building the capacity to have a greater control over 
where your mind ‘wanders’. This will help you in everyday life when you want to ‘stop thinking’ about 
something that is a cause of worry.

ii. You become more aware of your thoughts: You can pause for some time and think about your thoughts 
and not take them so, literally. That way, you don’t respond to your stress immediately.

iii. You don’t immediately react to a situation: Instead, you have a moment to pause and then use your “wise 
mind” to come up with the best solution.

iv. You are more aware of the emotions of others: As your emotional intelligence increases, you are less likely 
to get into conflict.

v. You can switch your attitude to the stress: Rather than just seeing the negative consequences of feeling 
stressed, mindfulness offers you the space to think differently about stress itself.

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

How was today’s session?

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

Think, and share:

What are the effective ways of dealing with stress?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some of the habits that can help us defeat stress?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What is mindfulness?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

To learn more about healthy ways of dealing with stress. Explore a YouTube channel named ‘School of Life’.
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	 5.	Problem	Solving

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify techniques of problem solving

• practice problem solving 

• reflect on how to use problem techniques in life and career.

 All of us solve problems every day. We have too little space in our bags and too many books – we decide which 
ones to pack and which ones to leave! We have multiple plans for the weekend – plans with family, and plans 
with friends – we decide to multi-task. We have to study for our exams and there is very little time to complete 
the syllabus – we make a plan and study enough to get good marks! In this lesson, we will learn about some 
more problem	solving skills. We will learn how we can ‘try something different’ when faced with what seems 
like an unsolvable problem!

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

The more problems 
you solve, the better 
you will get at 
problem solving! 
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1.	 Read	and	discuss!	Pay	attention	to	 the	problem	solving	cycle.	Read	the	 following	situation,	and	decide	
what	should	be	the	correct	sequence	of	steps	to	be	taken	to	solve	the	problem.

 Rishabh goes to school from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. He comes home and performs daily tasks like eating lunch, 
bathing, etc. After this, he has only 4 hours left before dinner to do his homework, play and do anything 
else he wants. Since the last year, he has really wanted to pursue some hobby like learning guitar/ dance/ 
computer or designing. However, he can’t decide what time he should take a class or where or which skill. 

 Assume that Rishabh has already conveyed it to his parents that he wants to join a class and his parents 
have told him agreed in principle. Please arrange the following steps in the order in which you think Rishabh 
should go about solving his problem to take a decision. 

 Write the correct order of the steps in the space provided below the statements.

 For example, B - C - A - E - D - F

A. Clearly state his problem: “Finding possible hobby class options and select the best possible one.”

B. List all the factors important for selecting:

i. class happens sometime between 4:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

ii. class happens within 3 kms from his home as he has to cycle to the place.

iii. class costs less than Rs.500 per month as his parents are ready to give only Rs.500.

C. List all the hobbies depending on which one he wants to pursue the most.

 For example, i. dance; ii. guitar; iii. football; iv. computer class”.

D. Ask his friends, check for any posters around his place and search online for different classes happening 
within 3 kms.

E. Make a list of top 3 classes for the top 2 hobbies and go meet the admission cell at all centers to know the 
cost and timings of running classes.

F. Set a timeline for himself to make a decision and enroll by end of this month.

G. Decide if he should go alone or take his friend or mother along to talk to different centers.

H. Make a list of the top 3 choices depending on the closest, cheapest and fitting in his schedule.

 For example, i) Lyrics Academy is 1 km away and has a dance class from 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. and costs 
Rs.500 p/m.

i. Manjuri Classes is 2 kms away and has a guitar class from 4.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. and costs Rs.400 p/m.

ii. Lola Center is 2.5 kms away and has a dance class from 5.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. and costs Rs.450 p/m.

I. Makes a list of few other factors which are not very important, but can be considered and will make choosing 
easier.

i. Where he can save some money and ask his parents that as extra pocket money.

ii. Where he can finish his class before 6:00 p.m. so that he can play cricket with his friends in the colony for 
an hour.

iii. A class where few other trainees from his school go so that he does not feel alone.

J. Choose one class out of the list of top 3 and communicate to his parents.

K. Enroll for the class officially.

 The correct sequence of the steps will be:

_ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ ,_ , _ , _ ,_ , _
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2.	 Let’s	solve	some	problems	together!		 	 	 	 	 	 Time: 30 mins

Step 1
Team up with any 3 trainees from 
your class.

Step 2

Together, decide a common 
problem that has been 
bothering you all for some 
time – it can be something in 
your institute, or about your 
studies or something in your 
town. For example, transport 
problem, low-speed internet, 
unclean toilets.

Step 3

Think of the problem solving 
wheel. Make a plan to solve 
the problem. Follow up to 
step 6 of the problem solving 
process.

a.	 Step	1:	Identifying	problem

 What is the problem that you will work on?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

b. Step 2: Gather Data

 What is the information that you already have about the problem? For example – do you know if the internet 
speed is higher near the city, but low in your area?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

c. Step 3: Analyze data

 How will you analyse this data? For example, if you find out that the internet is low in your entire area for 3 
out of 5 service providers – data analysis will say that there is low internet service in your area.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

d.	 Step	4:	Generate	solutions

 Brainstorming time! Think of what you can do to solve this problem.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

e.	 Step	5:	Select	solution

 Select the solution as a team

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

f.	 Step	6:	Plan	implementation

 How will you execute it!

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How was today’s session?

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 Think, and share:

 What is problem solving?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the first three steps to solve a problem?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How can you apply problem solving in life and career?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Do you want to improve your creativity? Do you want to try new techniques of thinking out of the box? Explore 
https://creativecorporateculture.com/creativity-exercises-improve-lateral-thinking/
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	 6.	Decisions	and	Negotiations

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify factors affecting decision-making

• practise communicating a difference of opinion to authority figures

• practise negotiation in life and career situations.

 We are all very good at bargaining with a vendor or arguing with our friends or siblings. But when it comes to 
convincing our parents to give us permission to study in another college or work in another state, some of us still 
struggle to put our decisions across. It is difficult enough to make up our own minds about such situations. More 
so when it comes to convince others or negotiate! It is very difficult indeed. Let’s learn some skills that will help 
us make our own minds up when there is a dilemma, and try to communicate our choice convincingly to adults/ 
authority figures.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

 a. Impulsive decisions lead to      no negotiation and disappointment.
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b. Decisions based on your personal priorities lead to      wise negotiation and everyone wins!

1.	 Reflect	on	the	negotiation	styles	displayed!	Simply	agreeing	to	the	first	suggestion	the	other	party	makes	
does	 not	 always	 lead	 to	 a	 happy	 outcome.	 It	 is	 always	 best	 to	 express	 our	 point	 of	 view,	 and	 also	 to	
understand	other’s	needs	/	challenges.	The	solution,	often,	lies	in	the	‘middle	path’.			      
             Time: 20 mins

2.	 Divide	into	pairs,	and	read	the	story	given.	Discuss	and	write	your	answers	to	the	questions	that	follow.

 Rita is from a small town in Madhya Pradesh. She is a bright student and has scored 90% in her 12th boards 
which qualifies her for a government scholarship if she gets selected for Bhopal University. She wants to 
pursue B.A., in History from Bhopal. Some of her friends from the neighbourhood are also pursuing their 
graduation from Bhopal.

 She wants to apply for the course and must pay Rs. 500 for the application form. Her father takes the decisions 
in the family. She tells her father and mother about her choice. Her father says right away that Bhopal is not 
safe for girls. Hence, she cannot live alone there. Her father asks Rita not to apply anywhere except for the 
college in their hometown as he cannot bear her education expenses, if it is outside their town. Rita is upset 
and tense.

a. What should Rita do? Should she accept her father’s decision or try convincing her parents? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

b. If yes, how should she proceed with the negotiation?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

c. If no, what should she do next?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

I’ll give you 
Rs. 2,48,500

It’s worth Rs. 
3,33,700. I’ll take 

Rs. 3,12,400

I’d really 
like to avoid 

paying another 
insurance 
premium

I could go a little higher 
if you’re willing to take 
some now and the rest 
when I get my bonus.

Can you do 
Rs. 2,91,100 total?

I can pay 
Rs. 2, 62, 700 now 

and Rs. 28,400 in two 
weeks. 

Deal!
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3. We had learned about SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, Threat) while assessing our own strengths 
and weaknesses! SWOT is also a wonderful technique for decision making. Do you want to know how?

Look	at	the	example	given	below	about	making	a	simple	decision:	should	we	have	banana	for	breakfast?

Strengths

Potassium and vitamin c

Portable

Cheap

Weaknesses

Not filling enough

Rots quickly

Small ripeness window

Opportunities

Banana

Topping on beaten rice

Bread & Banana

Threats

Not tasty enough

Banana allergies

Losing the heartiness of chapati and sabji

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

	 Divide	up	into	pairs	and	practise	decision-making	under	following	scenarios.	Do	SWOT	and	make	your	choice,	
based on logic.

a.	 Should	you	study	late	into	the	night	every	day?

b.	 An	apprenticeship	opportunity	has	come	from	a	private	company	in	Delhi.	The	stipend	will	be	Rs.	8000	per	
month. Should you take up this opportunity?
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

c.	 Your	cousin’s	wedding	is	one	month	before	your	exams.	You	have	been	looking	forward	to	her	wedding	for	
a	long	time.	But,	going	to	her	wedding	will	mean	losing	one	week	of	exam	preparation.	Should	you	go?

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

How was today’s session?

Think, and share:

What can be the possible outcomes of a negotiation?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What is a win-win scenario for negotiation?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

How can you improve your decision-making skills?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

Evaluate your decision making skill here: https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_79.htm

Evaluate your negotiation skills here: https://psychologytoday.tests.psychtests.com/bin/transfer
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 7. Time Management

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• map your day and eliminate day wasters

• identify your procrastination pattern

• practice a technique to overcome.

 Time management is the process of organizing and planning how to divide your time between specific activities. 
Good time management enables you to work smarter. It will help to get more done in less time, even when there 
is time constraint or when you are working under pressure. You will be able to meet deadlines and deliver quality 
products or services.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Think	about	the	past	three	days	and	fill	the	activities	that	you	commonly	do	in	the	given	time!	This	is	only	
for	your	own	reflection.	Write	activities	in	as	much	detail	as	possible.	                         Time: 15 mins

 Time Activities

07:00 a.m.

08:00 a.m.

09:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

10:00 p.m.

11:00 p.m.
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a.	 If	you	had	to	save	2	hours	–	120	minutes	each	day.	Which	activities	would	you	want	to	avoid?	List	them.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

These are day wasters! In the next activity, let’s decide what we can do with the time that we saved.

2.	 Did	you	know	that	it	takes	only	21	days	for	something	to	become	a	habit?	We	may	have	the	habit	of	waking	
late, talking on the phone for long hours. But, we can also build new habits! Any habit that you think will 
lead	to	your	personal	or	professional	growth.	For	example,	exercising	or	reading	English	newspapers	is	a	
good	habit	to	acquire.	Choose	a	habit	and	fill	the	sheet	given	below.	Use	it	for	the	next	month	to	keep	track	
of your habit. Good luck!         Time: 15 mins

3. Time plan

i.	WHAT? It is a time-planning method with a twist. Instead of scheduling time for the very thing you are 
procrastinating (postponing) on i.e. work, you first schedule fixed commitments (for example, sleep, lunch/
dinner/breakfast, travel, bathing, household chores, college),guilt-free play (hobbies, meeting friends, 
socializing, reading, watching TV) – and lots of itand one full day holiday per week. In fact, you never even 
schedule any work. It only goes on the schedule only after you have spent at least 30 minutes of quality, 
focused time working. And when does it happen? In-between your fixed commitmentsand play.
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ii.	WHY? Instead of creating a week full of work with some play and fun, you create a week full of play and fun 
with some work, only if you are doing it. Your timetable changes from a list of unrealistic and overwhelming 
expectations to a place for fun stuff and a record of your achievements. Immediately, a few things change. 
Having a schedule allows you to see where your time goes, reducing feelings of guilt and self-criticism. Work 
becomes less overwhelming because you see clearly that you do not have as much time for work as you may 
have thought until now. In-between college, sleep, eating, travelling, and play, there’s really only so much 
time left in a day to get some quality work done. It is almost like work becomes a kind of rare commodity, 
making it more attractive for you. You will find yourself wanting to work more.

iii.	HOW? Time plan has 5 guidelines. Schedule only routine tasks such as college, meals, bathing, etc,. and fun 
activities like meeting friends, watching TV, etc.

a. Update your work on the time plan only after you have completed 30 minutes of quality work.

b. Reward yourself with a break/more enjoyable task after 30 minutes of work.

c. Keep track of the number of quality hours worked each day and each week.

d. Focus on starting a work rather than finishing it.

e. Think small and focus on the work.

 Create a blank time plan template on a blank sheet of paper that you can carry with you for the rest of the 
week!

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

How was today’s session?

Think, and share:

What is procrastination?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the day wasters?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What is one skills that you want to build by eliminating day wasters or overcoming procrastination?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Take this test to know your procrastination pattern and also learn how to beat it.

 https://www.uidaho.edu/-/media/UIdaho-Responsive/Files/current-trainees/academic-support-programs/tcs/
success-strategies/time-management/handout6-procrastination.pdf
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 8. Money Management

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• understand what money management is

• identify the need to learn how to manage money

• make a personal money management plan.

 Money, like food is a basic necessity. Money can help us get access to our basic needs. It is also something that 
can make us feel safe and secure. As people living in a society, we will all have to learn to handle money in a 
smart way. If we learn how to manage money well, it can be the most beneficial asset. 

 Money Management refers to the processes of budgeting, saving, investing and spending to efficiently manage 
your resources for particular purposes. Money management helps one manage his/her wealth or income in a 
more efficient way. Effective money management can help you fulfil your dreams, build your business and also 
keep you safe and healthy. Planning how to save, spend and safeguard money can be your greatest life skills, in 
both personal and professional life.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Income and Expenditure: Income is money flowing to you. It may refer to incoming cash or payments through 
salary, profits, etc. Expenditure is money flowing away from you. It may refer to payments which you make 
for purchases, fees, etc. Expenditure is also known as spending. Income can be fixed or it can be variable. 
Expenditure can also be fixed or variable. See the image given to understand better.

b. An important aspect in money management is that people should be able to differentiate between Needs, 
Wants and Desires.Your requirements can be differentiated as needs, wants and desires.

i. First allocate money for needs or essentials which include food, clothing, shelter, medicine and 
education. 

ii. Then put aside money as savings which is an amount that you keep aside either for emergencies or for 
later purchasing something that you want.

iii. Lastly, you need to save for fulfilling your desires. Desires often take a longer period of time to get 
fulfilled. 

c. There are 3 stages to simple Money Management – Spending, Saving and Investing. All 3 stages require smart 
and careful planning.
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1.	 Now	 that	 you	have	understood	 important	 concepts,	 do	 a	 simple	 activity	 to	understand	 your	 spending	
habits.

EXPENSE	TYPE AMOUNT Mark	if	it	is	a	NEED	OR	WANT

Mobile Recharge 50 N

TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT THIS MONTH

TOTAL AMOUNT SAVED THIS MONTH

HEADING TOTAL	AMOUNT

Needs

Wants

Savings

2.	 What	is	the	total	amount	of	the	income	that	you	will	spend	every	month	once	you	get	a	job	for	Rs.	11,000	
a month?

How do feel about the way you manage your money? What changes do you wish to bring about?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What is Money Management?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the benefits of Money Management?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

How can you differentiate your wants from needs? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What will you do to manage your finances better?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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National Centre for Financial Education https://www.ncfe.org.in

Project Financial Literacy of RBI http://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/financial-
inclusion/financial-literacy/financial-literacy-for-
children#section-1

Personal Finance - Reading Material from National 
Council of Educational Research and Training 
(NCERT)

http://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/financial-
inclusion/financial-literacy/financial-literacy-for-
children#section-2

Pocket Money workbook – The Students’ guide to 
money

http://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/financial-
inclusion/financial-literacy/financial-literacy-for-
children#section-3

Financial education for school children http://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/financial-
inclusion/financial-literacy/financial-literacy-for-
children#section-4

Introduction to Retirement Planning for School 
Students

http://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/financial-
inclusion/financial-literacy/financial-literacy-for-
children#section-5

1. Here is some more information online to help you understand and plan your finances. You can also download 
many free Monthly Money Planning Apps from Google Play store. 

INCOME

EXPENSES

Mobile Recharge

Books, Pens etc

Fees

Eating out

Movie

SAVINGS

For Higher Education

For Bike

Total Income

2. Fill this Monthly Budget Planning Sheet for yourself
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	 9.	Migrating	for	Opportunities	– Should I do it?

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• explore your personal attitude towards migrating to another State or country

• evaluate your career choices and priorities

• assess policies needed for safe migration.

 We are studying very hard every day. And, we are all also trying to improve our skills – learning communication, 
English, computers and are becoming better with practice. Why are we putting in so much hard work? We are 
doing it to secure a good employment opportunity! Some of us may even be planning to become a bossand 
start a business. However, India is a big country, and the world is an even bigger place. It is quite possible that 
the place where your institute is may simply not have as many opportunities for you to find a job or start your 
business. Sometimes, these opportunities may exist in another State or country. This intention to move out of 
one’s place to another is called migration.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Reflect	about	the	comfort	zone!	Read	the	story	given	below,	and	with	your	friend	discuss	and	write	the	
answers	to	questions	that	follow.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 Time: 20 minutes

 A group of friends were studying together in an ITI in a small town in India. At the end of their diploma 
course, they received an opportunity to work in a private company that was in another State. This State was 
far from their hometown. The language, culture, customs and cuisine (food) of this State were very different. 
They were offered a salary of Rs10000 per month. All of the friends discussed this opportunity and decided 
to take up this job. When they reached the place of employment, they faced challenges of language barrier 
and cultural differences, which led to some conflict with their supervisor. The friends returned to their home 
State, and filed a complaint against the employer with a local community leader. The employer has now 
informed their college that they would not want to hire from this campus in the future.

1. What could be the reasons which make living in another state, far from home difficult?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. How can we plan to overcome these difficulties?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

3. In your assessment, what should the students have done to resolve conflict with their supervisor?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

4. In your assessment, how will this situation now affect the future opportunities for other students from that 
campus?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

5. If you were given an opportunity to start your first job, in a new State, would you take it up? If yes, how would 
you prepare yourself for it? If no, why not?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

6. If you were given an opportunity to start your first job, in a new country, would you take it up? If yes, how 
would you prepare yourself for it? If no, why not?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Budget	time!

 Saina	is	moving	to	Jaipur	for	her	new	job.	Her	monthly	salary	will	be	Rs12,000/-.	She	is	planning	to	live	in	
a	Paying	Guest	(PG)	facility	and	use	public	transportation	to	commute	to	work	everyday.	Help	Saina	create	
a	monthly	budget	plan.	Advise	her	on	some	lifestyle	choices.	For	example,	should	she	cook	for	herself,	or	
subscribe	to	a	tiffin	service?	        Time: 30mins

Use the following websites on the internet, to find out the PG fees, etc., in Jaipur.

For PG fees, explore:

99acres.com: https://www.99acres.com/rent-paying-guest-pg-in-jaipur-ffid?tenant_pref=G&noxid=1&search_
location=ysf

Olx.in: https://www.olx.in/rent-pg-roommates_c1449

Also, explore options for saving:
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Recurring Deposit: https://www.bankbazaar.com/recurring-deposit.html

 PPF account: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/invest/looking-to-open-a-ppf-account-here-are-7-
things-to-consider/articleshow/57406458.cms

 Based on the google search or your own estimate, prepare a budget for Saina.

 Monthly Budget template
Credit Expenses

Salary 12000 PG rent

Mobile phone bill

Commute to work

Food

Entertainment

Saving

Sum total 12000 12000

Location Salary per annum

Gurgaon

Gorakhpur

Ajmer

Your Hometown

Location Salary per annum

Delhi

Dadra Nagar Haveli

Surat

Your Hometown

Location Salary per annum

Chennai

Delhi

Patna

Patna

 If you were in Saina’s place, would you choose to work in your own hometown for a salary of Rs4000/-, or would 
you choose this job in Jaipur for Rs12000/-? Write your reasons.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 Comparing	Opportunities!	Time:	30minutes

 We learned how to search for jobs. Let’s use that knowledge to search for jobs in different cities and compare 
salaries.

Job Role: Electrical Maintenance | Job Portal: Naukri.com

Job Role: ITI Fitter| Job Portal: Naukri.com

Job Role: Beautician| Job Portal: Naukri.com
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4.	 Discuss	and	answer	the	following	questions:

 Were jobs available for all job roles in all the cities?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Are the highest paying jobs in only in the biggest cities?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 Are job roles of your trade available in your hometown? If yes, list the employer name. If not, which towns 
have the jobs that you are looking for?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

Think, and share:

What is comfort zone?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the difficulties we can face when we move to another city for a job?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

How can we plan to live in another city? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

How was today’s session?

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 It is not easy to adopt to a new culture or start enjoying a new cuisine! But, when we open ourselves up to new 
experiences – we learn and grow tremendously as people. 

 A video about leaving home for the first time:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XK6uIAREVRA
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	 10.	Migrating	for	Opportunities	–	Best	Practices

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify the process of planning migration 

• know the dos and don’ts of domestic and international travel

• plan a safe migration!

 Once we have made up our mind to leave home for our first job, we have to start planning migration. There are 
certain documents that you require for domestic and international travel. You will also have to make a plan to 
secure a safe and hygienic accommodation along with regular meals! There are other things that you can do 
upon reaching the new city / country that will make your stay happy and memorable. In this lesson, we will 
explore how to plan our migration to another city / country for a new job.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

a. If you are travelling abroad or within the country on a plane, here are some tips.
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b. If you are travelling within the country, use these apps to plans your travel.

i. For searching homes, explore:

ii. For booking tickets or hotels, explore:

1.	 Explore:	Time:	20	minutes

https://mea.gov.in/dos-and-donts-for-foreign-travel.htm

And, Passport Seva: https://portal2.passportindia.gov.in/AppOnlineProject/online/gepOnlineApp

Or, ask your Employability Skills Instructor to explain the process of applying for passport

Pair up with a friend, and describe the process of applying for a passport in your own words:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 How	to	identify	the	right	home	in	a	new	city?		 	 	 	 	 Time: 20 minutes

 Sharia is 23 years old. She is moving from Lucknow to your hometown for a new job! Sharia needs 
helps in figuring out a safe and hygienic accommodation. Discuss with your friend and make a list of the 
recommendations that you have for Sharia. Would you want her to avoid living in a certain area which is far 
from the city? What would you ask her to check about the PG before she agrees to pay her rent? Answer 
these questions keeping in mind your knowledge about your hometown!

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 On the basis of recommendations that you made for Sharia, discuss with your friend and make a list of ‘dos 
and don’ts’ for yourself. What are the thing you should keep in mind when you search for accommodation in 
a new city?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	Use	the	resources	shared	with	you	so	far	to	create	a	plan	for	relocation	to	another	State.	Time: 20 mins

 a. Plan job relocation to Qatar
 Expenses

Travel (air or rail)

Travel (air or rail)

PG rent (1 month)

Mobile phone bill

Commute to work

Food

Entertainment

Saving

Any other 

Sum total

 Expenses

Travel (air or rail)

Travel (air or rail)

PG rent (1 month)

Mobile phone bill

Commute to work

Food

Entertainment

Saving

Any other 

Sum total

b. Plan job relocation to Patna or Nagpur.
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Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

How was today’s session?

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

Think, and share:

What is job relocation?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Which apps can be used to book flights from multiple service providers?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Which document do we require for international travel? (Hint: It is not our Adhaar card)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Which document do we require for domestic travel? (Hint: It is not our passport)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Find out more tips about moving to a new city:

https://www.monster.com/career-advice/article/ten-to-dos-before-you-move-for-work
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11. Recall

1. Self-awareness is not important while planning one’s career. 

 a. True  b. False

2. Which of the following does not constitute your identity?

 a. Opinions b. Values c. Likes  d. Career plan

3. Self-awareness is a lifelong process. 

 a. True  b. False

4. I need to build my career based on the demands of the market and not focus on my own identity, likes and 
dislikes.

 a. True  b. False

5. Education is a part of one’s background.

 a. True  b. False

6. Identity is the set of behavioural or personal characteristics by which an individual is recognized as a member 
of a group.

 a. True  b. False

7. Background refers to a person’s experiences, training and education.

 a. True  b. False

8. Identify the one that does not constitute background among the given options.

 a. Experiences b. Training c. Interests d. Education

9. It is important for me to reflect on the different roles that I play in my life.

 a. True  b. False

10. Each person has the same set of beliefs and values.

 a. True  b. False

11. Knowing about our personal strengths and weakness will help in performing well in the interview.

 a. True  b. False

12. Personal strengths make you grow well in life and career.

 a. True  b. False

13. Personal strengths and weaknesses are built naturally and through life experiences.

 a. True  b. False

14. If we observe ourselves well, we can identify our weakness.

 a. True  b. False

15. Addiction to alcohol, drugs or cigarettes is a strength.

 a. True  b. False

16. Short-term goals can help achieve your long-term goal. 

 a. True  b. False

17. A goal is a realistic and practical dream that you set for yourself.

 a. True  b. False
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18. Goals are of 2 types: 

 e. Super and bad goals  f. Long-term and short-term goals     
g. Rich and poor goals  h. Fixed-term and non-fixed term goals

19. Many people find it hard to identify their strengths and weaknesses.

 a. True  b. False

20. Each person has strengths and weaknesses. Knowing them will help in setting personal goals.

 a. True  b. False

21. What is stress?

 a. feeling of joy b. feeling of surprise c. feeling of delight d. feeling of frustration / disappointment

22. Which of these is a sign of good stress?

 a. Prevents you from pursuing your goals. 

 b. Makes you doubt your ability to perform at a given task.

 c. Does not lead to long-term loss of sleep and appetite.

 d. Makes you physically ill or causes pain.

23. Which of these cannot be a cause of stress?

 a. Pressure to perform in exams.  b. Conflict among friends.

 c. Long commute from home to work. d. Self.

24. We cannot deal with stress. We must wait for stress to go away on its own.

 a. True  b. False

25. Which of the following is not a stress buster?

 a. Spending long hours thinking about the problem. b. Going to bed on time.

 c. Listening to music.     d. Gardening.

26. What is mindfulness?

 a. It is the technique of not minding anything. 

 b. It is about sharpening your brain.

 c. It is the ability to be fully present in a moment.

 d. It is the word used to describe people who are full of thoughts.

27. Which of these is an essential step in the problem solving process?

 a. To follow your instinct   b. To think deeply about the problem

 c. To gather and analyze data  d. To report the problem to authority figures

28. Which of these should be considered while making a decision?

 a. Your mood   b. The choices of your friends 

 c. The rules of your community d.Your personal priorities

29. Which of these is the full form of SWOT?

 a. Special Wellness Organization Theme b. Speak Work Openly Together

 c. Strong World Olympic Team  d. Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

30. What is pomodoro technique used for?

a. dicing tomatoes.    b. managing time and staying focused on one task for longer.

c. strengthening our resolve to build a habit. d. to express respect for elders.

31.How many days does it take to form a habit?

a. 10  b. 11  c. 15  d. 21
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32. What is procrastination?

 a. Tendency to seek challenges.   b. Tendency to learn about other nations.

 c. Tendency to be a professional in all nations. d. Tendency to put off / avoid completing planned tasks. 

33. Money Management helps us build savings.

 a. True  b. False

34.     Wants are things we buy to feel extra comfortable.

 a. True  b. False

35.     Income is money that flows out from us as spending.

 a. True  b. False

36     The 3 stages of Money Management are Saving, Investing and ___________

 a. Spending b. Income c. Expenditure  

37. When spending money, last priority should be given to 

 a. Wants  b. Needs  c. Desires 

38. An example of desires is

 a. Books and pen  b. An expensive bike c. Mobile recharge d. Uniform

39.      An example of needs is

 a. Food and clothing b. Mobile   

40. Fixed expenditure is

 a. Income that is same every month  b. Spending that changes every month

41. A monthly Money Management plan helps to

 a. Spend well so that there is enough money for all needs.     b. Spend more money to buy luxury goods.

42.    Money Management is necessary for

 a. Personal Life b. Professional life c. Both Personal and Professional life

43. What is a comfort zone?

 a. It is a place where we go to sleep.    b. It is a place where children live.

 c. Our familiar lifestyle and behaviour is our comfort zone.  d. A place designed in airport for resting.

44. Which among these are not good plane manners?

 a. We should recline our seat immediately and sleep.

 b. We should be polite to fellow passengers and staff.

 c. We should follow the instructions of the cabin manager.

 d. We should speak in a low voice.

45. Which of these is a website for searching Paying Guest facility or flats for rent?

 a. RedBus.com b. IRCTC.com c. Twitter.com  d. Olx.com

46. Which of these websites can help us book train tickets?

 a. IRCTC.com b. Redbus.com c. Facebook.com d. Instagram.com

47. Which of these websites can help us apply for passport?

 a. Skill India b. NSDC  c. Ministry of Health and Family Welfare  d. Passport Seva

48. Which of these documents are not compulsorily required for international travel?

 a. Passport b. Visa  c. Aadhaar Card  d. Electricity Bill
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49. Which of these documents are not compulsorily required for domestic travel?

a. Aadhaar Card b. Passport c. Visa   d. Phone bill

50. Which of these expenses are incurred when we move to a new city?

 a. Buying new clothes b. Buying books  c. Buying shoes  d. Rent of a PG

51. Which of these statements is true?

 a. All jobs are available in all cities.

 b. Some cities have more opportunities than others for certain job roles.

 c. Salary in metro cities is always higher than small towns

 d. Only a few cities have job opportunities.

52. Which of these is not a method of saving?

 a. JD b. FD c. RD d. PPF

53. Which of these should be taken in account while moving to a new city for work?

 a. We should think about our food preferences.

 b. We should think about the difference between our salary and expected expenses.

 c. We should think about the language differences.

 d. We should think about how much we will miss the comfort of our home.
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	 12.	Project

 Think about yourself after 10 years and create a drawing in the space below of your future self.  You can either 
draw or write your answer! How would you look? What work will you be doing? What are your other hopes for 
your future?

 Draw the image below.  Tell any 5 people about how you see yourself in the future (next 10 years).
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	 1.	Labour	Welfare:		Benefits	Guaranteed	under	Various	Acts

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the needs for various laws for labour welfare

• state laws, rules and acts related to employee well-being

• explain the Factories Act of 1948.

 The worker is the central force that helps operate the whole organization bringing profits to the stakeholders by 
working with commitment and dedication. However, sometimes, the worker is exploited and is denied proper 
wages, leave and other due benefits. To safeguard the workforce, many labour and industrial laws have been 
established by the government.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Look	at	the	picture	about	employee	rights.	Do	you	think	these	are	important	for	all	workers?	Are	there	any	
other	benefits	you	think	are	necessary?	Imagine	you	are	working	for	a	famous	company.	What	are	the	3	
basic	requirements	you	expect	along	with	your	salary?	Choose	a	partner,	discuss	and	make	a	note	of	your	
responses	in	the	space	provided.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 It	is	also	important	to	understand	the	differences	between	law,	act	and	rules.	Look	at	the	picture	below.	
Now	think	about	any	law,	act	or	rule	that	you	know	about	workers.	(You	can	discuss	it	with	your	parents,	
neighbours	or	elders.)	

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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3.	 Let	 us	 now	 explore	 the	 Factories	 Act	 of	 1948.	 It	 was	 established	 by	 the	 Constituent	 Assembly	 and	 is	
applicable	to	the	whole	of	India	except	Jammu	and	Kashmir.	

 Objectives of the Factories Act:

• to regulate the working condition in factories  

• to sensitize the importance of safety among workers

• to protect the health condition of workers in factories

• to provide adequate welfare to the workers

• to penalize any violation of Factory Act 1948. 

 Discuss	with	your	friends	in	groups	of	three	about	the	importance	of	each	of	these	objectives.	What	are	the	
some	of	the	benefits	that	the	above	objectives	try	to	achieve?	For	example,	clean	working	areas,	providing	
safety	gear	like	shoes,	helmets,	etc.	Write	your	ideas	here.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 Browse through the website https://labour.gov.in/labour-welfare and learn about the various labour welfare 
initiatives implemented by the Indian Government for the workers.

 What is the need for labour welfare? Are industrial laws important for workers? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 Differentiate between law, act and rule.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 State any three objectives of the Factories Act.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________
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	 2.	Employees	State	Insurance	Act,	Apprentices	Act

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• describe the objectives of the Employees State Insurance and Apprentices Act

• identify the applicability of these two acts

• recognize the benefits workers can claim based on these acts. 

 As human beings all workers are prone to sickness, injuries and other health issues. The employers are, therefore, 
responsible for providing them with medical insurance that covers their hospital expenses. The Employees State 
Insurance Act established in 1948 is a powerful act in this regard. 

 The Apprentices Act of 1961, amended in 1973 and renamed the Apprenticeship Rules in 1992 governs the 
rules for training the human resource towards employment and industrial development in the actual workplace. 
Stipends are provided on a monthly basis. The stipends are based on the educational qualifications and the 
nature of the industry.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

Employee State Insurance
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Benefits of Apprenticeship
a. ESI and Apprenticeship Acts

Employees	State	Insurance	Act

• All employees including casual, temporary or 
contract are covered.

• Employers should register their factories with 
the Employee State Insurance Corporation and 
procure an identity code number.

• Both self and dependents are entitled to 
the benefits including sickness, maternity, 
disability and other medical facilities.

Apprentices	Act

• The Central Apprenticeship Council is the apex 
body laying down policies and prescribing 
norms for the Apprenticeship Training 
Schemes.

• Six Regional Directorates of Apprenticeship 
Training all over the country govern the 
implementation of the Act.

• 4 to 6-months training is provided for those 
who are14 years or above in 243 trades.

1.	 The	 chart	 shows	 the	 increasing	 numbers	 involved	 in	 State	 Insurance	 Scheme.	 Describe	 the	 chart	 by	
summarizing	all	the	details	provided.
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Think	and	write	in	the	space	provided.	Share	your	responses	with	your	friend.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Your	friend	came	across	this	advertisement	and	wants	to	know	more	about	applying	for	apprenticeships.	
Read	the	visual	carefully	and	discuss	if	it	would	be	beneficial	for	your	friend.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What are the benefits of the Employee State Insurance Act?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How do apprenticeships benefit the trainees? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the general implementation policies of the Employee State Insurance and the Apprenticeship Acts?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.esic.nic.in/esi-acts

 https://www.india.gov.in/spotlight/employees-state-insurance-scheme#tab=tab-1

 https://mhrd.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/upload_document/ApprenticeAct1961.pdf

 https://nsdcindia.org/sites/all/themes/ibees/pdf/apprenticeship-faqs.pdf
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	 3.	Payment	of	Wages	Act,	Employees	Provident	Fund	Act

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• explain the meaning of wages and its significance 

• describe the need for the implementation of the Payment of Wages Act

• state the rules and regulations of the Employees Provident Fund Act.

 Everyone wants to work to lead a happy and peaceful life. Our earnings are an integral part of our job. Wage 
is defined as the remuneration by way of salary, allowance or otherwise in terms of money for the work done. 
This has to be done in a regulated and timely manner without any lapses. Keeping these issues in mind, the 
government has enacted the Payment of Wages Act in 1936. 

 There are times when workers find it difficult to manage with the wages and in such times of distress, the 
employer has to contribute and help the worker. The employer pays 12% of the basic salary that the worker 
receives and keeps it in reserve for such times of emergency. This is ensured through the Employees Provident 
Fund Act enacted by the government in 1952.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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Employee’s contribution

12% of Basic + Dearness Allowance

Employee’s contribution

8.33% towards EPS and 3.67% towards EPF

When unemployed, an employee can   
withdraw:

• 75% of EPF corpus after 1 month  
• Remaining 25% after 2 months of   
   unemployment

No tax is deducted if the withdrawal is 
 made after 5 years of service

Activate your UAN and link it with Aadhar 
and PAN to transfer or withdraw funds 
onlline.

The EPF account becomes inoperative after 
36 months of unemployment. No interest is 

offered on the accumulated fund.

Interest Rate offered on EPF is

 8.55% for FY 2017-18

Salary wages

Hourly wages

Overtime wages
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1.	 Look	at	the	picture	below.	It	portrays	the	disparity	between	men	and	women	in	wage	structure.	What	can	
be	the	major	reasons	for	this?	Do	you	think	it	is	fair?

Think and write your thoughts here. Share your responses with your friend. Discuss your views. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Do	you	think	EPF	is	necessary	for	labour	welfare?	The	chart	here	represents	the	various	benefits	of	EPF.	
Talk	to	at	least	two	retired	employees	and	find	out	their	experience.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What do you mean by wage? Discuss the various types. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the uses of Employee Provident Fund?___________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://www.epfindia.gov.in/site_docs/PDFs/Downloads_PDFs/EPFAct1952.pdf

 https://indiacode.nic.in/handle/123456789/2402?view_type=browse&sam_handle=123456789/1362
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	 4.	Workmen’s	Compensation	Act,	POSH

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the necessity of Workmen’s Compensation Act

• recognize problems related to sexual harassment at the workplace 

• learn about the POSH Act.

 The Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 provides for payment of compensation to workmen and their 
dependants. The compensation is valid in case of injury and accidents (including certain occupational diseases) 
arising out of and in the course of employment and resulting in disablement or death. 

 Sexual Harassment is a hazard encountered in workplaces across the world that reduces the quality of working 
life, endangers the well-being of women, undermines gender equality, particularly, in developing economies. 
The Prevention of Sexual Harassment Act (POSH) of 2013 defines ‘sexual harassment’ as per the Supreme Court’s 
definition of ‘sexual harassment’ in the Vishaka Case. According to the POSH Act, ‘sexual harassment’ includes 
unwelcome sexually tinted behaviour, whether directly or by implication.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 This	chart	shows	the	various	reasons	that	cause	accidents	 in	the	workplace	and	require	compensation.	
Analyze	the	chart	and	discuss	the	reasons	that	contribute	the	most	and	the	least.	You	may	work	with	a	
partner,	if	you	want	to.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 What	 is	wrong	with	 the	picture	below?	 Imagine	 that	 you	get	 the	opportunity	 to	 talk	 to	both	of	 them	
individually.	What	will	you	tell	them?	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	your	views.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 Why should workmen receive compensation for accidents at workplaces? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the problems caused by sexual harassment? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Do you believe that an act like POSH is necessary in a country like ours? What are some ways you could think of 
to establish gender security in workplaces? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://archive.india.gov.in/business/legal_aspects/compensation_1923.php

 https://wcd.nic.in/sites/default/files/FAQ_SRCW.pdf
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	 5.	Interpreting	Applicable	labour	and	industrial	laws

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• recognize labour laws that are applicable for various sectors

• explain the importance and necessity of labour laws 

• learn what it takes to be successful.

 In India, companies, particularly those in labour-intensive sectors like automobiles, construction and mining, 
usually refrain from hiring permanent workers for project-based requirements. The reason for this is that 
termination requires issuing a notice, payment of compensation, and intimation to the government.

 India’s temporary workforce is governed by the Contract Labour (Regulation & Abolition) Act, 1970. An 
establishment that employs 20 or more workmen on any day of the preceding 12 months can employ temporary 
workers upon obtaining a valid certificate of registration.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Industrial legislations 

i. Social Justice: The first step in establishing social justice is to protect those who can’t protect themselves. 
Industrial laws provide social justice to the workers by ensuring suitable distribution of profits and benefits 
among the employer and employees. It also provides better working conditions in the industry.

ii. Social Equality/ Welfare: Another objective of labour laws is to ensure social welfare of workers. These 
laws help the employees to improve their social status i.e. material and morale of the workers by providing 
adequate wages and safety measures, ensuring appropriate working hours and health facilities.

iii. National Economy: National economy is another guiding principle of labour legislation. It ensures normal 
growth of industry for the development of the nation. It increases the efficiency of workers and satisfies 
their needs. Thus, an efficient industry finally contributes a lot to improve national economy.

iv. International Uniformity: In attaining international uniformity, International Labour Organization (I.L.O.) 
has played an important part. It aims at securing minimum standard on uniform basis in respect of all 
labour matters. Uniformity of standards can be maintained only by enforcing various industrial laws.

conditions of

management
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1.	 You	 have	 studied	 about	 various	 labour	 and	 industrial	 laws.	 Describe	 any	 two	 labour	 laws	 and	 their	
significance.	Choose	a	partner.	Discuss	and	write	your	answer	in	the	space	provided.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Look	 at	 the	 picture.	What	 does	 it	 signify?	 Should	 laws	 and	
labour	work	 in	 favour	 of	 each	 other?	 Brainstorm	with	 your	
friends	and	write	your	ideas	in	the	space	provided.

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

How do labour or industrial laws help in establishing social equity and security?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Name a few Directive Principles listed in the constitution that are the foundation of labour laws. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the connection between labour laws and national economy? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

https://iclg.com/practice-areas/employment-and-labour-laws-and-regulations/india

https://labour.gov.in/labour-law-reforms
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 1. Quality Management

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 define	what	quality	and	quality	consciousness	are	

•	 recognize	the	need	for	quality	consciousness	

•	 infer	that	quality	is	important	to	both	customers	and	workers.

 Quality	is	fitness	for	use.	It	is	about	producing	products	without	defects.	Quality	is	doing	things	right	the	first	
time	and	every	time.	It	is	also	a	measure	of	excellence	on	the	part	of	the	manufacturer	to	fulfill	and	go	beyond	
user/consumer	expectations.

	 Quality	can	be	quantified	in	the	following	manner:		Q=P/E,	where	Q	–	Quality,	P	–		Performance,	E	–		Expectations.	
If	Q	is	greater	than	1,	then	the	customer	has	a	good	feeling	about	the	product.

	 Money-back	guarantee,	also	known	as	satisfaction	guarantee,	is	a	simple	assurance	given	to	a	buyer.	If	a	buyer	
is	not	 satisfied	with	a	product/service,	a	 refund	will	be	made	by	 the	seller.	This	guarantee	 is	made	with	 full	
confidence	that	the	customer	would	not	avail	this	guarantee	as	the	product	will	be	of	very	high	quality	with	zero	
defects.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Imagine that you are buying a packet of milk. When you boil the milk at home it gets spoilt. You look at the 
date of packing and the date before which it must be used. You find that the last date is over the previous 
day. What does the quality of milk mean to you from this experience? Think independently and note down 
your comments in the space provided. Discuss your views with your partner and note down any other idea 
that he/she has. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2. How would you identify a high quality product/service from a low quality product/service? Choose a 
partner and discuss the details that one needs to look for while buying items. Also, note down how the 
details stand as proof for the quality. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Quality consciousness	is	a	mindset	to	maintain	high	quality	and	always	provide	excellent	customer	satisfaction.	
It	can	be	achieved	by	3As:

•	 awareness	of	the	quality	to	be	maintained	and	needed	by	the	market

•	 alignment	of	all	work	processes	to	maintain	quality

•	 attention	to	details	which	will	ensure	quality	and	consistency.

 Quality Consciousness	helps	to	deliver	VALUE	to	yourself	and	those	around	you!

Become	AWARE	of	quality	standards	and	the	true	meaning	of	excellence,	for	you	and	for	the	organization	
you	work	in.

ALIGN	yourself	personally	and	professionally	with	your	goals,	and	those	of	your	organization.

Focus	your	ATTENTION	on	the	essentials	–	avoid	distractions.

	 Organizational	quality	consciousness	starts	with	acknowledging	that	the	organization	exists	not	for	its	owners/
stakeholders,	 but	 for	 its	 customers	 or	 clients.	 The	 simplest	 example	 for	 organizational	 quality	 is	 customer	
satisfaction	or	money	back	guarantee.

3. There are two biscuit varieties available. One is manufactured and marketed by a known and popular 
company. The other biscuit packet is from a new and unknown company. Which one will you buy and why? 
What would you prefer to buy – products in high quality or of low quality?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Do you think customer satisfaction with quality products/services is important for success?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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Lab	Testing It	is	critical	for	toothpaste	inspection	that	actual	product	is	pulled	from	the	line	and	
sent	to	verified	third	party	testing	services	who	can	verify	the	chemical	composition	
of	the	product.

Packing	Requirements Toothpaste	has	to	be	packaged	 in	containers	 that	have	no	defects	and	does	not	
contaminate	 the	 toothpaste	 during	 shelf-life.	 The	 toothpaste	 containers	will	 be	
packed	into	an	individual	box	or	some	form	of	another	protective	material.

Labelling	Requirements Each	toothpaste	container	must	be	marked	with	the	following	information	like	the	
product	name	as	well	as	the	registered	trademark	if	any,	a	list	of	ingredients	used	in	
the	making,	volume	and	weight	of	the	product,	a	lot	and	batch	number	in	code	or	
in	number	form,	name	and	current	address	of	the	manufacturer,	the	manufacturing	
date	and	expiry	date	of	the	product,	instructions/	directions	on	the	proper	use	of	
the	product.

5. Given below is a sample of quality control process for the packaging and marking of toothpaste. 

 Choose a partner and discuss the quality control process for toothpaste. Note down your views in the space 
provided.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

What	is	quality?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What	does	money	back	guarantee	mean?

How	can	an	organization	satisfy	its	customers	to	retain	them?	

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/FWkXNN1Q4Cw

https://youtu.be/Cs0egDUI3AU
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 2. Total Quality Management, Quality Circle

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	the	need	for	quality	culture	within	an	organization

•	 recognize	the	importance	of	problem-solving	approach	and	team	work

•	 identify	the	need	for	continuous	development.

 Total	–	everyone	is	involved,	Quality	–	continuously	improving	services	to	customers/	products,	Management	–	
with	data	and	profound	knowledge.	So,	Total	Quality	Management	is	the	application	of	qualitative	methods	and	
human	resources	to	improve	all	the	processes	within	an	organization	and	exceed	customer	need.

 Quality	circle	 is	a	participatory	management	technique.	 It	engages	employees	 in	solving	problems	related	to	
their	 jobs.	Quality	Circles	are	formed	of	employees	working	together	 in	an	operation.	They	meet	at	 intervals	
to	discuss	specific	problems	and	devise	solutions	to	prevent	them	from	occurring.	Quality	circles	are	usually	
small	and	are	led	by	a	supervisor/senior	worker.	They	are	trained	in	problem	solving	methods.		After	completing	
an	analysis,	 they	often	present	 their	findings	 to	management	and	 then	handle	 implementation	of	approved	
solutions.	Quality	Circles	help	employees	work	 in	 teams	towards	a	common	goal.	Organizations	benefit	 to	a	
great	extent	when	the	employees	work	in	teams	to	achieve	total	quality	in	the	work	that	they	do	every	day.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Why is quality important for an organization? How can Total Quality Management help employees and 
employers? Use the information given in the lesson as reference. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Choose a partner. Discuss the advantages of quality circles. Note down your views in the space provided.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Read the following statements about the quality circle. Mark those you agree or disagree with. Give reasons 
for those you disagree with in the space provided. You may choose a partner to work with. 

a.			 Quality	circles	help	solve	problems	related	to	specific	work	areas.

b. It	is	not	necessary	to	work	in	teams	to	solve	work-related	problems.

c. Quality	Circle	brings	in	a	sense	of	belonging	with	the	organization	among	
the	workers.

d. Quality	circle	brings	in	a	sense	of	belonging	among	employees.

e. Quality	circle	benefits	only	the	organization	and	not	the	individual.

f. Quality	circles	improve	company	performance	and	accuracy.

g. Quality	circle	reduces	conflicts	that	arise	in	the	workplace.

h. Quality	 circles	 do	 not	 enable	 the	 individual	 to	 improve	 personal	
capabilities,	team	participation	to	learn	specific	problem-solving	tools.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Put	Customers
First

Team
 Creates quality 

circle and collects 
information

Team
 selects 

problems to be 
solved

Team
 gathers data 
and analyzes 

problems

Team
 recommends 
solutions

Product	improvement

Customer	satisfaction

Efficiency	savings

Financial	savings

Improved	company	performance

Reduced	customer	complaints

Reduced	waste

Reduced	error

Increased	accuracy

Make	Continuous	
Improvement

Aim	for	Zero	
Defects

Training	and	
Development
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Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

What	is	TQM?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What	is	the	purpose	of	quality	circles?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

How	do	quality	circles	help	employees	and	employers?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L--Oyw6V8gI

https://youtu.be/YKwcxjUnots

https://youtu.be/EVytzDo_7uU	(Video	in	Hindi)
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 3. Quality Management System, PDCA

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	what	quality	management	system	is

•	 recognize	the	importance	of	quality	management

•	 identify	the	importance	of	problem-solving	and	decision-making	tools.

 A Quality Management System	is	a	set	of	processes	defined	and	implemented	to	enable	an	organization	satisfy	
the	needs	of	 its	customers.	 It	 is	a	defined	and	documented	approach.	 It	guides	all	 levels	of	management,	all	
departments	of	an	organization	as	well	as	all	suppliers	of	the	organization	to	work	towards	a	common	goal.	The	
common	goal	 is	understanding	customer	needs	and	 requirements	and	delivering	products	and	 services	 that	
cater	their	needs.

 PDCA	is	Plan-Do-Check-Act.	It	is	a	repetitive	four-stage	model	for	continuous	improvement	in	business	process	
management.	 It	 is	a	TQM	process	and	 is	often	divided	 into	four	sequential	categories	–	Plan,	Do,	Check	and	
Act.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Quality management system helps an organization solve problems as and when it comes up. Choose a 
partner to discuss how this is possible. You may use the illustrations for generating ideas.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Imagine that your electricity bill has gone up after digital meters were installed. You were paying Rs 700 
per month and now it has increased to Rs 900 per month. You suspect that the digital meter is the cause. 
You find that phone chargers, mixie points, etc., are kept switched on even when they are not in use. You 
decide to involve your family members in a quality circle to save on your electricity bill. You direct them 
to make it a habit. You review it once in three days for a month until the next billing cycle. You notice that 
the electricity bill has become Rs 725 now. Choose a partner and identify the PDCA cycle. You may use the 
visual as reference.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Describe the PDCA cycle in the visual to your friend. You may use the example of reducing use of plastics to 
carry goods. You may explain the impact it will have on the environment, if you can.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Wet floors, improper storing of tools and equipment, avoiding use of PPE cause accidents in the workplace. 
Explain how following PDCA cycle in the workplace in following safety rules can help prevent accidents. 
Think of the measures to be taken to plan, implement, check and act to ensure a safe work environment. 
You may use your relevant trade-related work environment. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Determine	whether	
to	adopt	the	change,	
abandon	the	change,	
or	repeat	the	PDCA	
cycle.

Plan	a	change	and	its	
test	to	determine	if	a	
process	modification	
is	beneficial.

Assess	the	test	
results	to	determine	
what	was	learned.

Implement	the	
change	and	its	test	
on	a	small	scale
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5. Quality management system is not only for the workplace. It will help an individual work efficiently. Choose 
a partner how it will benefit you. You may make notes in the space provided.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

QMS	means	____________________________________________________________________________

PDCA	is	________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/WgtBHMxxEaI

https://youtu.be/e4gOPeHSRo8

https://youtu.be/V7okXAKfaUk	(Video	in	Hindi)
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 4. Fishbone, 5S, 5D, KAIZEN

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	how	regulations	can	give	rise	to	healthy	work	culture	in	an	organization

•	 get	awareness	about	continuous	improvement	at	organizational	level

•	 get	awareness	of	visualization	tools	for	quality	improvement	like	fishbone,	KAIZEN,	5S	and	5D.

	 Quality	management	system	makes	use	of	some	tools	for	problem	solving.	Some	of	them	are	fishbone	diagrams,	
5D	and	5S	methods,	Kaizen	principle.

 A fishbone diagram	is	a	tool	that	helps	to	identify	and	list	the	potential	causes	of	a	problem.	It	is	also	called	the	
cause	and	effect	diagram.	The	design	of	the	diagram	looks	much	like	a	skeleton	of	a	fish.	Fishbone	diagrams	are	
typically	worked	right	to	left.	Each	large	bone	of	the	fish	branches	out	to	include	smaller	bones	containing	more	
detail.

 5D	comprises	the	following	stages:	define	the	problem,	discover	the	root	cause(s),	develop	possible	permanent	
corrective	action,	design	possible	permanent	corrective	action,	deliver	the	solution	to	prevent	re-occurrence	of	
the	problem.	5S	stands	for	sort,	set	in	Order,	shine,	standardize	and	sustain.

 KAIZEN	means	change	for	the	better.	When	applied	to	the	workplace,	Kaizen	means	continuing	improvement	
involving	everyone	–	managers	and	workers	alike.	In	a	way,	it	combines	the	collective	talents	within	a	company	
to	create	a	powerful	engine	for	improvement.	Kaizen	works	on	the	following	basic	principle	–	change	is	for	good.	
Kaizen	brings	continuous	small	improvements	in	the	overall	processes	and	eventually	aims	towards	organization’s	
success.	 	Many	 small	 continuous	 changes	 in	 the	 systems	and	policies	bring	effective	 results	 than	 few	major	
changes.	Every	 individual,	 irrespective	of	his/her	designation	or	 level	 in	the	hierarchy	needs	to	contribute	by	
incorporating	small	improvements	and	changes	in	the	system.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Look at the fishbone diagram given as an example. It shows the causes on why people come late for work. 
Identify a problem that you want to analyze. For example, your poor attendance to the ITI, your difficulty 
in working in a team, your inability to perform well in the workshop. Design a fishbone and try to resolve 
your problem.
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2. Match the following with the correct descriptions.

	a. Sort		 Keep	the	items	and	work	area	neat	and	
clean.

b. Set	in	order Make	a	habit	of	maintaining	the	correct	
procedures.

c. Shine Create	 a	 consistent	 approach	 to	 tasks	
and	procedures.

d. Standardize	 Arrange	 items	 so	 that	 they	 are	 easy	 to	
use,	find	and	put	away.

e. Sustain Eliminate	 unnecessary	 items	 from	 the	
workplace.

3. Choose a partner and discuss the importance of following 5S methods in the workplace. Let your discussions 
include safety, work efficiency and prevention of hazards and accidents.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Rahim work in ABC structural company. He is not very serious about replacing tools and equipment in the 
assigned slots and position. He left the soldering iron on the floor without removing it from the power 
supply. Peter, a visitor comes to see the supervisor, Ashok. He sees the soldering iron on the ground, lifts 
the handle with the right hand and holds the soldering end in the left hand. By mistake he presses the on 
button. The soldering end runs between his fingers and he screams aloud. Imagine you are Ashok, define 
the problem to resolve it using 5D method. 

You may design a poster to be displayed in the workplace to prevent the re-occurrence of such accidents.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Choose a partner. Identify a problem that exists in your ITI workshop. It must be a problem that prevents 
effective and safe working. Identify some good processes that can replace the existing ones to give good 
results. List the problem, the ways to rectify it, how it will make working safer and effective. Note it down 
and share it with the class. You may recommend the change to your ITI ES or trade instructor. You may use 
the visual for reference.
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

What	is	a	fishbone	diagram?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What	do	the	Ds	in	5D	stand	for?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What	do	the	Ss	in	5S	mean?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What	is	Kaizen?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/VHkOFs67d9A

https://youtu.be/0EAAQ1QFx9I

https://youtu.be/T-489Nphl-g	(Video	in	Hindi)
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 5. Standardization 

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

•	 identify	how	standardization	adds	value	to	products/services/work	culture

•	 recognize	the	impact	and	benefits	of	standards	on	markets	and	society

•	 recognize	the	importance	to	follow	standard	procedures.

 Standardization	 is	the	practice	of	setting,	communicating,	following	and	improving	standards.	It	brings	in	the	
best	methods	and	reduces	variation	in	the	manner	of	performing	the	work.	It	provides	the	baseline	upon	which	
the	results	of	continuous	improvement	activities	can	be	measured.	It	is	the	process	of	fixing	well-thought-out	
norms	to	maximise	work	efficiency.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Now let us do a small activity to understand how standardised procedures help us to achieve the same 
output within the given time. First, draw the picture of a pig in the space given below.

 Compare the picture of pig that you have drawn with that of your classmates. Do you notice that all the 
pictures drawn are different!  What should we do to draw the picture of the pig alike? Follow the instructions 
given to draw a pig. (Instructor may draw and mark points with numbers.)

a.	 Standardization	means	that	the	size,	design,	quality,	shape,	etc.,	of	a	product	would	meet	requirement	and	
tastes	of	consumers.

b.	 Certification	can	be	a	useful	tool	to	add	credibility,	by	demonstrating	that	a	product	or	service	meets	the	
expectations	of	customers.	For	some	industries,	certification	is	a	legal	or	contractual	requirement.

c.	 The	 primary	 quality	management	 certification	 is	 ISO	 9001:2015	 at	 the	 international	 level	 and	 BIS	 at	 the	
national	level.

	 Draw	two	vertical	parallel	lines.	

	 Draw	two	horizontal	parallel	lines	so	that	you	get	9	rectangular	
slots.

	 Mark	points	and	number	them	from	1	–	12.

	 Draw	an	M	in	position	1.

	 Draw	a	W	in	positions	2	&	3.	

	 Draw	a	circle	with	two	dots	in	the	centre	of	the	rectangle	at	
position	4.	

	 Draw	lines	5	–	9.	

	 Draw	lines	10	&	11.	

	 Draw	a	curl	in	position	12.

	 Check	if	your	pictures	look	alike	now.	The	pictures	you	drew	
look	similar	because	you	used	standard	procedures	to	draw.
2. Have you noticed that postal stamps are always fixed at top right-hand side corner of the postcard/envelope; 

while writing date it is always written in dd/mm/yyyy format? List a few more standard procedures that are 
followed by everyone. Choose a partner and make notes in the space provided. (Clue: mode of transport, 
driving rules, online transactions/bookings, purchase of different items)

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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d.	 ISO	stands	for	International	Organization	for	Standardization.	It	is	the	world’s	largest	developer	of	voluntary	
International	 Standards.	 ISO	 provides	 guidance	 and	 tools	 for	 companies	 and	 organizations	 that	 want	 to	
ensure	that	their	products	and	services	consistently	meet	customer’s	requirements	and	that	the	quality	is	
consistently	 improved.	 ISO	was	founded	with	the	 idea	of	answering	a	fundamental	question:	“What’s	the	
best	way	of	doing	this?”	

e.	 BIS	stands	for	Bureau	of	 Indian	Standards.	 It	 is	the	National	Standard	Body	of	 India.	BIS	 is	responsible	for	
harmonious	development	of	the	activities	of	standardization,	marking	and	quality	certification	of	goods.	It	
provides	thrust	to	standardization	and	quality	control	for	growth	and	development	of	an	industry	on	the	one	
hand	and	to	meet	the	needs	of	consumers	on	the	other.	BIS	is	a	member	of	ISO.

f.	 Standards	adds	up	to	the	consumers’	confidence	that	the	products	are	safe,	reliable,	efficient	and	of	good	
quality.

ISO 9001 2015

ISO	 refers	 to	 the	
International	 Organization	
for	 Standardization.	 This	
organization	 develops	 the	
standards,	 and	 it	 does	 in	
order	 to	 certify	 businesses	 or	
organizations.	 Certification	 is	
handled	 by	 third-party	 and	
tested	annually.

The	number	appearing	after	ISO	classifies	the	
standard.	All	standards	within	the	ISO	9000	
family	 refer	 to	 quality	 management.	 ISO	
9001	 is	among	 ISO’s	best	known	standards,	
and	 it	 defines	 the	 criteria	 for	 meeting	 a	
number	of	quality	management	principles.	It	
helps	businesses	and	organizations	be	more	
efficient	and	improve	customer	satisfaction.

The	 final	 number	 is	 an	 ISO	
certification	 refers	 to	 the	
version	of	the	standard	that	is	
being	met	and	is	represented	
by	 the	 calendar	 year	 those	
standards	were	launched.

No. Description of the service (name) Cost (in rupees)

3. Imagine you are going to register to provide services (electrical/plumbing/welding/sewing/beauty / 
handicrafts) on your own without joining an organization. You need to fix rates for different services and it 
should not exceed the price in the market. Attempt developing standardised procedure with the rates.

 4. Have you seen BIS (or ISI) marks on electrical/electronic/gold and silver items that you use? What does it 
mean to you? Will you buy a product without BIS marking on it? Choose a partner and discuss. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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5. List out the benefits of ISO 9001 in the space provided. You may use the information given in the visual as 
reference.

	 Complete	the	‘What	I	learned’	column	in	the	KWL	chart.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/FDyIcM-AFzU
	 https://youtu.be/JMkpMhBO5vE

6. Find out from the table how adopting 
standardisation procedures will be beneficial to 
you as a worker. On the left is the one rejecting 
standardisation while on the right is the acceptance 
of change for better. 

 ____________________________________________

 ____________________________________________

 ____________________________________________

 ____________________________________________

	 What	is	standardization?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	are	the	benefits	of	standardization?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	is	ISO?	What	is	the	latest	version	of	ISO?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

	 What	is	BIS?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Deliver	products	that	consistently	
meet	customer	requirements	and	a	
service	that	is	dependable	and	can	

be	relied	on.

Continual	improvement	
of	processes	and	resulting	
operational	efficiencies	
mean	money	saved.

Improve	the	perception	of	
your	organization	with	staff,	
customers	and	suppliers.

Understand	how	statutory	and	
regulatory	requirements	impact	

you	organization	and	its	customers.

Greater	consistency	and	
traceability	of	products	and	
services	means	problems	are	
easier	to	avoid	and	rectify.

Independent	verification	
against	a	globally	

recognized	industry	
standard	speaks	volumes.

Procurement	specifications	
often	require	certification	
as	a	condition	to	supply,	so	
certification	opens	doors.
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	 1.	 Introduction	to	the	world	of	work

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the difference between job and career 

• identify the difference between personal and professional life 

• identify aspects that you need to focus on to prepare for the world of work.

	 World	of	work	is the world of the workplace. This can include finding a job, moving up in the job, finding new 
jobs, learning to be better at a job, etc. We need to learn about the world of work so that we can stay up-to-
date about the different skills and technologies that we need to learn. It also helps us be aware of the different 
opportunities available. 

	 Career is the kind of work a person takes up to reach his/her potential. Career is based on a person’s strengths, 
goals and aspirations, beliefs, qualifications and the influence of one’s family.  Career also results from decisions 
that are taken through life. It is a lifelong process. For example, let us observe the career of the principal of 
your ITI. In their career, your principal could have had the job of being a trainer, a placement officer, a deputy 
principal. He/she would have undergone several trainings and done many different tasks and jobs in the ITI 
before becoming a principal. So in their career, he/she has done different things to reach their full potential.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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 The world of work comprises many aspects. It is important to explore the world of work while planning one’s 
career. 

1.	 Read	the	story	below	and	answer	the	question.

 Riya is pursuing a course on Computer Operator and Programming Assistant in an ITI. She will complete her 
course in the next six months. Her friends have already thought of what they want to do on completion of 
the course. Most of them will be applying for jobs in the most popular companies while a few of them are 
planning to study further. Riya is wondering what options she has in the future. She is hoping that she can 
find a job in a field that is different from COPA as she is not enjoying her course very much. How	do	you	think	
Riya	can	come	to	know	about	the	different	opportunities	available?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Look	at	the	map	given.	This	is	a	journey	map	that	describes	the	different	skills,	qualities	and	activities	that	
a	student	undertakes	in	order	to	be	successful	at	work.

a. Look at the different skills mentioned. Put tick mark against the skills that you have acquired.

b. You can also add more skills to this map by writing the name of the skill on the map. Mention when you plan 
to acquire the skills you have added.

c. This is an individual activity, however, you can have a discussion with a partner, in case your need some help 
to reflect. The point of this activity is that you make a note of the different skills that you think will make you 
ready for the world of work. It is important for you to make plans to acquire the skill within the specified 
timeline.

a. Job and career

Career and job are different. Here are the differences between job and career:

i. A career can include many jobs. A job is almost like a project which has a definite starting point and ending 
point.  

ii. Careers are broad and include a person’s educational qualification, interest, abilities, skills, certification 
and diplomas. On the other hand, jobs are well defined and have a fixed title and salary.

iii. A person’s career may include multiple jobs.  Career is the connection between these multiple jobs. 

Here is an image that shows how CAREER consists of various jobs, education, interests, abilities, etc.

 b. Personal and professional life

 Personal life consists of everything you do outside of your work. It can be your relationship, your leisure time, 
time for you to take rest, relaxation, entertainment, your family time, your health and fitness, etc. Personal life 
is important as it enriches you, gives you time to rest/relax, and recharge yourself for what is coming ahead. 
Professional life refers to your working life. It can be your career, your business or your job. 
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c. How to manage your personal and professional life?

 It is important to separate your personal and professional life so that you are able to get results in your professional 
life. It will also help to ensure that you are able to be there for your family, friends, etc. Here are some tips on 
how to separate your personal and professional life:

i. Have a specific time for work during which you only perform your tasks and do not get distracted by 
talking to family members, using social media, etc.

ii. Take rests and short pauses to recharge yourself. Sitting in front of your computer desk the whole day will 
decrease your productivity.

iii. Improve your skills from time to time. Read books, attend seminars and workshops that will improve your 
skills. 

iv. Go to and leave work at the same time each day as far as possible. If you are never certain of when your 
work day will begin or end, it can be difficult to separate it from your personal life.

v. Prioritize your work tasks based on how urgent and important they are. 

vi. Know your distractions, and minimize them when working. Everyone has certain things that can distract 
them from work: social media, chatting or texting friends, playing games, watching television, etc. When 
you are working, make sure to minimize potential distractions.

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 Based on the My Quest Journey Map, what are the skills/qualities that you feel confident about?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the skills/qualities that you feel you need to acquire?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 By when do you plan to acquire these skills/qualities?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How will you acquire to acquire these skills/qualities?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/RG7wQroPuOA

 https://youtu.be/eNcl9d8x7yk
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	 2.	 Career	Awareness	–	1

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the meaning of career pathways

• recognize the need to and importance of career pathways

• explore career pathways in different industries.

	 Career	 Pathways	 	 are broad groupings of careers that share similar characteristics. Their employment 
requirements call for many common interests, strengths and competencies. Following a career pathway makes 
it easier for you to identify career choices. Career pathways can help you develop a plan on how to prepare for 
your chosen career.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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 a. Importance of Planning Your Career Path

 Having a career path is like having a professional insurance policy. With a career path you will:

i. Have	a	broader	skill	base: You will have identified and learned the skills necessary to make you more 
attractive to a wider range of employers.

ii. Make	logical	job	transitions: You will know what skills and responsibilities to look for in the next job.

iii. Have	more	responsibility: You will have identified and gained the skills and training you need to take on 
more responsibility.

iv. Have	a	broader	perspective: You will be able to understand where a specific job or responsibility fits into 
your overall career path plan.

v. Make	decisions	easier: You can look at a situation within a larger context and evaluate your options in an 
informed manner.

vi. Be	more	satisfied: You will be moving in a career direction that is designed to meet your lifestyle, interest 
and financial goals.

 b. Tips on Effective Career Planning

i. Continually	reevaluate: Take time each year to sit down and evaluate how you are doing career-wise. Are 
you still meeting your goals? What changes do you need to make? Are your skills satisfactory or do you 
need some training? 

ii. Build	and	nourish	a	network: Build a network of people who are employers or employees in your chosen 
career path. Stay in touch with them, providing and soliciting information. A network is often the best 
place to hear about new job or training opportunities.

iii. Stay	informed: Know what is going on in your career. Talk to customers and suppliers. Read magazines and 
online articles. What are the newest skills? Who are the major competitors? What are employers looking 
for? What are the pay and other benefits being offered? Being informed is the best way to know if your 
skills are up-to-date and that you are in the right job.

iv. Change	your	situation: Learn a skill if you need to grow. Change jobs if your current job is not fully meeting 
your needs. Move on to new experiences and challenges.

 c. Managing career growth

 Your employer can help you manage your career and grow professionally by providing training, job progression and 
increasing responsibility. However, you can also plan your career by deciding on your goals and the intermediate 
steps and jobs that you want to take to achieve your dreams. To know which career pathway is best suited for 
you, try to align your personal interests, abilities and skills to the different career pathways to identify what fits 
you best.

1.	 Form	groups	of	3.	Look	at	the	posters	given.	These	are	career	pathway	posters	for	the	following	careers:	
Fashion	design,	Interior	design,	Draftsperson	and	Stenographer.	As	a	group,	go	through	each	of	the	posters	
in	detail.	After	you	have	gone	through	the	posters,	answer	the	questions	given	at	the	end	of	each	poster.

a. What are some of the skills required to take up this career?
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What is the starting salary one can expect in this career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

c. What are some new aspects that you learned about this career through this poster?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

a. What are some of the skills required to take up this career?
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What is the starting salary one can expect in this career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

c. What are some new aspects that you learned about this career through this poster?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

a. What are some of the skills required to take up this career?
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What is the starting salary one can expect in this career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

c. What are some new aspects that you learned about this career through this poster?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

a. What are some of the skills required to take up this career?
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What is the starting salary one can expect in this career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

c. What are some new aspects that you learned about this career through this poster?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Role	play:	Continue	with	the	same	groups	of	three	for	this	activity.	As	a	group,	decide	on	any	one	career	
(apart	from	the	four	careers	mentioned	in	the	last	activity).	You	will	have	to	research	on	the	career	that	you	
choose	as	a	group	and	come	up	with	similar	information	about	that	career.	Do	not	spend	too	much	time	on	
finalizing	a	career	to	research.	This	activity	is	meant	to	help	you	understand	how	to	create	career	pathways	
posters,	design	and	interpret	them.	Try	to	collect	information	based	on	the	headings	given	in	the	previous	
posters.	Once	you	have	collected	the	information,	write	it	in	the	space	given.	

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	Share	the	information	with	the	class	at	the	end	of	the	activity.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 Why are career pathways important?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 What sort of information does a career pathway give?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 How do we define career pathways for ourselves?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Create a career card for the career you have researched based on the sample card provided. Share the career 
card with your peers.
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	 3.	 Career	Awareness	–	2	–	Market	scan

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify how to perform market scan 

• recognize ways to explore the world of work

• identify a career card.

	 Market	Scan	is a process by which we can understand the trends and changes in the world of work. There are 
developments happening across different industries. Market scan helps us know about these changes so that we 
can be better prepared to adapt to it. In this lesson, you will understand the different kinds of opportunities that 
exist for ITI trainees along with the requirements for the particular work.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

 a. Here is a comic strip that shows Munna, a 12th standard boy interviewing a theatre professional as a part of 
his market scan.
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 b. Conducting market scan

 There are many ways in which we can conduct the market scan. 

i. Identify	careers: The first step would be to list all the careers that you are interested in understanding 
further. Ideally, these careers should be based on your interest and abilities. It is good to name the career 
and not just a job. For example: retail sales, photographer, life skills trainer and data entry operator are 
examples of careers.  

ii. Identify	sources	of	information: Make a list of different sources from where the you can get information. 
This can include newspaper, employment magazines, internet, industry visits, family members, other 
personal contacts, alumni of the institute, etc.

iii. Identify	the	different	kinds	of	information	to	be	collected: Make a list of the kind of information to be 
collected. This can include educational qualifications required, skills needed and so on.

iv. Set	 targets	 and	timelines: Prepare an action plan based on the sources of information and come up 
with a timeline that details out the time required for completing the data collection and documentation 
process.

v. Prepare	a	Career	Card: One of the methods to know more about a career is through a Career Card. A 
Career Card is a consolidation of information of a particular career in one place. You can see sample of a 
career card for the career of a Sculptor given.
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 c. Share your findings

 It is important to share your findings with the rest of your peers. As a class, you can organize a small event where 
all students present their findings. You can also invite your parents, alumni and guests from the industry to 
attend the event. 

 d. Sources of information to understand a career

 With the advancement of technology, there is a lot of information available on the internet. But, not all information 
available on the internet is reliable and valid. It is important to look for other sources of information that can 
add to the internet research. Some of the common sources that provide information about career include the 
following:

i. Newspapers	and	magazines:		Education magazines and newspapers publish weekly or monthly supplements 
that focus on career information. Many columnists publish reviews of various career opportunities, provide 
inputs on career and job fairs in the community and interviews with experts in the field – all of which act 
as source of information about careers.

ii. Websites:	There are many websites where you can look up profiles of professionals as well as understand 
about career options. Some of these websites are:LinkedIn, Sheroes, Naukri, Monster, Times jobs.

cast
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iii. Career	guidance	agencies: Career guidance and counseling has developed into an industry. There are many 
players who offer information about career opportunities through their websites and face-to-face workshops. 
Some may be fee-based while others could provide a free basic overview of career opportunities to the 
public. Some agencies offer counseling services along with information dissemination.

iv. Government	websites: Ministry of labour and human resources have information about various industries in 
the country. They offer an overview at the national level and help an individual to identify policies pertaining 
to various trade organizations and industries. This could be a useful tool to analyze trends and opportunities 
created in keeping with policy changes.

v. Discussion	with	professionals: One of the important sources of information about a career can be a discussion 
with a professional who is engaged in that work. You can ask them questions about what kind of tasks they 
do on a typical day, the challenges they face in the career and aspects that are exciting about their work. 
Discussions with professionals are a great way of getting a perspective of a particular career.

1.	 Sameera,	Amir	and	Raja	are	sitting	in	the	canteen	and	having	a	conversation.	Read	the	conversation	and	
answer	the	questions	that	follow.

 Amir: What do you want to do after completing the course?

 Raja: I want to be an engineer! I will become a great engineer!

 Amir: I want to become a bank manager so that I can make money and also be a boss of a large team.

 Sameera: How did you decide these things? 

 Raja: My dad told me to become an engineer

 Amir: I went to the bank the other day and l liked how much respect the bank manager got from other 
employees.

 Sameera: That is so funny! How can you base your career decisions on such things? We do not even know 
much that happens outside the walls of the institute. How can we decide our career?

 Raja: So what should we do to decide on which career to pursue?

 Sameera: I think we should do some research and talk to professionals to understand more about careers in 
depth. 

 Amir: That is very insightful Sameera. Yes, let’s do that.

a. Why do we need to do research before deciding on which career to pursue?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What are the ways in which we can collect information about a career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Market	scan

Part	1:	Thinking	and	Shortlisting	careers	for	exploration

Choose one career that you want to know the most about?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Why do you want to know about this career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Part	2:	Getting	started:	Here	are	the	questions	that	you	should	try	to	find	answers	for.

Question Information

Name companies/ organizations where you can 
find this work?

What are the qualifications required?

What are the personal qualities of professionals 
pursuing this career?

How does a day in the work life look like?

What is the most exciting part about the work?

What are some of the challenges faced in the 
career?

What are the growth prospects?

What is the compensation that a fresher can 
expect?

Any other information that you would like to add.

career option 1

career option 2

career option 3
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Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What are the ways in which we can collect information about a career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some of the questions that you have regarding the career that you chose?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some of the questions that you plan to ask professionals during the discussion with them?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What are you looking forward to with respect to learning about a career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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	 4.	 Career	Plan	–	Interests	and	Abilities

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify what interest and ability mean

• differentiate between an interest and ability

• identify your interests and abilities.

	 Interests	are something that we enjoy doing. It may be things that you like to do, that you enjoy doing in your 
free time, you would do even if nobody else told you to do it, you are curious about, that make you happy or you 
want to learn or would like to do in the future.

 An	ability	is something that we are good at doing. Abilities are things that we know we are good at doing, that 
other people may have also recognized as our specialties or other people come to us for help.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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 a. Interest vs ability

 Abilities are activities that one is good at, whereas interests are those that one is passionate about. It is important 
to note that interests and abilities need not be in similar areas.Many a times the activities that we are good at 
may not give us joy and sometimes the activities that we love doing, we might not be good at. It is an interesting 
challenge to identify how we can match our abilities to fit into the areas we are interested in.

 It is possible to have abilities that we are not fully aware of. We often come to know about our abilities when 
other people tell us that we are good at something. It is also possible that we can develop our abilities in a 
particular area, if we have an interest in it. Our interests and abilities may not be in the same field. Our interests 
might change through our lives. 

 b. Why is it important to know your interests and abilities while planning your career?

 It is important to know one’s interest while planning a career. Since interests keep a person engaged in an activity, 
working on those activities provides us with satisfaction and happiness. It is critical that an individual considers 
their strengths while choosing a career. Ability becomes an important aspect for an individual to succeed at his/
her task and develop further.  Having the ability to do the particular work, helps the individual feel motivated 
and ensures that he/she delivers results at the workplace. 

1.	 Read	the	given	paragraph	and	answer	the	questions.

 Mehraj is a successful fashion designer in Bombay. As a 15-year old boy, he used to love singing. He could 
spend all his time listening to music and humming to the tunes in his iPod. He used to have his earphones 
on almost all day long. He participated in Indian Idol’s auditions, but did not get selected. He felt sad, and 
decided not to sing any further. After completing school, he joined a diploma course in fashion design. He 
found himself doing extremely well in theory and practical. He was able to do very well in dress-making and 
embroidery. He completed the course with the top marks in his class. 

a. What is Mehraj’s interest?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What are Mehraj’s abilities?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

c. Was Mehraj aware of his abilities?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

d. How did Mehraj become aware of his abilities?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	Identify	your	interests	and	abilities.	Think	about	your	life	and	answer	the	questions.	

Interests

a. If you had free time in the next 48 hours, what would you do with it?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What do you answer when people ask you what you are interested in?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Abilities

a. What talents do your friends and family know you for?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What skills do people usually come to you for?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 Write	down	your	 interests	and	abilities	 in	 the	 respective	 circles	below.	 If	 there	are	any	 commonalities	
between	your	interests	and	abilities,	write	them	in	the	intersection.

 

Interests                    Abilities 

Overall

a. Which are the careers paths that suit your abilities according to you?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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b. Which are the career paths that you are interested in pursuing?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Tip:  Take some time to research different careers by browsing the internet, connecting with professionals 
with the help of social media sites like LinkedIn and having discussions regarding different career paths 
with professionals.

Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What are your interests?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What are your abilities?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Are your interests and abilities the same? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the career paths that you think are a good balance of your interests and abilities?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 To know more about this topic, Type “Multiple Intelligence test’ on a search engine using the internet and 
take the test for yourself.
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5.	Recall

1. What all does the world of work include?

 a. Finding a job    b. Moving up in the job       
c. Learning to be better at a job   d. All of the above

2. A career is not based on which of the following:

 a. strengths  b. goals and aspirations  c. home address d. qualifications

3. A career could include many jobs.

 a. True   b. False

4. Which of these do not form a part of your personal life:

 a. Leisure time  b. Career   c. Entertainment d. Health and fitness

5. Prioritize your work tasks based on how urgent and important they are. 

 a. True   b. False

6. You do not need to try to improve your skills once you start working.

 a. True   b. False

7. It is important to separate your personal and professional life.

 a. True   b. False

8. Career is the connection between multiple jobs. 

 a. True   b. False

9. Which of these is not a way to separate your personal and professional life?

 a. Have a specific time for work   b. Take rests to recharge yourself

 c. Start and finish work at different times on different days

 d. Know your distractions, and minimize them when working

10. We need to learn about the world of work so that:

 a. We can stay up-to-date about the different skills b. We can stay up-to-date about technologies

 c.  We know the different opportunities that we have d. All of the above

11. Which statement is not correct?

 a. Career Pathways can help you in finding your way among the thousands of different occupations.

 b. Following a career pathway makes it easier for you to identify career choices. 

 c. Career pathways help you calculate how much wealth you will acquire through your career.

 d. Career pathways can help you develop a plan on how to prepare for your chosen career interest area. 

12. Career Pathways are broad groupings of careers that share similar characteristics and whose employment 
requirements call for many common interests, strengths and competencies.

 a. True   b. False

13. To know which career pathway is best suited for you, try to align your:

 a. personal interests b. abilities   c. skills     d. All of the above

14. Which of these are not an entry level job after ITI for interior designers?

 a. Specialist  b. Interns  c. Junior interior designer d. Design assistant

15. Which are some of the preferred skills for an interior designer?

 a. Creativity  b. Detail oriented c. Artistic ability   d. All of the above
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16. Which are not some of the technical skills required for a fashion designer?

 a. Tally   b. CorelDraw  c. 3D Max  d. Freehand sketching

17. What are the benefits of planning your career path?

 a. You can make decisions faster.  

 b. You can transition to the next logical job more easily.

 c. You will have a broader skill base that will make you attractive to more employers. 

 d. All of the above

18. It is important to take time out each year to re-evaluate how you are doing in terms of meeting your career 
goal.

 a. True   b. False

19. Which industry is not among the largest employers of draftspersons?

 a. Manufacturing  b. Transport  c. Construction  d. Architecture and Engineering 

20. Which of the following is not one of the upskilling required for Stenographers?

 a. Tally   b. Accounts  c. Modern office management d. Freehand drawing

21. Market Scan is a process by which we can understand the trends and changes in the world of work.

 a. True   b. False

22. Discussion with professionals is a method of collecting information about a career.

 a. True   b. False

23. What are the different sources of information to understand a career?

 a. Newspapers b. Career guidance agencies c. Discussion with professionals   d. All of the above

24. Which of the following websites are not popular for finding jobs?

 a. LinkedIn b. Sheroes   c. Naukri   d. Instagram

25. A Career Card is a consolidation of information of a particular career in one place.

 a.  True  b. False

26. What are some of the things that you can ask professionals to know more about a career?

 a. What kind of tasks they do on a typical day?  b. The challenges that they face in their work.

 c. What do they find most exciting about their work? d. All of the above

27. All information available on the internet regarding careers is reliable.

 a. True  b. False

28. What are some kinds of information that you can collect about a career?

 a. Educational qualifications required   b. Growth prospects

 c.  Compensation that can be expected as a fresher d. All of the above

29. Education magazines and newspapers publish weekly or monthly supplements that focus on career 
information. 

 a. True  b. False

30. It is not important to know the world of work before making a career decision.

 a. True  b. False

31. A person cannot have the same interest and ability. 

 a. True  b. False
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32. Nida is completing COPA in an ITI in Bangalore. She loves to write code for computer program. She is very 
good at organizing events in her institute. What is Nida’s interest?

 a. Coding  b. Organizing events  c. Studying  d. All of the above

33. We can have abilities that we are not fully aware of. 

 a. True  b. False

34. We can develop our abilities in a particular area, if we have interest in it. 

 a. True  b. False

35. Interest is something that makes us happy.

 a. True  b. False

36. I need to keep my interest and ability in mind, while choosing a career for myself. 

 a. True  b. False

37. My interest will remain the same throughout my life. 

 a. True  b. False

38. Why is it important to align your interests and abilities to the work that you do?

 a. It helps to be really happy and successful. b. It helps to enjoy career more

 c. It helps to feel more satisfied.   d. All of the above.

39. Many a times the activities that we are good at may not give us joy.

 a. True  d. False

40. Nita is very interested in dancing. She goes for auditions for many dance shows and competitions. But she 
does not get through. She feels depressed and instead decides to build a career as an architect. Now, dancing 
becomes only a hobby. She enrolls into an Architecture course. She does extremely well in her course and 
gets the top rank in her college. Which of the following statements are true about Nita?

 a. Nita’s interest is Architecture.  b. Dancing is Nita’s ability.

 c. Architecture is Nita’s ability.  d. None of the above.
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	 6.	 Setting	Goals	for	Career

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• define of long-term and short-term goals

• practise setting smart goals

• prepare a plan for securing your first job.

	 SMART	goals	are specific (not vague, but easy to understand), measurable (anyone can easily count the progress 
– examples of goal units are chapters studied, distance ran), achievable (physically possible to achieve – like 
completing your entire course one day before the exam!), relevant (it matters to you!) and time-bound (we give 
ourselves a deadline to achieve them).

 SMART goals make life a lot easier. SMART goals will help one stay on track for achieving the most important 
things in life. In this lesson, we will practise the art of SMART goal-setting to help us build our dream career, 
starting with our first job!

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Practice	Smart	Goal-setting!

Step	1
Pair up with any one student 
from your class.

Step	2
Priyanka wants to score high marks 
in her engineering exams. Help her 
to set SMART goals.

Write 3 SMART goals for Priyanka 
that will help her improve her 
score in the exams! 

Step	3
Share your goals with the rest of 
the class. Discuss if the shared 
goals are SMART? Review the 
checklist to find out if they are 
clear and easy to understand? Is 
it possible to measure progress? 
Is it achievable or too difficult? Is 
it time-bound?

2.	Answer	the	following	questions	about	yourself!		 	 	 	 	 Time: 15mins

a. How many family members are dependent on me? (What are your responsibilities?)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. What is your family’s annual income? Does it have any bearing on your career plans? Is it a challenge?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

c. What are your future responsibilities in life?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

d. Who can you go to for career guidance? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

e. What kind of a lifestyle do you dream of living? Write about your dream city, home, vehicle,etc.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

f. Do you take your own decisions? Who takes the decisions in your family?What impact on your career do the 
decision-makers in your family have?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

g. What am I good at? (subjects / skill)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

h. Where do I live? Is this an opportunity or challenge for your career?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

i. What are your fears? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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j. What is the level of your mental strength? What are the circumstances under which you can keep working? 
For instance, how dependent are you on home-cooked meals and everyday care of home? How many hours 
at a stretch can you work for? Can you move out of your town / state / country for jobs?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 It	is	time	to	do	/	map	out	–	what	are	the	things	which	will	help	us	in	building	our	career,	and	what	are	the	
challenges	that	we	will	need	to	overcome?	 	 	 	 	 	 Time: 15mins 

Strength															(Internal + Positive) Weaknesses							(Internal  + Negative)

Opportunities						(External + Positive) Threats															(External + Positive)

4.	 It	 is	 time	 to	make	 a	 ‘job	 plan’.	 Design	 a	 job	 plan	 keeping	 in	mind	 SMART	 goal-setting	 and	 the	 Career	
Opportunity	/	Challenge	assessment	that	you	have	just	completed!	Job	Plan	A	has	already	been	done	for	
you.	For	Job	Plan	B,	make	the	plan	of	securing	a	job	in	the	private	sector.		 	 Time: 20 mins 

JOB	PLAN	A

Goal: Get a government job

Required	Skills: Diploma, Entrance exam

Skills	I	have: Diploma

Action	Steps

1. Start preparation for entrance examination.

2. Appear in 5 mock test, 3 weeks before the date of the final exam.

3. Appear for entrance exams.

Timeline: 2 – 3 yrs.

Pros: Stable Job, Respect, Facilities 

Cons: High Competition, Less Vacancy, can take up to years.

JOB	PLAN	B

Job	Role: 

Required	Skills:  

Skills	I	have:

Action	Steps: 

1.

2.

3.

Timeline:

Pros:	

	Cons:
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 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How was today’s session?

 

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 Think, and share:

 What are SMART goals?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the biggest things in your life that will support you in building a career?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How will you overcome the challenges that you are likely to face while pursuing your dream job?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How can you get more information about career opportunities available to you after diploma?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Explore www.glassdoor.co.in

 This website has information posted by employees currently working in various companies. Search for salaries 
secured by ‘diploma in mechanical engineering’. Similarly, search for jobs / companies / salaries available to the 
fresher from other diploma courses. Use this information to strengthen your career plan.
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	 7.	 Resume	Writing

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify the key components of a resume

• practise writing your own resume

• check your resume for common mistakes.

 A	resume	is your first mode of introduction to your prospective employer. An impressive and information-rich 
resume will create a good impression about you. A resume that is poorly formatted, ridden with spelling errors 
and lacking in vital information about you will get you rejected from the first round of many hiring processes!Hiring 
managers look at many resumes in a single day. Hence, it is important for us to take great care to make our 
resume stand out and easy to understand!

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Let	us	write	the	first	draft	of	our	resume!	Review	examples	/	explanations	to	each	section,	and	then	fill	the	
empty	template.	If	you	are	unsure	of	the	English	spelling	of	any	word,	verify	it	on	your	smartphone	or	with	
your	Employability	Skill	Instructor.    Time: 15 mins

 Full Name

 Phone number

 Emailid

 

 Career	Objective:	

 To become a productive resource for the company, by using and growing my existing skills of ________________, 
_______________ and _______________.

 

 Work	Experience:

 Intern at company name

 (00 month-00 month 2019)

  
Responsibility one

 Responsibility two

 Responsibility three

 

 Qualification:

 Diploma in _____________ from ______________ in 2020. Overall percentage: ____

 Senior Secondary from ____ Board in 0000

 

 Key	skills	and	strengths

 Communication  Fluent in written English and Hindi.

 Positive thinking A solution-seeker who can stay productive even under stress.

 Technical skills   

 Technical skill  

 Technical skill

 Achievements:

 2nd prize in inter-college debate competition. (2016)

 Awards / certificates

 Awards / certificates

 

 Personal	Details:

 Date of birth: 

 Permanent address: 
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 KEY	RESUME	SECTIONS

	 Career	Objective:	

 To become a productive resource for the company, by using and improving/ developing my existing skills of 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Pick top 3. Some skill words that can be used here are:

 Skills Meaning

 Problem solving  

 Communication   
Programming languages Trade  programminglanguage CAD, Tally

 Design skills Trade  designskills    circuit design, 

 Measurement skills Trade    measurementskills 

 Manufacturing skills Trade  manufacturing  welding 

 

 Work	Experience

 , ! , 3-4 , 

 , 

 Some verbs to be used to describe experience:

 Observed | Assisted | Undertook | Executed | Was responsible for

 

	 Qualification 

  10  12  80-90 marks table .

 marks , qualification line .. 
one-pageresume highlight  !

 

 Key	skills	and	strengths

  soft  technicalskills  ! 
skill , skills

 Communication  ?  customerservice ?

 Leadership activity  ?

 Innovation project  solve  ?

 Persistence   ?

 Teamwork  –  ?

 Quick learner  –  ?

 Time management  ?

 Customer service Customerservice  ?

2.	 Let	us	review.

Step	1
Team up with one student of 
your class.

Step	2
Exchange each other’s resumes 
and use the checklist given to 
check each other’s resumes.

Step	3
Share feedback with your 
partner!
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 Resume checklist

 This checklist is not meant to be shared with students. This is for trainer’s reference alone, and we hope that you 
will be able to review the resumes on the basis of it and share only relevant feedback with your students. While 
checking resumes, it is important to not discourage the students with a lot of negative feedback.

 A resume reflects the accomplishments of an individual. If you find that the length and breadth of student’s life 
experiences is not big enough for them to write a lot, help them get the basic details right.Focus on making them 
identify and avoid the BIG don’ts like spelling mistakes.

SECTIONS DO DON’T

Personal	Details

Address	 A simple description with pin code, without any 
mention of landmarks, etc.

For example, 407 Baijnath Road, New Hyderabad, 
Lucknow. 226007

Present address at the top of the resume with the 
other details of the student. Permanent address 
goes at the end of the resume under ‘Personal 
Details”.

Any mention of 
landmarks or 
skipping the pin 
code.

Phone	number Minimum two numbers.

Share numbers that do not frequently change due 
to changes in SIM.

Email	id Simple mail id, must comprise only of student’s 
name/ last name/ first name and/or numbers. 

Anything with 
adjectives like rock, 
sweet, simple. 
FB IDs

Languages	known Mention all languages that the student can speak, 
read, write and understand.

Date	of	birth Is a must. DD/MM/YY

Gender Is a must. 

Education

Academic	qualification Table form (with clear, visible borders)

Name of qualification, subjects, board/university, 
year of passing (month, not required), percentage
Recent degrees (three)

Table with visible 
borders

Include compulsory 
subjects like English 
and Hindi in the list 
of subjects. 
Write long names of 
relatively obscure 
colleges.
Do not mention the 
percentage if it’s 
below 75 per cent.
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Professional	qualification Applicable only if: 

The student has pursued a different course for 
specializing in profession, after graduation.
The student has an additional diploma/ certificate 
for having learned a skill relevant to his /her 
profession. 

Skills/	strengths/	accomplishments

Skills/	strengths Mention only top 3-4 (add a line of description, if 
possible) For example, team work demonstrated 
repeatedly through successful performance in 
inter-college cricket matches.

Give technical skills preference over soft skills.

Write soft and 
vague skills like 
hard work, friendly 
nature, honesty, etc.
Write more than 3 
soft skills.

Accomplishments Bundle the accomplishments of a similar nature 
under one category. For example, all seminars 
attended as a NSS member can be summed up 
as: attended 3 state-level seminars that raised 
awareness on social issues.
Accomplishments should be supported by 
available certificates.
If a student has several accomplishments, 
put them in two categories: for example, 
Communication and Leadership.

Mention sports 
participations, 
even if you did 
not win an award 
Do not mention 
participations in 
seminars, camps, 
etc., until a 
significant learning 
was derived from 
this participation. 

Experience

Summer	internship Name of the institute
Project details explained through 3-4 bullet points 
Reporting head’s designation
Duration

Job Company name
Job title
Roles and responsibilities (not more than 4 bullet 
points)
Reporting head’s designation

Hobbies	and	interests

Hobbies Mention only real hobbies. (Ask students a few 
questions related to their hobby. If they can’t 
answer, inform them that the interviewer will 
also question them on hobbies. And if they are 
not able to talk about things they have listed as 
a ‘hobby’, the interviewer might assume they 
certainly can’t know much about anything else 
either.)

Others

Declaration	 NOT required

Photograph It’s recommended to avoid it, unless it is asked.
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 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How was today’s session?

 

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 Think, and share:

 What are key sections of a resume?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 If you had an opportunity to add internship / apprenticeship experience to your resume, what would this 
experience be?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What will be the steps that you will take to prepare your final resume? Remember,  you may still require assistance 
to type the written resume.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Explore Grammarly.com. 

 This website provides free spell check and grammar check. It will help you build an error-free resume!
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	 8.	 Applying	for	Jobs	Online

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify various job roles available for technicians

• explore job search engines

• apply for jobs online.

 You have learned how to attach files and browse the internet in the module on IT Literacy. Now, it is time to 
practise navigating the job market! You will find that job search engines list many jobs, but it is difficult to find 
which jobs are the right ones for you. Today, we will learn how to interpret the information shared in job portals, 
and apply for suitable jobs.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

a. Some common job search engines!

 Others include, linkedin, olx jobs etc.
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1.	 Let’s	understand	job	roles.

 Step	1:	Understanding	job	roles.	Review	the	information	shared	on	top	10	jobs	for	technicians	/	Diploma	
students.

a. Technician	–	AC	and	Refrigeration: experience in maintenance of air conditioning , chiller plant, experience in 
copper & aluminum brazing, repair & maintenance of air conditioning, responsible for preventive, breakdown, 
and periodic maintenances, identify the technical issues & resolve on time ensures equipment safety and 
performance, inventory management. 

b. Electrical	technician: knowledge of structured cabling, ability to work on field, cable laying, dressing, pulling, 
I/O termination, fixing of PVC, safety & security, fire alarm, access control system, public address system, 
installation, termination.

c. Mechanical	Engineer: A fresher aspirant with mechanical engineering can get jobs in the automobile, telecom, 
shipping and many other industries!

d. Mechanical	 Design	 Engineer: A Mechanical design engineer is slightly different from the mechanical 
engineer, as design engineers are mostly required to plan the design before the engineers get into building 
the real product. Mechanical design engineers are mostly required in automobile sector. They come in after 
automobile scientists are done with research and development and blueprints for how the cars /vehicles 
would actually look like are made. 

e. Piping	Designer: This individual ensures good, efficient solutions to transport fluid in different industries. One 
can also look for short-term individual projects often offered by big companies.

2.	 Let’s	work	on	our	job	roles

 Step	2:	Discuss	and	write	job	roles	available	for	your	trade!	Use	google	searches,	and	job	search	engines	to	
add	to	the	list.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.	 Job	postings

	 Step	3:	Identifying	fake	job	postings!	

DO DON’T

Check for employer’s website,
address, logo and email id. Visit
website and verify employer’s contact details.

Apply for a job that asks you to pay a fees to 
apply for a job.

Check for a clear job description.

A thorough research about the company.

Apply for jobs that ask you to provide personal 
details like account number.

Accept money upfront for work you have not 
performed.

Insist on an in-person meeting or interview. Apply for jobs with unclear job descriptions

Check for a well written job description.
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4.	 Let’s	search	jobs	online!

Online Job Portals

https://www.naukri.com/

https://www.indeed.co.in/

https://internshala.com/internships

https://www.timesjobs.com/

https://www.olx.in/

Search for current vacancies available for your trade! Read the information on website, and fill the information 
in space given below.

a. Job Role – 

Roles & Responsibilities – 

Qualification –

Salary – 

Work Experience –

b. Job Role – 

Roles & Responsibilities – 

Qualification –

Salary – 

Work Experience –

c. Job Role – 

Roles & Responsibilities – 

Qualification –

Salary – 

Work Experience –

d. Job Role – 

Roles & Responsibilities – 

Qualification –

Salary – 

Work Experience –

e. Job Role – 

Roles & Responsibilities – 

Qualification –

Salary – 

Work Experience –
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 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How was today’s session?

 

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 Think, and share:

 What are the common jobs available for students in your trade?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are some of the common job search engines?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the signs of a fake job posting?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Apply for at least 2 job opportunities that are locally available in your area. Share your resume on the job posting, 
and in the contact details given in the job post.
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	 9.	 Interview	Skills

At	the	end	of	this	lesson,	you	shall	be	able	to:

• identify what interview skills are

• identify how to prepare to perform in the interview

• recognize how to follow up after the interview and handle rejection.

 Interview is the most popular mode used to select employees for an organization. The interview is usually 
preceded by the evaluation of submitted résumés from interested candidates. . It can be one-to-one basis (1 
candidate is interviewed by 1 employer) or by an interview panel (1 candidate s interviewed by 3 or 4 members 
from the employers/HR). The job applications are examined and reviewed after reading the resumes to shortlist 
candidates. After this screening, shortlisted candidates are called for interviews. A job interview usually precedes 
the hiring decision.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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 Three types of Interview

Face to Face Interview Skype Interview Group Interview

1.	 Sajal	is	selected	for	an	interview	at	XYZ	Company.	He	is	very	nervous	as	this	is	his	first	interview.	His	sister	
Minu	is	helping	him	prepare.	Let	us	observe	and	learn!

 Sajal: What	Is	an	Interview?

 Minu: An interview is a conversation between two or more people (the interviewer and the interviewee) where 
questions are asked by the interviewer to obtain information from the interviewee.

 Sajal: What	is	the	purpose	of	the	interview?

 Minu: An employer needs to find out if you are the best candidate for the job. You also need to find out if this 
is a good opportunity for you. Hence, interview is the best opportunity for you and the company to understand 
each other. The interviewer will ask you some questions to understand your knowledge, the skills you have and 
also to test your attitude. You can also ask questions to the interviewer.

 Sajal: How	should	I	prepare?	I	am	scared!

 Minu: Interviews make a lot of people nervous. So don’t worry, the more you prepare, the less scared you will 
be. There are 3 stages to the interview process: Before, During and After.
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 Sajal: What	should	I	take	to	the	interview?

 Minu: Here is a checklist for you. 

• Multiple copies of the resume.

• Original & photocopies of the educational qualification certificates.

• Photographs

• ID proofs 

• Experience certificates, if any.

 Sajal: What	should	I	wear	to	the	interview?

Minu:

• Neatly ironed, formal clothes. 

• Be tidy and maintain personal hygiene.

• Comb your hair well so that it is away from your face.

• For men: Shirt & trousers with well-polished shoes.

• For women: Salwar kameez, saree or shirt & trousers.

	 Preparation	 is	 the	most	 important	process.	So	Sajal,	 you	must	dedicate	time	 to	prepare	 for	 the	 interview	
properly	by	doing	the	following	things:

1. Read the job description.

2. Read about the company.

3. Attend mock interviews.

4. Prepare for few of the general questions given below.

a) Tell me about yourself

b) Why are you right for this job?

c) What do you know about this company? Why have you applied here?

d) Why are you looking for a job?

e) What are your skills?

f) What is your previous work experience?

g) What are your strengths & weaknesses?

2.	 Read	the	poster	given	and	reflect	on	the	responses	to	the	questions	in	the	poster.	Write	your	responses	in	
the	space	provided.	Share	your	responses	with	a	partner.
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 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 Step	1:	Look	at	the	poster	and	interpret	it.	Try	to	answer	the	questions	that	follow.

 a. Why should one know about the company before applying for a job?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 b. Is it okay to mention about skills and experience that one does not have?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 c. How will one’s strengths help in getting selected for a job?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 d. Will you be able to answer the questions given in the poster during an interview without preparation?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 e. Describe how you will prepare for the interview.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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4.	 Step	2:	Choose	a	partner.	Interview	him/her	to	know	what	his/her	responses	were	for	activity	3.	Discuss	
your	responses	with	reasons.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

5.	 Work	with	your	partner	for	activity	4	to	prepare	a	checklist	about	preparation	before	the	interview,	how	to	
attend	an	interview	and	what	to	do	after	the	interview.	Note	down	your	points	in	the	space	provided.

Before	the	interview During	the	interview After	the	interview

6.	 Rafeeq	attended	the	interview	in	Maruti	Udhyog	for	the	job	role	of	an	automobile	mechanic.	The	interview	
was	 for	 10	 positions	 and	 350	 candidates	 appeared	 for	 the	 interview.	 Rafeeq’s	 ITI	 classmate	 John	 also	
attended	the	 interview	and	was	one	of	the	10	candidates	recruited.	Rafeeq	was	very	disappointed	and	
upset	about	his	failure	in	his	very	first	interview.	John	had	been	rejected	in	6	interviews	in	the	past	and	
had	been	selected	only	now.	Imagine	you	are	John	and	motivate	Rafeeq	about	how	rejections	help	you	
gain	experience	in	attending	and	performing	better	in	interviews.	Choose	a	partner	to	list	reasons	that	may	
make	you	fail	in	interviews.	Identify	solutions	to	rectify	the	problems	that	cause	failure	in	interviews.

 Tip: Refer mock interviews in Communication Skills in Employability Skills – Book 1 and identify how mock 
interviews can help face interviews.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Complete the ‘What I learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 What are the different types of interview?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What do the employers expect from candidates when conducting interviews? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How can you prepare well for an interview?  

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What will you do to improve your present interview skills? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/enD8mK9Zvwo
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10.	Recall

1. SMART goals are vague and difficult to understand.

 a. True     b. False

2. If we have SMART goals, it will help us achieve important things in life.

 a. True      b. False

3. SMART means

 a. Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timed

 b. Small, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timed

 c. Specific, Memorable, Achievable, Relevant, Timed

 d. Specific, Measurable, Actual, Relevant, Timed

4. SWOT helps in identifying one’s strengths and weaknesses.

 a. True   b. False

5. SWOT analysis helps to work on one’s weaknesses and convert it into strength.

 a. True    b. False

6. Resume is 

 a. an impressive information rich document of one’s skills, abilities, qualifications and experience.

 b. a document that includes all imaginary information about an individual.

 c. a document used to provide any information one likes to employers.

 d. none of the above.

7. A well-written factual resume helps to create a good impression about a candidate to the employer. 

 a. True   b. False

8. Information like date of birth, permanent address form a part of one’s  ____________________ in the 
resume. 

 a. Career objectives b. Personal details c. Achievements d. Qualifications

9. Key skills and strengths in a resume include

 a. Achievements  b. Qualifications c. Communication, positive thinking and technical skills

 d. all of the above.

10. Landmarks can be mentioned in the address section of the resume.

 a. True    b. False

11. Writing vague skills like hard work, friendly nature, honesty, etc., is to be avoided. 

 a. True   b. False

12. While providing information about internships in resumes, it is important to give details on the name of the 
institute, project details, reporting head’s designation and duration.

 a. True   b. False

13. You may list many things as your hobby in your resume. You don’t have to be able to talk about it during the 
interview. 

 a. True    b. False

14. Search engines help to browse the internet when you search for jobs online.

 a. True   b. False
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15. One can find jobs advertised online in job portals like naukri.com.

 a. True   b. False

16. Job roles describe the specified types of tasks one has to perform in the workplace.

 a. True    b. False

17. Job role differs from trade to trade. For example, piping designer has to be efficient to help transport fluid 
in different industries.  Electrical technicians should be able to structure cables, carry out inspections, repair 
and maintenance in electrical lines.

 a. True    b. False

18. naukri.com, timesjobs.com are examples of 

 a. online job portals b. marketing sites c. online newspapers d. none of the above

19. Job roles include qualifications, role and responsibility, salary and work experience.

 a. True    b. False

20. Interview helps an employee end a job.

 a. True    b. False

21. Interview can be face-to-face as well as in groups.

       a. True    b. False

22. Interview is a way for the employer and candidate to get to know each other.

       a. True    b. False

23. The 3 stages of Interview Preparation are Before, During and After.

       a. True    b. False

24. We should not eat or rest well before an interview.

  a. True    b. False

25.  A candidate must listen well to the interviewer before answering the questions.

 a. True    b. False

26. You can wear any kind of clothing you want for an interview:

 a. True    b. False

27.  When an interviewer asks you to tell more about yourself you can say:

 a. Details about your family  b. Details about your education and qualification

 c. Your interest and hobbies  d. All of the above

28. It is important to ask the employer questions about the company. 

  a. True    b. False

29. You should take more than one copy of your resume to the interview.

 a. True    b. False
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	 11.	Project

1.	Get	in	touch	with	any	alumni	from	your	institute	and	interview	them	about	their	career.	The	purpose	of	this	
activity	is	to	help	you	understand	the	world	of	work	from	an	experienced	professional.		Make	sure	you	ask	
them	the	following	questions:

a. What are the major challenges that you faced in your career?

b. How did you overcome those challenges?

c. What are the important skills that are needed to success in the workplace?

2.	Think	of	a	career	that	you	are	interested	in	pursuing	and	create	a	career	pathway	for	that	career	based	on	
internet	research	and	talking	to	professionals.	
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 1. Importance of Customer Service

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify what customer interaction and service is

• explore customer interaction and service from the perspective of an employer and customer

• reflect on the importance of customer service.

 Imagine that you have ordered a birthday cake for your mother from the best bakery in town! The bakery is 
famous for the great taste of its chocolate cakes. However, on the day of your mother’s birthday, the bakery 
staff informs you that they forgot to bake a cake for her. They don’t have any chocolate cakes and if you want 
you can collect the cake tomorrow! How would this make you feel? Would you continue to be a customer at this 
bakery?

 ‘Excellent customer service’ is the difference between a successful and an unsuccessful business! The quality of 
the product alone is not enough. When we start our career in any company and are employed in a position in 
which we interact with customers, we are responsible for its success.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Get together and discuss!

2. Read and answer.

a.	 Shireen,	Gaurav	and	Kirti	are	friends.	They	go	to	a	movie	theatre	to	catch	the	first	day’s	first	show	of	their	
favourite	film.	They	were	standing	in	the	queue	for	a	long	time.	Finally,	they	reached	the	ticket	counter.	
They	request	the	ticket	counter	executive	to	give	them	three	seats	in	the	rows	G	or	H.	However,	the	ticket	
counter	executive	has	empty	seats	only	in	rows	A	and	B!	These	rows	are	right	in	the	front,	and	audiences	
usually	do	not	like	sitting	in	these	rows.	The	tickets	for	rows	G	and	H	are	available	for	the	next	show	of	the	
movie!

	 Discuss	with	your	friend,	and	write	how	should	the	ticket	counter	executive	inform	the	three	friends	about	
lack	of	empty	seats	in	the	rows	G	or	H.

a. Sorry, we do not have any tickets in rows G or H.

b. Sorry, we only have tickets in rows A or B.

c. I am trying to book you the tickets of your choice! But, unfortunately, I have run into a difficulty – tickets 
for rows G and H are sold out. These tickets are available for the next show. And, you can also book tickets 
in the rows A and B for the same show!

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

b.	 Bhom	Singh	wants	to	cancel	the	subscription	to	hello	tunes	on	his	phone.	He	calls	the	telephone	helpline	
number.	After	waiting	for	a	long	time,	he	gets	connected	to	a	customer	service	executive.	The	customer	
service	executive	has	to	now	inform	him	that	he	has	dialed	the	incorrect	customer	service	number.	In	order	
to	cancel	his	Hello	Tune	subscription,	he	has	to	dial	another	number.	

	 Discuss	with	your	friend	on	how	the	customer	service	executive	 inform	Bhom	Singh	about	his	mistake.	
Keep	in	mind	that	Bhom	Singh	waited	for	a	long	time	before	the	call	was	connected,	and	it	is	possible	that	
he	might	be	a	little	angry.

 Sir, I understand that you must be feeling very disappointed. But, I am very sorry to inform you that 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. The other customer 
service number is ___________. It will take only ______________ minutes to resolve your issue, once you 
call on this number. We are very sorry for the inconvenience. 

 Step 1

Pair up with any one 
trainee from your class.

Step 2

Discuss your experiences of having done the 
following:

1. Calling a telephone company regarding an 
inquiry or complaint.

2. Calling an online shopping regarding an inquiry 
or complaint.

3. Ordering food from a menu in a restaurant.

4. Inviting a plumber / electrician to your home.

Step 3

Discuss about each scenario:

Step 4

Make a list of behaviours 
about the customer 
service representative that 
impressed you! These are 
Dos.

Step 5

Make a list of behaviours from customer service 
representative, which disappointed you deeply. 
These are Don’ts.

Step 6

Share your experiences in a 
larger group!

1. Did you enjoy the   
experience? Why?

2. Would you recommend 
the product / service to 
a friend? If yes, why? If 
no, why?
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3.	 Pair	up	with	a	group	of	5	friends	and	design	a	role	play	based	on	following	situations:

a. A café is famous in the city for its service! The staff always greets the customers politely with a smile. They 
also offer helpful suggestions from the menu when the customers’ order food. Imagine spending 15 minutes 
in this café, ordering coffee and sandwiches – how will the interaction between guests and staff look like? You 
may make notes in the space provided, if you wish.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. Trainees of XYZ institution often make fun of the rude staff at their canteen. They have now stopped going to 
this canteen, and instead go to the chai stall outside the college for snacks and tea. Imagine a conversation 
between 4 friends from XYZ institution. They are discussing the bad behaviour of the staff from the canteen. 
What are the some behaviour of the staff that can disappoint the trainees? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How was today’s session?

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 Think, and share:

 What is customer service?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the results of bad customer service?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the signs of a good customer service executive in your experience?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 https://youtu.be/RyrjeDWQ0Vw

 https://youtu.be/XK3cNcuvuMs

 https://youtu.be/BqMNGhvg8Us

 As a group of 4, visit four restaurants today and inquire about any 5 items on their menu. Note the manner in 
which the staff are able to answer your queries. Discuss which restaurant has the best service in your opinion, 
and which restaurant would you recommend to your family and friends.
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	 2.	Forms	of	Greeting

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify the need to greet customers

• recognize how to greet customers

• identify ways of making a positive first impression.

 Greeting is a word or a group of words used when we meet someone. Greeting someone is not limited to known 
people. When we see someone for the first time, we introduce ourselves and greet each other. 

 It is important to greet customers appropriately to ensure that customers feel welcomed. A customer who feels 
welcomed has a higher chance of being satisfied with the service which leads to customer retention. Greeting 
customers appropriately is among the first few steps towards providing good customer service. It is a proven fact 
that people buy more when they feel a sense of trust. Trust is best established by making people feel happy and 
comfortable.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Kinds of greetings

i. Formal greeting is polite. Itis used even when the person is not known. It is used to greet seniors, elderly 
people or people with whom we have formal relations like teachers or customers. This is used more often in 
schools, colleges, offices, in meetings, at work, etc.Phrases used in formal greeting and response:

 Greeting Response

Hello sir, how are you? Very well, thank you. How are you?

Good morning everybody! Good Morning, Madam!

Good morning, sir! Good Morning, everyone!

Good afternoon madam! How are 
you?

I’m doing well. How are you sir?

Hello sir, how can I help you today? I am looking for a new car, please can you help with that.

 Greeting Response

Hey! Hello there!

How are you doing today? I’m doing great!

What’s up? Nothing much. How have you been?

Hello! Hi! How are you?

Hello sir, how can I help you today? I am looking for a new car, please can you help with that.

ii. Informal greeting is used while speaking with friends, family or when the person spoken to is known. Informal 
greeting is usually used at home. Phrases used in an informal greeting and response:

b. How to make a positive first impression with customers

 While greeting customers, it is important to use the correct words as well as be aware of our body language. 
Some tips that we need to keep in mind while greeting customers are:

i. First 10 seconds: Studies have shown that the first 10 seconds you meet someone are very critical as they tend 
to form opinions about you during that time. It is therefore important to make a positive first impression.

ii. Eye Contact: A comfortable eye contact with the person being greeted is important. Ensure not to stare at 
them, but make them feel welcome and comfortable. 

iii. Smile:While greeting customers, ensure to smile to make them feel welcome. It starts with your body 
language. Stand tall, smile and approach them briskly. Everything about your manner should say “I’m glad 
you are here!”.

iv. Acknowledge the customer quickly: 80% of customers say they want to be noticed. Everyone welcomes a 
friendly greeting. Try and acknowledge and greet the customer as soon as you make contact with them. 

v. Introduce yourself: This further makes the conversation more personal. Make sure to tell the customer your 
name. 

vi. Give space: Never go past the personal space of the person. This will make them uncomfortable. Stop when 
you are at least three feet away from the person.

vii. Be genuine and Sincere: Being genuine and sincere is what makes a greeting warm and heartfelt. Just like fake 
smiles and greetings, people can sense if you are genuine and sincere with your greeting.
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c. Objective of greeting a customer is

i. to get his/her POSITIVE ATTENTION.

ii. to make the customer feel WELCOME and IMPORTANT.

iii. to ENGAGE him/her in a conversation.

iv. You can make the customer feel WELCOME by making EYE CONTACT, by SMILING and GREETING.

v. You can make the customer feel IMPORTANT by STOPPING your work immediately, ACKNOWLEDGING the 
customer and ATTENDING to him/her first.

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

How was the activity?
__________________________________________________________________________________
How was the experience of playing each of the roles – salesperson, customer and observer?
__________________________________________________________________________________
What are some of the positive ways to greet customers?
__________________________________________________________________________________
What are some things we should avoid while greeting customers?
_________________________________________________________________________________
What happens when we greet someone in a positive manner?
_________________________________________________________________________________
How will this knowledge help you make better decisions with respect to your career?
_________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/KWQ78WePD_s

1.	 Read	the	statements	and	answer	the	questions	in	the	space	provided.	

 a. Imagine you went to a bank and the lady at the counter had an unpleasant expression on her face as she 
was attending to you. How will that make you feel about the bank?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

b. Imagine you went to the garage to pick up your car. The mechanics were busy talking amongst themselves 
instead of attending to you. How would that make you feel as a customer?

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 Role	play.	Form	groups	of	3.	In	each	group,	assign	the	role	of	customer,	salesperson	and	observer	to	each	
member. Imagine you are selling a phone to a customer in an electronics store. Your trainer will give you 
further	instructions.	You	may	make	notes	here	for	the	role	play.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
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	 3.		Probing	to	Identify	Customer	Needs

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify what probing is

• recognize the importance of probing with customers

• practise probing with customers.

 Probing means inquiring closely into something or searching. In this context, it refers to finding information 
about the customer’s requirements by asking questions.  Probing is asking specific questions to your customer to 
identify their needs. Once the customer’s needs are known, providing the right products and services becomes 
easy.

 Probing questions help you to have open conversations with the customers and learn more about the customer’s 
requirements and problems. Probing will also help you to make proper suggestions of products and services to 
the customers. You will be in a better position to make appropriate product suggestions to customers. 

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Read	the	examples	below	and	fill	the	information:

 Part	1:Mr	Alok	wants	to	buy	a	shirt	for	him	to	wear	for	the	interview.	He	wants	a	good	shirt	as	it	is	his	first	
interview.	He	does	not	like	black	colour	and	wants	the	fabric	to	be	light.	The	style	should	be	traditional	and	he	
prefers the “Raymond” brand.

 What does he want to buy? _____________________________________________________

 For whom? __________________________________________________________________

 What kind of fabric? __________________________________________________________

 Which brand? _______________________________________________________________

 What other information do you have about what Mr. Alok wants?   ____________________________________
________________________________________

 Part	2:Joseph	wants	to	buy	a	pair	of	sports	shoes	for	his	teenage	daughter.	His	daughter	wants	to	wear	it	for	
her	tennis	classes.	His	daughter’s	size	is	5	and	Joseph	prefers	Nike	or	Reebok.	The	shoes	should	be	comfortable	
but	not	in	dark	colour.

 What does he want to buy? ___________________________________________________________________

 For whom?  ________________________________________________________________________________

 What size? _________________________________________________________________________________

 Which brand? ______________________________________________________________________________

 What purpose will the shoes be used for? ________________________________________________________

 What other information do you have about what Joseph wants?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 With	the	help	of	the	information	given	in	the	visual,	discuss	the	type	of	questions	to	be	asked	to	customers.	

Imagine	that	you	are	a	small	vendor	selling	different	types	of	raincoats	for	people	who	ride	cycles,	bikes	
and	those	who	walk	near	the	railway	station.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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3.	 Roleplay	the	given	situation	with	your	partner:	your	partner	is	a	customer	wanting	to	buy	a	set	of	clothes	
to	wear	to	college.	He/she	is	aware	of	what	his/her	likes	and	dislikes	are.	You	are	a	sales	assistant	and	you	
should	greet	the	customer,	probe	and	find	out	his/her	requirements.	Ask	your	partner	to	act	naturally	like	
he/she	would	in	an	actual	shop.	

i. At the end, recall the interaction, take feedback from your partner on what you could have done better.

ii. Reverse roles and repeat the role play.

iii. Note down your learning in the space provided.

What are some things that you did well in the role play?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some areas of improvement for you in the role play?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What is probing?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Why do you think it is important to probe a customer?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What can you do to ensure the customer does not feel uncomfortable or irritated when you probe them?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some of the questions that you can ask a customer to understand their requirements?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

https://study.com/academy/lesson/probing-questions-types-examples.html
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	 4.	Probing	–	Ask-	listen-	repeat	Technique

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• learn about the ask-listen-repeat technique of probing

• recognize how to use the ask-listen-repeat technique in customer interaction

• practise using ask-listen-repeat technique in simulated contexts.

 Ask- listen- repeat is a technique used to ask customers questions to understand their requirements. It uses 
a combination of open and close ended questions. It helps to understand the exact requirements and main 
points of the customers. Based on the information received, appropriate product suggestions can be made 
to customers. When customers get the correct product quickly, easily and in a hassle-free manner, they feel 
satisfied. Customer retention becomes easy. 

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. Close-ended questions are those which can be answered by a simple “yes” or “no”, or with a specific short 
factual answer.Example of close ended question: Do you enjoy listening to Hindi songs? Response: yes or 
no.

b. Open-ended questions are those which require more thought and more than a simple one-word answer. An 
open-ended question is one that cannot be answered with a simple yes or no and often has no single right 
answer. Example of an open-ended question: What are your hobbies? Response: My hobby is reading. My 
hobby is playing cricket. My hobby is gardening (as many as possible).

c. Steps involved in using the ask-listen-repeat technique:

i. Ask mainly open ended questions.

ii. Use close ended questions to continue the conversation.

iii. Listen carefully. Pay attention. Do not interrupt.

iv. Repeat what you understood from the customer’s response. This allows you time to think of the next 
question or response. 

v. Continue the ask-listen-repeat technique till you have all the responses.

vi. Once you have all the information, you need to summarize and reconfirm all the information by repeating 
it back to the customer. 
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d. Process of ask-listen-repeat technique:

1.	 Choose	a	partner.	Imagine	you	are	working	in	a	garments	showroom	(Peter	England).	A	customer	comes	
in	wanting	to	buy	a	shirt	for	his/her	father,	to	wear	to	the	office.	His	size	is	40	and	he	does	not	like	dark	
colours	and	prefers	full	sleeves.	Greet	the	customer	and	probe	using	the	Ask-Listen-Repeat	technique	to	
understand	his	requirements.	Write	the	conversation	here.	Refer	the	illustration	section,	if	necessary.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 Once	you	are	done	with	writing	the	conversation,	share	your	responses	with	your	partner	and	get	his/her	
feedback.	

2.	 Continue	with	the	same	partner	for	this	activity.	This	 is	a	role	play	activity.	You	and	your	partner	need	
to	take	turns	being	the	customer	and	salesperson.	Use	the	ASK-LISTEN-REPEAT	technique	to	probe.	You	
partner	is	a	customer	wanting	to	buy	a	suitcase	for	his/her	travel	to	other	cities	for	work.	He/sheis	aware	
of	what	his/her	likes	and	dislikes	are.	You	are	a	sales	assistant	and	you	should	greet	the	customer,	probe	
and	find	out	his/her	requirements.	Ask	your	partner	to	act	naturally	like	he/she	would	in	an	actual	store.	
Do	not	hold	back	information	or	freely	give	information.	Reverse	roles	and	repeat	the	role	play.	You	may	
make	notes	in	the	space	provided.	

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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	 Once	you	are	done,	write	down	the	different	steps	you	used	in	the	space	below.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

 Take	 feedback	 from	your	partner	on	what	you	could	have	done	better	and	note	down	the	 improvements	
needed in the space below:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What is ask-listen-repeat technique of probing?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the steps involved in the ask-listen-repeat technique?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What according to you are some things that you must keep in mind while probing the customer?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/FwnwEnBPpmY

https://youtu.be/vERPnh8VJSE
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 5. Closing a Sale or Service

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• recognize the importance of closing a sale

• identify how to close a sale

• practise closing sales in simulated contexts.

 Closing a Sale or Service is the last and most important step in customer service. When a customer completes 
buying a product or service, it is called closing a sale. It refers to the process of finishing the deal with the 
customer and giving them the product or service. Closing a sale is the 3rd step in the of selling a product or a 
service. 

 Product is a thing or object that is up for sale. In this lesson making a sale refers to selling of a product. For 
example, comb, shoe, chocolates, car, lorry, books, clothes, etc.

 Service is anything that is offered as a service, such as haircut, repair of cars, repair of washing machine, repair 
of electronic equipment or pipelines. The action of helping or doing work for someone or something is called 
service.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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a. There are 3 steps to follow in the sale of a product or service. Closing a Sale is the last and final step that 
will ensure that the customer pays for the product or service. This means the business between you and the 
customer has closed.

b. Examples of closing a sale/service

i. You go to a shop to buy a soap. The shopkeeper shows you different soaps. Finally, you decide to buy Lux 
soap because you like it and it is what you need. When you say, ‘Alright, I will buy Lux soap. Please give 
me one soap’, you are closing the sale. The shopkeeper can close the sale with you and move to the next 
customer. 

ii. An electrician visits a customer’s house to fix a faulty wire. He/she may be asked many questions by the 
customer to find out about the quality of the electrician. When the customer says, ‘Ok fix the wire. I will 
give you 200 rupees for it’, it is an example of closing a service.  

c. How to Close a Sale or Service?

 Closing a Sale or Service can be done in 2 different ways: directly ask and indirectly close methods.

i. Directly ask:Asking the customer whether sale or service can be closed or if they want to look at any other 
items.For example, can I bill this item madam? Shall I bill this service sir?

ii. Indirectly close:  When you cannot ask a direct question to the customer, you can ask an indirect question. 
For example, how will you be paying for this service mam, by cash or card? Which one shall I pack sir, the 
blue phone or the red phone? 

d. What to do when Close a Sale or Service is unsuccessful?

 If the close is unsuccessful, it means that the customer is not buying your product or service. It means that they 
are not satisfied. In order to keep the customer happy, you can do the following things:

i. Do not argue with the customer. Say it is ok if they don’t want to buy that particular product or service.

ii. Ask the customer the reason why they do not want to buy.

iii. Offer the customer alternatives or other interesting offers as per their need by probing.

1.	 Choose	a	partner	and	read	the	section	on	Directly	Ask	and	Indirectly	Close.	Now	read	the	following	examples	
and	sort	Directly	Ask	and	Indirectly	Close.

EXAMPLE TYPE OF CLOSING

Riya: These shoes are very nice. I really like them. 

Salesperson: Shall I pack them mam?

Riya: Sure.

Salesperson: Ok, I will bill the shoes. 

Hussain: Do you have juice?

Salesperson: Which one shall I pack for you, apple or orange juice? 

Charles: The water pump is broken.

Plumber: Sir, I can fix it, not a problem.

Charles: Check it and tell me the price.

Plumber: It will cost Rs 560. Shall I start work now?

Rukmini: My car is damaged. A bike hit it from the side. It has 
scratches. 

Motor Mechanic:  When shall I come to collect your car? It will take 
2 days. I will start repair tomorrow. 
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Now, discuss the following question with your partner and write the answer:

What are the benefits of closing a sale or service?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	 A	customer	has	been	looking	for	a	particular	kitchen	appliance.	Now,	the	product	is	available	at	discounted	
prices.	The	offer	is	for	a	limited	period	only.	Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	ways	in	which	you	can	convince	
the	customer	to	buy	the	product.	You	may	use	the	information	in	the	visual,	if	necessary.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	 Look	at	the	given	visuals.	It	gives	information	on	the	steps	in	the	selling	process	that	help	to	close	a	sale,	
how	to	identify	the	customer’s	interest	in	the	product,	etc.	Choose	a	partner	and	role	play	as	customer	and	
sales	person	for	any	product.	Follow	the	steps	to	greet	and	welcome	the	customer,	use	probing	questions	
to	identify	their	needs,	use	ask-listen-repeat	technique	to	fulfill	their	needs,	close	the	sale	as	appropriate.	
You	may	make	notes	in	the	space	provided.	

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What is Closing a Sale or Service? 
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Why is it important to know about Closing a Sale or Service?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

How can you apply this knowledge in your future job?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/vCySzmoxKEc
https://youtu.be/hWINBhIgdVE
https://youtu.be/PT0bkGv8DDU
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	 6.	Customer	Feedback	–	1	

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify the importance of feedback 

• recognize how to improve quality of service based on feedback

• practise to receive feedback and improve service.

 Feedback is reaction or response to a product sold, a service offered or a person’s performance. The response 
received often helps the seller/service provider/ person improve on the suggestions given. Feedback helps to 
modify or control a process or system to meet customer satisfaction. It is usually received orally. It is also received 
through customized feedback forms or through after-sales survey via emails or google forms. The latest trend is 
to receive feedback via apps and survey tools. Customers get to rate the quality of the product or service with 
additional comments in the survey format. Managements may look into the feedback and take corrective action 
or even incentivize customer service staff. In other words, feedback is also used to appreciate a service than just 
offer suggestions for improvement.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Customer	service	staff	are	key	to	any	organization.	They	need	to	be	open-minded	to	receive	feedback	and	
suggestions	from	customers.	Choose	a	partner	and	list	the	advantages	of	customer	feedback.	Identify	the	
different	types	of	feedback	systems	used.	You	may	use	the	visuals	as	clues.	Add	one	or	two	advantages	of	
your	own.	(CRM:	Customer	Relations	Management)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	Why	do	you	think	customers	are	sometimes	unhappy	about	the	services	offered	to	them?	How	can	one	
know	how	the	customer	feels?	What	actions	should	be	taken	after	getting	to	know	customer	suggestions/
problems?	Choose	a	partner,	discuss	and	make	notes	in	the	space	provided.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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3.	 Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	the	different	ways	in	which	the	feedback	can	be	received	and	solved.	Make	
notes	in	the	space	provided.	You	may	refer	the	illustration	section,	if	necessary.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

4.	 Choose	a	partner	and	discuss	how	customer	feedback	can	be	reviewed	and	implemented.	You	may	use	the	
structure given in the visuals.

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

What is feedback?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Why is feedback important?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

If feedback always negative? How can feedback help customer service staff?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

How can an organization use feedback for its benefits?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/6UZds0GJxKI

https://youtu.be/nHpqGCQfVys

https://youtu.be/VGIRnhWBQDM
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	 7.	Customer	Feedback	–	2	

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify the meaning of ‘feedback’

• reflect on the uses of customer feedback

• practise seeking feedback on service delivered from customers.

 Feedback simply means finding out people’s reaction to our performance. For example, when we cook food for 
the first time and ask our parents, ‘How does it taste?’, we are seeking feedback. However, it is not always easy to 
seek feedback. Someone may say in response to your question that they did not like your performance. Should 
we still ask people for feedback? After all, we cannot go back in time to improve our performance or change 
that person’s opinion. But, feedback is important because while it doesn’t improve your past performance, but 
it does wonders to your future performance! In this lesson, we will explore what is good feedback and how can 
we receive it to become better at our jobs.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Imagine	that	your	friends	have	made	tea	for	the	first	time,	and	it	is	too	sweet.	But,	you	like	that	this	tea	
has	been	flavoured	with	cardamom.	Your	friend	 is	now	asking	you	for	 feedback	about	the	tea.	Answer	
the	following	questions	giving	him/her	honest	feedback.	However,	only	answer	the	question	asked!	Do	
not	share	extra	information	in	response	to	any	question.	The	first	question	has	been	answered	for	your	
reference.

 a. Did you like the tea?

  No.

 b. Did you enjoy drinking this tea?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 c. Will you take more tea?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 d. What do you like about this cup of tea?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 e. What can I improve about this tea?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 f. How do you usually like your tea?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 g. Will you drink one more cup of tea, if I make it to your liking?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 h. Do I always make good tea?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Organize the questions in two sections, on the basis of information that your friend was able to receive about 
your experience through your question.

Questions that received only yes / no responses Questions that received answers full of information 
about your tea drinking experience

2.	 Read	the	following	questions	asked	by	a	telephone	customer	service	operation.	Mark	the	questions	which	
you	think	will	result	in	a	lot	of	useful	feedback	from	customer	with	the	letter	O	(for	Open-ended),	and	mark	
the	questions	which	will	result	only	in	yes/	no	answers	as	C	(Close-ended).

 a. Did you enjoy our customer services? _________

 b. Were you disappointed by our customer services? __________

 c. How can we improve your customer service experience? _________

 d. What did you like about our customer service experience? __________

 e. What can I improve about my customer service? __________
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3.	 You	are	the	manager	for	a	taxi	service.	The	taxi	drivers	from	your	company	are	paid	salary	on	the	basis	
of	customer	reviews	of	their	service.	You	want	all	your	drivers	to	follow	traffic	rules,	behave	politely	and	
professionally,	 and	always	pick	and	drop	your	 customers	on	time.	Design	a	5-question	 survey	 for	 your	
customers	to	give	feedback	on	the	services	of	taxi	drivers	of	your	company.	Do	not	include	more	than	2	
close-ended	questions	in	your	survey.

a. ______________________________________________________________________________________

b. ______________________________________________________________________________________

c. ______________________________________________________________________________________

d. ______________________________________________________________________________________

e. ______________________________________________________________________________________

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How was today’s session?

 Think, and share:

 What is customer feedback?

 ________________________________________________________________________

 Why is feedback important for a customer service provider?

 ________________________________________________________________________

 How can feedback be used by a customer service provide to improve his / her performance? Share examples 
from two industries (for ex. retail, telecom, hospitality etc.)

 ________________________________________________________________________

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 https://youtu.be/6UZds0GJxKI

 Seek feedback from your Employability Skills Instructor and 5 of your classmates on your ability to communicate 
professionally. Design a 5-question survey, and request them fill it anonymously (they do not have to share their 
name in the survey!) Identify 2 areas of improvement from feedback received.
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	 8.	Handling	Grievances	–	1

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify the need to listen to customer grievances 

• recognize how to handle customer grievances

• practise to solve customer grievances and complaints.

 Customers have grievances or complaints when their expectations with the service are not met. Sometimes, 
customers complain when they face rudeness or feel irritated when they are not paid attention to. Whenever a 
customer approaches with a grievance, it is important to handle them carefully with all using HEART technique 
– Hear, Empathize, Agree, Relationship build and Think.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1. Choose a partner to role play. You are the customer service executive and your partner is the customer. The 
customer has been waiting for a long time to get to talk to a customer service executive o look at mobile 
phones/purses. No one has noticed him/her. He is angry and comes towards you and tells you that he/she 
is going out of the store. Use the given tips and try to get the customer look at different models of mobiles/
purses. You may make notes in the space provided, if necessary. Use the given expressions, if needed.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 2.	 Look	at	the	visuals.	Choose	a	partner	and	describe	the	process	of	resolving	customer	complaints.

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

COMPLAINT 
REGISTRATION

 Complaints are registered 
for customers who are 

dissatisfied post servicing 
their vehicle. Complaints are 

also registered for Breakdown 
cases and Technical issues 

faced by customer.

COMPLAINT CLOSE 
LOOPING

All the complaints registered 
for post service dissatisfied 

customers, Breakdown cases 
and Technical issues are 

followed up with dealership, 
TML team and customer till 

final resolution.
CUSTOMER 

SATISFACTION
Satisfaction check from 
customer is done for all 
complaints preclosed in 

system. Post final confirmation 
from customer on complaints 

resolution case is closed in 
system.
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3.	 Imagine	you	have	a	complaint	 to	register	as	a	customer.	Follow	the	steps	 in	the	given	visual	and	write	
a	compliant	(for	any	service	or	product	you	like).	Choose	a	partner	to	role	play	as	the	customer	service	
staff	and	submit	the	compliant.	Your	partner	will	follow	the	steps	to	solve	your	problem	mentioned	in	the	
complaint.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 https://youtu.be/w9XmF4_HgKE

 https://youtu.be/QAwVyfQ65ww

 https://youtu.be/gLRIW64ZcOo

 https://youtu.be/R_ICtJnG9wg

 What is a grievance?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Why is it important to listen to customers’ grievances?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the benefits of resolving customers’ grievances?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What is the HEART technique of grievance handling?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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	 9.	Handling	Grievances	–	2

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify what handling grievances means

• reflect on situation that cause customer grievances

• practise handling grievances.

 It is nearly impossible for humans to avoid mistakes entirely. All of us make mistakes. However, in the customer 
service industry, a person’s mistake can lead to loss of time or money for a customer. How can we then deal 
with this mistake? How can we manage this situation in a manner that it does not result in the customer never 
coming back to us for our services? Hint: A sincere apology and offer to help goes a long way! In this lesson, we 
will learn about some common errors that cause customer grievances and will reflect on the best way to handle 
such grievances.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned
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1.	 Present	the	following	skits	in	front	of	your	class.	Generate	discussion	on	shared	questions.

a. Gauri had decided to surprise her father on his 50th birthday by gifting him a new phone. She ordered the 
device from a leading e-commerce website two weeks before his birthday. As per the information on the 
website, the phone was to be delivered to her within a week of placing the order. However, Gauri receives 
the phone 13 days after placing the order and her brand new phone’s screen was scratched! She is now very 
angry, and is placing a call to the customer service helpline of the website. You are the customer service 
representative who has to deal with her complaint. How would you proceed? 

 (Hint: Listen, empathize, apologize and tell her next steps in clear words)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b. Sami Mirza is allergic to milk and all milk products like paneer and ghee. He goes to a restaurant and order a 
daal from the menu. He gives clear instructions to the waiter to not add any ghee to his daal. However, Sami’s 
daal was full of ghee. Upon eating it, Sami feels ill. Sami’s friends are upset and they want to file a complaint 
of the waiter and chef with the hotel manager. You are the head waiter in-charge. How will you proceed to 
handle this complaint?

 (Hint: Listen, empathize, apologize and suggest in clear words what the restaurant can offer to make up for the 
inconvenience)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

c. Alexa is an experienced driver. However, after the recent servicing of her car, her vehicle has not been working 
well. When she returns to the service center, the service center representative said that her negligent driving 
is causing troubles with her engine. Alexa becomes upset and asks for the head mechanic of the service 
center to check the engines. He finds out that the mechanic on duty had replaced the wrong kind of oil in 
Alexa’s engines and this was causing the vehicle to malfunction. Alexa is furious at the behaviour of service 
center employees, and wants to file a complaint with the manager. You are the supervisor in-charge on that 
day. How will you proceed to handle this complaint?

 (Hint: Listen, empathize, apologize and suggest in clear words what the service center can offer to make up for 
the inconvenience)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.	 Read	the	following	statements	used	by	customer	executive	in	response	to	a	customer	complaint.	Mark	the	
appropriate	statement	with	C	(for	Correct),	and	inappropriate	responses	with	W	(for	Wrong).

a. You may have made a mistake. I suggest that you check the facts at your end and get back to us. _________

b. I am sorry to hear that our error has caused you this inconvenience. Please wait for 4 days to receive a 
response from us. __________

c. I am sorry to hear that our error has caused you this inconvenience. I will be able to offer you a solution for 
your problem immediately. __________

d. I am sorry to hear that our error has caused you this much trouble. I completely understand why you are 
feeling very upset. As a small token of our apology, we would like to offer you free services for a month. 
_________

e. This error was caused by someone else in our company. Do not raise the complaint with us. We will not be 
able to deal with this problem. ________

 Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart.

 How was today’s session?

Boring

Fun

Lots of learning Less learning

 Think, and share:

 What is grievance or complaint handling?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 What are the things we must avoid saying to a customer whose grievance is being handled?

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 How can we build a strong relationship with a customer who approaches us with a complaint? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________

 Call any 2 telecom company helplines and request for information regarding their internet packages. Note the 
form of greeting, phrases, etc., used by customer service executives while handling your query. What were the 
phrases that made you feel valued as a customer?
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	 10.	Relationship	Building	with	Customers

At the end of this lesson, you shall be able to:

• identify the need to build customer relationship

• recognize how to build good relations with customers

• identify ways of having loyal customers.

 Building	 relationship	 with	 customers is a way to engage with customers to create customer experience. 
Organizations and services maintain data about customers to keep constantly in touch with them to inform them 
of new initiatives, to greet them on their birthdays/anniversaries, to wish them on festive occasions, etc. 

 Interacting in a positive manner understanding customer needs is the first step towards establishing and 
building rapport with them. Listening to customer feedback and modifying services help to develop an ongoing 
relationship with the customers. In the long run, retaining loyalty of customers will establish a good reputation 
for the service and products of the organization. Hence, customer service staff need to develop skills to provide 
the best possible service by getting close to customers to build	long-term	relationship	with	customers.

What I already Know What I Want to find out What I Learned

SATISFACTIONT LOYALTY

SERVICE

RELIABILITY

IMPROVEMENTMARKETING

QUALITY

SUPPORT

Increase Average Order Value

Influence 
Purchase 
Decisions

Improve 
Customer 

Relationship

Build a Rich 
Customer 
Database

Higher Return 
on Investment

Generate 
Sales

Build Brand 
Advocates

How do you 
know so much 

about us? It’s because I 
care, and I hear 
everything you 

tell me.That’s why 
we love doing 
business with 

you!
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1. Imagine you are a self-employed  person (electrician, 
plumber, welder, tailor,  mechanic). Choose a 
partner to discuss how to build customer  for 
the service you offer. Note down the measures you will 
take to impress the customer with your service so that he/
she becomes your regular customer. You play the role of 
the  person and let your partner be the customer. 
You may reverse your roles and  too. You may use 
the visual, if necessary.

2. Rahul has just completed the service and maintenance of his Air  with ABC company. He is very 
happy with the quality of service provided. Do you think the company should get Rahul’s feedback? What 
steps should the company take to retain Rahul as a regular customer? Choose a partner and discuss. Make 
notes in the space provided.

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.  customer needs, engaging them politely, making them feel respected and handling their 
problems/grievances  make customers  with the services offered. When they like the 
services offered, they become loyal customers. They also recommend the brand (service) to others by word 
of mouth. Choose a partner and discuss the various ways in whichyou as a self-employed  person will 
build and expand your customer base.Take notes in the space provided. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

six steps:
1. Establishing rapport

4. Marking the customer feel valued

6. Handling different types of customers

Complete the ‘What I Learned’ column in the KWL chart. 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
When do customers become loyal to services/ brands?
__________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Customer Customer Customer
Loyalty

Scan the QR code for CORPUS
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